


Call today and 
discover why 
everyday hundreds 
of companies 
worldwide trust 
their websites to 
Inter/and. 

@ Speed. Reliability. Support.sm 

1nterland® 
Web Hosting 

Pricing From 
$19.95 per Month 
• 99.9% Uptime Guarantee 

• Unlimited e-mail accounts for your 
website {POP3, SMTP, aliases, auto 
responders, and forwarding) 

• Toll-free 24x7 technical support 

• 100 MB of website storage 

• Aggressive reseller program 

• Browser-based control of your 
website and e-mail 

• Browser-based statistics and 
reporting tool 

• Windows NT and UNIX webservers 

• Database support for 
MS Access, MS SQL 6.517.0, mSQL, 
FoxPro, and more 

• Active Server Pages, Cold Fusion, 
Microsoft FrontPage, Microsoft 
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e-mail, CG/-bin and more 

E-COMMERCE SOLUTIONS 
• New HP/Inter/and turnkey 

e-commerce solution with high 
availability and OpenPix 
technology, and all other leading 
e-commerce solutions 

• Free e-commerce consultation 

APPLICATION HOSTING 
• Microsoft Office 2000 extensions 

• Lotus Notes and Domino 

• G2 Real Audio & Video Streaming 

• NetShow 

•lflHITlf:flWliJWT@liWflc1f4Tfta 
• Pricing from $199 per month 

• Major backbone connections to 
UUNET, QWEST and DIGEX 

• Redundant OC-48 and OC-12 
backbone connections 

• .24xlx365 Network Operations 
Center 

• Battery backup and fault tolerant 

Cal/Today 
800.599.0546 
www.interland.net 
404.586.9999 I sales@interland.net 



Nine new surfing hits. 

f eatur111g 
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Introducing Mac· OS 9: with nine new power tools designed to make web surfing quicker, safer and infinitely 
more rewarding. Each of Mac OS 9's new Internet features would be a smash hit on its own, but now they're 

•suggested retail price. 7flxlshippi11g not included ©1999 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, /be Apple logo, App!eSm/J/, Mac and tbe Mac logo are 



Now available on CD. 

1 
Sherlock 2. The ultimate Internet 
search tool is now your personal 

1 shopper as well. Sherlock· 2 can 
pinpoint products you want and let you 
compare prices, avai!abzlity, even tbe time 
left for items on 

4 Keychain. No need to keep track 
of all those passl/Jords and digital 

1 certificates for e-mail and web 
servers. 7be personal keycbain built into 
Mac OS 9 wzll keep ~ 
track of them 
for you.just 
speak or type 
your password 
to unlock them all. 

7 
Internet file sharing. Mac OS 9's 
built-in file sharing now works 

1 over the Internet as easily as it 
works befl/Jeen two 
Macs in the same 
room. So you can 
set up shared folc/ers 
tbat can be quickly accessed by any 
Mac user you authorize, around tbe 
corner or thousands of miles away. 

2 
Multiple users. No matter bow 
many people share your Mac, it 

• will always ,. 
be your veiy own 
Mac. just log in and 

Saroh 
all youi·preferences 
areactivated,fi·o1n ~ 1)1.r 

yourfctvorite browser to your choice of 
desktop patterns. Yourprivate folder is 
easily accessible until you log out. 

5 
Automatic updating. Now keeping 
your operating system up-to-

, , date is as easy as , 
installing Mac OS 9. 
Automatically, over the 
Internet, it will doumload 
(and even install) the latest free 
updatesforyour Mac. So you 
can get the most out of your compute1; 
without wonying about !be chores. 

8 
Internet AppleScript.AppleScript' 
lets you automate your Mac 

• and your applications, from tbe 
simplest task to the most 
complex workjlow. Now 
you can tap the power 
of AppleScript over tbe 
Internet. And harness the 
power of multiple Macs 
working together all over the world 

3 
Voiceprint password. Your voice is 
yourpasslllord When you log in, 

• Mac OS 9 analyzes your voice to 
make sure you 're who you say you are. 
If it's real61 you, you can get to work 
right awaJi, with 
full access to your 
personal files. 
But if it's someone 
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pretending to be you, access is denied. 

6 Enc1yption. Now yourjJrivate 
iiiformafion can remain p1·ivate, 

1 even when you transfer it over 
the Internet. Mac OS 9 offers built-in, 
industrial-streizgth enc1yption - so you 
can rest assured !bat 
your important files 
111ill remain secure, 
no matter where in 
the world you send them. 

9 
Networkbrowsing. WithMacOS9 's 
built-in Network Browsm; you can 

, navigate your way around your 
I.AN, your intranet or the Internet with 
ease. Now you can find file servers, FTP 

servers and web ~"~~~~· -~~-~ 
servers the same 1 &.I !a.I ©.I 

way you locate 
printers on your 
own local network. 

all available in one must-have collection. So if you're the type who loves to explore the Internet, now is the 
perfect time to install Mac OS 9. Surfing's greatest hits, now only $99:'· www.apple.com. ti Think different:· 

registered Jrademarks and S11~>rlock and 711i11k differenl nre lradenwrks of Apple Compuler, In c. /11/emel access requires /11/emel semice accou111Jees may apply. 



• QUICKLY CORRECT FULL RANGE BRIGHTNESS, 
COLOR AND CONTRAST 

• ENLARGE, ROTATE AND CROP IMAGES TO ANY 
SELECTED PROPORTION AND SIZE 

• USE THUMBNAILS TO VIEW YOUR IMAGES 
CLEARLY, EASILY, AND ALL AT ONCE 

• RENAME, CATEGORIZE AND ORGANIZE IMAGES 
THE WAY YOU WANT FOR RAPID ACCESS 
AND RETRIEVAL 

• BOOKMARK AND COMPARE YOUR ENHANCED 
IMAGE VERSIONS WITH YOUR ORIGINAL IN 
REAL TIME 

• SAVE IMAGE TO JPEG !FOR USE ON WEBSITES), 
TIFF (FOR HIGH END RESOLUTION) 
OR PICT FORMATS 

• FUN, FAST AND EASY· TO-USE 

THE PERFECT ACCESSORY FOR DIGITAL CAMERAS 

~t:W.tV.C' ~~ 1\.n.C· 

1 ·800-863-9297 
sales@softarch.com 
www.softarch.com 

www.zones.com 
1 ·877·211 ·2826 

See you at 
MacWorld (#3 13) & 

CeBIT 2000! (Hall 6 F20) 

INK JET PRINTERS 
COLOR SCANNERS Win ••• a Nikon 

[aa lpix 950 digit.al 
camera and at.her 
fabulau!i prize!i in T~ 
Great. Phat.a! [ant.e~ 

To Ent:er: §imply download The Great. Phat. 
demo from t.he MacAddict. [D, t.r y it. out. and !iend 
U!i your "before" and "aft.er" Great. Phat.a! image! 
Email your name, addre!i!i, phone number and ent.1 
t.a great.phat.a .cant.e!it.@§aft.arch.com or mail yarn 
ent.ry t.a Saft.ware Archit.ect!i, Inc.. At.t.n: Great. Phat. 
[ant.e!it., 19102 North [reek Parkway, Suit.e 101. 
Bat.hell, WA 98011. Oet.ail!i of t.he cant.e!it., includir 
haw t.a ent.er, rule§ and re!it.rict.ion§ are on t.he demi 
If you do not. have a copy of t.he MacAddict. [0, 
plea!ie Vi§it. our web!iit.e at. www.!ioft.arch.com. 

sPoNsoRED BY ~Y"li SOFTWARE ARCHITECTS, INC., Nikon. & MACADDICT MAGAZIN 
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and mention registration #400042697. 
No set-up fee. 15 free days and 
$19.95 per month thereafter. 

Earthlink Offers 
Speedy Internet Access, 
15 Free Days, and 
All The Perks ... 

• Unlimited Internet access at speeds up to 56K 

• Reliable email account 

• 24/7 toll-free technical support 

• A fully customizable Personal Start PagesM 

• Moving service-our software helps ·you save 
your old bookmarks and tells all your online friends 
your new email address 

• 6MB of webspace to build your own Web site 

• Easy-to-use Click-n-Build homepage builder 

• A free subscription to bUnk™, our members-only 
Internet magazine 

• Free software like Quick Time™, RealPlayer™, 
and Shockwave® 

• And much more! 





W
hat's a Virtual Printer Store? It's everything a store isn't 
- the most direct, convenient, and affordable way to get 
the printer you need. Here's why: 

printer by the next business day. (All our printers come with a 
thirty-day, money-back guarantee as well.) 

You buy it right from your office or home - anyplace there's 
a phone or a computer that knows its way around the internet. 

What's more, if anything goes wrong, you have direct access 
to people who can fix it. We offer free technical support 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week - for the entirety of the one-year warranty. 
And if you run up against a problem we can't solve, our Platinum 
Exchange Warranty Program even guarantees you a replacement 

Finally, you end up with a printer good enough to sell itself -
because it has to. One that turns out vivid halftones, poster-sized 
graphics, printshop-quality text, and performs other various 
noteworthy feats noted below. 

ELITE 12 N Series 
12 pages per minute 
600 x 600 dpi resoluti on 
Maximum Prim Area 8.5'' x 14" 
Letter, legal, envelope 
250-sheet Uni versal Tray 
PostScript• Level 2 compatible, PCL 5 
35 PostScript fo nts, 15 PCL fonts, 
45 downloadable font s 
RAM expandable to 64 MB 
!st year Platinum Exchange 
Ether Talk': TCP/IP 
USB, Ethernet (1 0 Bascn, 

Bi-directional Parallel 

2nd Paper Feeder ' 
(includes 500-shcct Universal Tray) Add $ 299 

2nd year Platinum Exchange' Add s 99 

$849 
Also available in LocalTalk° version 

$949 1200 dpi version 

IJSB•s 
UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS 

The Virtual Printer Store. Contrary to popular belief, there is 
something more important than location, location, location. 
Namely, no location at all. 

ELITE XL 20 Series 
20 pages per minute 
600 x 600 dpi resolution 
Max imum Prim Area 12.6" x 35.1 " 
Letter, tabloid, legal, envelope, poster 
500-sheet Universal Tray 
PostScript Level 2 compatible, PCL 5 
35 Postscript fonts, 15 PCL fonts, 
250 downloadable fonts 
RAM expandable to 64 MB 
!st year Platinum Exchange 
EtherTalk, LocalTalk, Net Ware~ TCP/IP 
Ethernet (I 0 BascT, AAU!), 

Bi-directional Parallel 

2nd or 3rd Paper Feeder' 
(includes 500-shcct Un iversal Tray) Add $329 

2nd year Platinum Exchange' Add S 179 

$1599 
Lease $56 Month/36 months' 

$1899 800 dpi version 
Lease $67 Month/36 months' 

$2199 1200 dpi version 
Lease $77 Month/36 months' 

ELITE 12/600 USB 
12 pages per minute 
600 x 600 dpi resolution 
Maximum Print Area 8.5'' x 14" 
Letter, legal, envelope 
250-sheet Universal Tray 
PostScript Level 2 compatible, PCL 5 
35 PostScript fonts, 15 PCL font s, 
45 downloadable fonts 
RAM expandable lo 64 MB 
!st year Platinum Exchange 
USB (cable included), 
Bi-directional Parallel 

2nd Paper Feeder ' 
(includes 500-shcct Uni versal Tray) Add 5299 

2nd year Platinum Exchange' Add s 99 

$799 

IJSB•s 
UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS 

' 1~ GCC 
=-TECHNOLOGIES 

THE VIRTUAL 
PRINTER STORE™ 

Keycode 002MAD 





Windows® Compatible 
Without a doubt, Macs are the best personal computers on the market today. And 
now, with the G4s, the Macs are also the best personal supercomputers. What's the 
one thing these supercomputers still need? Compatibility and interoperability with 
the Windows world! Connectix Virtual PC is a software solution that brings 
Windows capabilities right to your Mac -- run Windows programs, access PC net
works, share files between your Mac and PC desktops and more. All on one com
puter, your Mac! 

Virtual PC 3.0 is OS9 compatible and is available in three versions. You can buy 
Virtual PC with PC-DOS, Windows 95 or 98 pre-installed. You can also run 
Windows NT or Linux. Have it all on one computer and have it today! To buy or 
for more information, go to www.connectix.com, or call l.800.395.1824. 

ti Connectix 

©Copyright Connectix Corporation. Connectix and Connectix Virtual PC are trademarks of Connectix Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective hodlers. 



Cheryl thinks the Microsoft verdict is boring, so I had to write about something else. 

T he other day I was hunched over 
a craps table with a bleary-eyed, 
sleep-deprived David Reynolds, 

and I got to thinking about how 90 per
cent of the PC world is freaking boring. 
Standing in the middle of a casino with 
$30 or so in bets spread out across the 
table may seem like a strange place to 
start pondering my own personal disin
terest in the larger technology market. As 
it happens, however, I was at the craps 
table trying to avoid Comdex-that mega
behemoth of a PC industry trade show
which takes place in Las Vegas every fall. 

This was the first Comdex I (or any 
MacAddict staff member) had ever 
attended, as Comdex is not typically a ~---------~ 
Mac show. But Apple's upswing has us .. . HE'S A BRiii/CK hoooouuuse ... 
thinking differently (and I was feeling lucky) , so I loaded David and myself onto a 
plane and headed to tl1e desert. I was even a little excited about the adventure. The 
PC fast lane is supposed to be filled with better video games, cool MP3 players, 
high-tech speakers, and gadgets to stunt any budget. I figured I'd gaze upon this 
wonderland with awe, both jealous over not having such toys and hopeful that 
tl1ey'd all make their way to the Mac. 

I was wrong. I knew it from the minute I arrived at the Las Vegas Convention 
Center. It was crowded, filled with people in suits and jammed wall to wall with 
bland corporate booths. I realized that if I worked on a PC magazine, I'd be try

The PC fast lane is 
supposed to be filled with 
better video games, cool 
MP3 players, high-tech 
speakers, and gadgets 
to stunt any budget. 

ing to cover all this nonsense and I'd have to wade 
through all manner of ridiculous software. I'd be 
the one my readers expected to scrutinize all the 
different accounting programs, I'd be tl1e guy that 
would have to test SO different business manage
ment apps in order to find out what features would 
work for which people. Sure, these programs are 
functional, even necessary-but they're no fun 
and there are 10,000 of them. 

To make things worse, even the cool stuff for tlie PC 
gets beaten to deatli witli repetition. Take $10,000 liquid plasma displays-cool, 
right? Not after you've seen SO in 10 minutes, all of which look almost identical, and 
you realize that no one you've ever met could afford one of them. You'd really gag if 
you could see the unfortunate impact tlie iMac has had on the PC industry. One of tl1e 
worst offenders came in the form of a hideous pink translucent casing you can strap 
onto your beige PC in a patlietic attempt to be trendy. Bad colors in ever-worse plas
tics were everywhere. I now understand why PC people curse tlie iMac. 

The longer I strolled the convention floor, the happier I was that I work at 
MacAddict. We get to cover just cool stuff. The Mac generally has at least one 
decent program you can use for things you need to do (like taxes), but it also gets 
all the genuinely exciting apps-design tools, Web development apps, professional 
video and audio software. Sure, the occasional MP3 player and the Mac games 
arsenal lag behind, but my new Rio SOO (see Reviews, this issue, pS8) is humming 
along just fine, and I get plenty of diverse gaming from my PlayStation and Nintendo 
64. The Mac pond may be way smaller, but thanks to its simplicity and its appeal to 
creative people, by comparison our pond is filled witl1 champagne. 

12 MacAOOICT FEB/00 



Easy set-up. Fast connections. A reliable network. And a support staff so helpful oar 
customers rave about us. It comes down to this: We believe getting on the net should 
be a simple, fun experience. And we do everything we can to make it that way. 

Call 1-888-MSPRING or visit us at www.mindspring.com and get 
3 months for the price of 1. Hurry, offer expires 2129100! 

#1 in Customer Satisfaction Among the Largest National 
Internet Service Providers 

' f , t 
You'd be happier using MindSpring® 

INTERNET SERVICES 



Okay, okay, just calm down now-everything is going to be all right. 

This Month 
WRITE TO US: MacAddict, 150 North 
Hill D1:, Brisbane, G4 94005, 
or email to lette1's@macaddict.com. · 
FOR CD PROBJJJMS: Go to http:!/ 
suppo1't. imaginemedia. com. 
FOR SUBSCRIPTION QUERIES: 
Call (toll-free) 888-771 -6222. 

HE RAN OFF 
WITH MAXINE 
What happened? I receive my December 
MacAddict, rip it open and turn directly to 
page 6-only to find that he's not there! Max 
is gone! How can I live without his quirky 
quotes, his luscious locutions, his unbeliev
able iterations? It's a sad day. Because of this 
error you must send me-never mind, that's 
getting a touch trite.-]OE MARTIN 

Whatever you do, don't examine the cover 
too dosely. - RC 

I RECENTLY SIGHTED-@! 

I don't know if you have received one of 
these before, but our grape iMac had a 
baby. I was in an office superstore and 

saw a product from Timex I just had to buy 
to keep my iMac company. The only bad 
news is that owners of tangerine iMacs are 
out of luck.-ToM LE BLANC 

f 4 MacAOOICT FEB/00 

Oh no! I'm looking at my lovely December 
issue of MacAddict, when I realize some
thing-no Max?! What happened to the 
beloved little mascot? Was it a delayed reac
tion to being crushed by an iBook in the 
October issue? Could it be? Is Max (sob) 
gone? llhe really is gone (sob), please tell me 
(snifile) so that I can call all my MacAddict 
friends and (sob) tell them the horrible news. 
I'm gonna miss you, Max! I better go, the key
board isn't built to stand up to this many 
tears ... -DAVID RICHMOND 

Imagine my shock when, after thoroughly 
examining the December issue, I discover... 
Max is missing from the front cover! Aaahhh!! 

He's also not in his little box underneath the 
editorial credits! What has happened to our 
darling little Max? Have PC zealots cap
tured Adam?! Are we doomed to live with
out Max's wit on the front cover for eter

nity!? I'm organizing a campaign to save Max 
right now! Um ... er ... could you guys loan me 
$70 for http://www.savemax.com? Happy 
Macintoshing!-JONATllAN CJAYDoN 

You Do THAT 
I just watched the staff video on the December 
CD-ROM. Your fabulous art director David 
was babbling something about 511z-inch 
floppy disks for his Apple Ile. Uh ... okay, sure, 

AT LEAST SHE 
DOESN'T MAKE UP 
TERMS LIKE 
"FATloSERBUNNY" 
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You hired a vicious duck killer as your man-
~ aging editor? What FatLoserBunny chose this 

crackpot? What does the Animal Rights ~ 
Foundation have to say? Who is in charge o 

there? You guys should really check the back- iii 
(/) 

ground of your applicants. Ha cute little duck 6 
gets smashed, what's gonna 1< R ~ 
happen to Prison Guy? /f <?- 'Rf: ~.i-. ~ 
(Sorry-all hail edi- ~ I/ \\\ ' 0 "' j 
tor Capps!) Wait, maybe r;\. n -
she has a sick, twisted ~ <..V 
picture of the bloody ~ 
wheels you guys can 
use on the cover-I 

0 

mean, she.is pretty M~INJ.r_tf'{G· ED 
warped. Hire me as rn r'\\11 
your new managing 
editor. I promise not to run over any ducks 
(and if I did, I would feel really bad ... not 
laugh!). I only ask for food, water, a working 
bathroom, and a fully expanded PowerMac 
G4 tower with a 24-inch Apple Cinema 
Screen. Fire the cruel duck killer!-NATHANIEL 

WE LEFT OUT 
ORANGE, Too 
Okay, well, it looks like you flubbed again. In 
"Eeny Meeny Miny iMac" (Dec/99, p45) , you 
claim that the graphite iMac is the "sixth
yes, sixth-<.:olor." You guys really should go 



back to grade school and learn to count. As 
every Mac addict knows, Bondi blue was its 
own distinct color, plus blueberry, tangerine, 
grape, lime, strawberry, and now graphite. 
The grand total is seven. Get it right.-Mt~'E 

OLD SCHOOL 
Check this out! I was recently looking 
through my garage and found some old 
comic books. Being a Mac user, I noticed 
this ad on the back of an old comic book 
from 1985. Check out the specs on this 
baby. I have one question: What the heck is 
an "extended 80 column card?" I wonder if 
I can put one in my G3.-CHRIS WIEMER 

WE WONDER what ii would look like in tin foil. 

\NHATEVER HAPPENED 
TO WIRED MAGAZINE, 
ANYWAY? 
Can you believe the nerve of these people? 
I certainly can 't. Wired magazine has 
labeled "the Apple religion" as one of the 
things the 20th century should leave 
behind! They do some pretty nasty Mac 
addict bashing and pretty much manage to 
tick me off. Screw them! As long as 
I have anything to say about it, there'll 
be no giving up on the Mac for me! 
-JOHN ZERATSKY 

ADVERTISING 
CHALLENGED 
I accepted the challenge on the bottom of 
your December cover. 

"What challenge?" you ask. The "Our 
Biggest Issue Ever!!!" challenge. 

My rules for this game are simple: 
1. Survey all Mac-related magazines. 
2. Remove all pages that have only adver-

tisements on both sides. 
3. Leave in any page that has staff

produced information on one or both 
sides (even if that area is only a couple 
of inches wide) . The exception to that 
rule is subscription order forms. Those 
are fair game for removal because these 
are my rules. Remember? 

4. Compare what is left of the magazine with 
a same-issue magazine that has not under
gone surgery for removal of excess pages. 
Why do I rip out these "ads only" 

pages? Because I don't find advertising 
educates me as much as real information. 
It also reduces the weight and size of the 
magazine for storage purposes. 

Every month MacAddict seems to win 
the Most-Pages-Left-After-1-Rip-Out-the
Excess Award. Perhaps your next issue 
should proclaim on the cover: "Adver
tisers: Your money is not wasted in our 
magazine, because people don't throw 
away your ads." 

Congratulations, MacAddict staff, you 
are doing something right-intentionally or 
not-BARBARA TITSWORTH 

SOMETHING FOR 
EVERYONE 
Hello. Here's a greeting from Holland. It's 
the first time I got your magazine. Some 
hard times reading the English, but one 
thing isn't hard .. . enjoying the music from 
your CD!-TYMO PEL 

GIL AMELIO'S 
ANSWERS \NERE 
THE SAME 
I put up one question per day at my locker 
and have people guess the answer. If the 
person gets it right, they get a paper iMac. 
One day I put together a bunch of questions 
and let people try to win an iMac poster. I 
just had to share one person's response: 
Q: True or false? The company Macintosh 

made the iMac. 
A: Maybe. 
Q: Fill in the blank: ___ Wire is the best 

connection standard for digital cameras 
and hard drives. 

A: The. 
Q: Name nine of the most important fea

tures in Mac OS 9. 
A: Blue eyes, blond hair, dimple on left but

tocks, freckles, wears contacts, 25-inch 
waist, Harley Davidson tattoo, mole on 
upper lip , missing left earlobe. 

Q: True or false? MP3 files can be played 
on a portable player compatible with 
the Mac. 

A: True, but you can also use a porta-potty 
instead of a portable player. 

Q: What relationship does Pixar Entertain
ment have with the Mac? 

A: Great aunt on my sister's side of the family, 
once removed. 

Q: Name the different versions of iMacs 
and the colors associated with each 
version. 

A: Version: Sahara desert. Color: dusty 
sand. Version: the mighty Pacific. Color: 
true blue, just like you. Version: black 
hole. Color: white pastel. 

Q: What's the speediest processor known to 
be in a Mac? 

A: RJ in his car (RJ is a friend of ours) . 
Q: Name two connections that the U.S. Army 

has with tlle Mac. 
A: Plug, socket. 

She doesn't have a preference for PC or 
Mac, she doesn't own a computer, and she 
doesn 't know enough about computers to 
make fun of Apple. She was just trying to be 
creative. I iliink I'm going to give her a 
Think Different poster.-STEPHEN 

\NE HATE IT WHEN 
THAT HAPPENS 
I don't know if you've seen this one before, 
but my iMac/266 offered up this error mes
sage when it apparently bailed out of a 
SETI@Home session this morning. Kinda 
reminded me of the Cheshire Cat-it faded 
away until just the, uh ... dialog box? ... 
remained.-DAVE CROCKETT 

COUSIN IT sure can be elusive. 

AREN'T You 
GENEROUS 
Heya. I'm a huge fan of MacAddict, and I 
also have the pleasure of working for a pro
Mac company. It's these two things that 
cause me to write this . 

In the latest issue ("Get Info," Dec/99, 
p26) under the little ADB tag in the chart, 
you list the company as "Griffin 
Technologies." Well-and I know it's a 
small mistake-the name of the company is 
Griffin Technology. I wouldn't have caught it, 
if I didn't work for 'em (actually, my dad is 
the one who designed ilie company's logo). 
I'll forgive you if you do an entire article 
about Griffin-I can provide an interview 

[I oK· Jl, 
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with a hard-working employee who makes 
and packages the products. He's a very intel
ligent, handsome devil, and I'm sure he 
could take some time out of his busy sched
ule to talk with you.-EVUIA 

Fuzzv-Wuzzv 
WAS AN IMAC? 
Come on! In your most recent issue, your 
staff members came up with all kinds of 
uncreative stuff for the next iMac. The next 
iMac should be fuzzy! That's right, with fur! 
Everyone says the iMac is cute. And what 
comes after cute? Cuddly! Everyone should 
have a Mac they can nuzzle their face into if 
they are feeling a little bad. Why are cats so 
successful? They are fuzzy and they purr. 
Make a computer with fur, and you have all 
the attractive qualities of a cat. Plus, the 
static from the monitor would do neat 
things to all that fuzz ... 

Of course, Apple might have a little 
trouble reconcilingfuzzy with blueberry. 
-DEREK DOBLER 

SOUNDS GOOD! 
Hello, fellow Mac addicts! A while back, 
after Ambrosia Software released Snapz 
Pro 2, I was trying to convert a sound file . 
Absolutely nothing I tried could convert 
this format to AIFF. I was stumped and 
went on with my normal daily routine, 
flaming PC news groups and so forth . One 
day, out of sheer boredom, I started fool
ing around with Snapz Pro 2's movie 
recording capabilities. Then I noticed that 
it could record Mac audio in the movie! So 
I was thinking, what if I play this sound file 
while Snapz Pro records a movie? I played 
the sound file while recording, saved only 
the audio track, and boom. There it was, 
in AIFF format. Snapz Pro 2 is the ultimate 
sound conversion utility. If you can play it, 
you can convert it!- DAVE LEsovoy 

Do You BELIEVE 
IN ARRANGED 
MARRIAGES? 
With all due respect to Wysmar Clealand 
(Letters, Dec/99, p 14) , I have him and his 
daughter named Claris beat. I named my 
firstborn MacKeegan Tosh Songer. Really! 
Tosh is an old family name that my wife 
liked, but she refused to let me name him 
Macin Tosh. She came up with MacKeegan, 
and I felt that was close enough. 
-MARK ANTHONY SONGER 
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How D1v1NE! 
I saw on the Web site that you would like to 
see some nativity scenes. Well, after having 
a little Photoshop fun , I give you two . 

Hope you enjoy them. 
Praise Steve Jobs.- JACK BARKER 

HOLY iMac! 

WHAT Do You 
Do?! 
I recently read your test "Are You Becoming 
a Mac Addict?" (Get Info, Dec/99, p26). I 
scored a 3 5, thus specifying a terminal case 
of Mac addiction. I thought your test was 
good but needed some additions. Here are 
a few I came up with myself: 
1. In a formal situation, such as school or 

work, when you are supposed to sign your 
name, you: 
A. Sign your name. 
B. Put an "i" at the beginning of your name. 
C. Put an "i" at the beginning of your 

name and stick weird letters in random 
areas of the word. 

2. You are forced to use a Windows PC for 
one reason or another. You: 
A. Try to live with it. 
B. Add utilities that make it look and act 

more like a Macintosh. 
C. Write a Mac OS emulator from raw 

assembly code. 

3. A stupid Windows bigot walks up to you 
and says that Macs suck. You: 
A. Start to cry. 
B. Argue with him using speech riddled 

with complicated technical terms in an 
attempt to make him see the "good side" 
of computing. 

C. Argue with him ... and win. 

4. You will only date someone if he or she: 
A. Is sweet. 
B. Shares your addiction to the Mac OS. 
C. Can code in Hex and manipulate Finder 

code using only a copy of ResEdit. 

5. You believe the most important event that 
ever happened is: 
A. The fall of the Berlin Wall or something 

else not included in answers B or C. 
B. The release of the Macintosh in 1984. 
C. The invention of the Moda!Dialog A-Trap. 
I just thought you might enjoy reading my 
additions to your test for Mac addiction. 
- 1PA84T 

CAN You FRAG 
PEOPLE? 
Woohoo, I'm in MacAddict! Believe it or 
not, I didn't write you just to say that! I 
also have a valid comment. 

It disturbs me that every time you peo
ple publish an article about multiplayer 
games for the Mac, you never mention 
Avara by Ambrosia Software (http://www 
. ambrosiasw. com) . 

Granted, A~ara doesn't render tex
tures, 3D particle effects, or clouds, but I 
would still say it is one of the best multi
user 3D games for the Macintosh. And 
best of all, it's shareware! Avara can run 
on the slower modems most of us still 
have, and it runs fine on older computers. 
With that said, send me a G4 so I can play 
Quake III.-ANDREW CANTINO 



The Seven Deadly Macintosh Sins: 

Hardware 
Problems 

Software Conflicts 

Network Problems 

@ 
Vom•~ tJ 

Disk Damage 

Damaged 
Software 

Salvation: 

When good Macs go bad and fall from grace, it's good 
to know there's help nearby. Salvation is only a mouse
click away with the new TechTool Pro 3. Now featuring 
virus protection and conflict detection , TechTool Pro is 
the only program you need to help abolish the evil forces 
that have possessed your Macintosh. TechTool Pro 3 
checks more aspects of your Macintosh than any other 
utility available. Period. Besides repairing and recovering 
damaged drives, eradicating viruses and catching the 
occasional software conflict; you can also test all those 
other critical parts of your system that other utilities simply 
ignore. Like RAM, logic board components, floppy drives, 
scanners, modems, internet connections and so much 
more. TechTool Pro even supports technologies like 
System 9.0.1, "Pure" HFS+, Firewire and USB drives, and 
all of the latest Macintosh models. 

TechTool Pro can also help you in between times of 
trouble. Our disk and directory optimize features can help 

improve the performance of your Macintosh as well as 
help circumvent problems before they happen. The 
TechTool Protection control panel will regularly check 
your system so you don't have to . It will also back up 
critical directory data, so if something goes wrong, you'll 
be up and running in no time flat. 

But just because TechTool Pro is the most advanced 
Macintosh troubleshooting utility available doesn't mean 
that it has to be difficult to use. Our easy-to-use interface 
makes checking and fixing your Macintosh as easy as 
pressing one button . For advanced users, expert access 
allows you to control and configure TechTool Pro in 
almost any way you wish. 

So if Macintosh troubles are turning your life into a living 
Hades, check out the tool of the trade: TechTool Pro. 
After all, you have the most powerful computer in the 
world. Shouldn't you be using the most powerful utility? 

Purchase Tech Tool Pro 2 now and receive a free upgrade to 
TechTool Pro 3 when it ships in Ql 2000! 

MicroMat Inc. 
800-829-6227 
707-566-3831 
FAX: 707-566-3871 
info@micromat.com 
www.micromat.com 

See us at Mac World Expo 2000 in San Francisco. Booth 3334 

lb 
Fix diff erenf 

© 2000 Mic:roMat Inc.All ri chts reserved.Tt:chTool is a rccislered t rademark of MicroMat Inc . Fix Di fferent is a rrademark of MicroMat Inc. M acintosh is a trademark of App le Computer.Inc. 
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All the news that won 't get us sued . 

Be Our Valentine 
Four people who rock our world 

vent development of competitive 
software. Possible punishments 
include carving up Microsoft into W 

ith love in the air 
and Valentine's Day 
just around the 
corner, our ~~~~;..._ separate business units and 

making Windows APis pub
lic-thus enabling anyone to 
make their own Windows

thoughts tum to those people 
who most warranted our 
affection this year. Last year 
that ·biggest of all teddy-bear 
iCEOs, Steve Jobs, won our 
hearts with his winning persona 
and chic black turtleneck. This year 
we've gotten over our school-age crush 
and moved on to some folks who really gave 
Mac addicts something to swoon about. 

Jon Rubinstein, senior vice president 
of Hardware Design, Apple Computer 
It's always tempting to let Jobs hog the credit 
for the great products cranking out of Apple, 
but we're not falling for it this year. Rather than 

feed Steve's megalomania, we decid
ed to honor Jon Rubinstein-the 
man responsible for Apple hard
ware-as our Valentine. Even with 
the releases of Qnick'I'im.e 4, OS 9, 
and Final Cut Pro, hardware easily 
outpaced software in Cupertino this 

past year, bringing into our eager hands the 
G4, the new iMacs, the AirPort Base Station, 
and yes, even that purse known as the iBook. 
So even though he stole Nikki's cab at Mac
world New York, we're still keeping a special 
place in our heart for ol' Jon R. 

U.S. District Judge 
Thomas Penfield Jackson 
While we don't know a whole lot about Judge 
Jackson personally, we do know he gave 
Microsoft a pounding in his findings of fact 
for its antitrust trial. Judge Jackson agreed 
that Microsoft owns a monopoly on operating 
systems, and forcefully stated that it abused 
its monopoly by raising the Windows price 
tag for uncooperative hardware manufactur
ers and leveraging access to its APis to pre-
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compatible operating sys
tem-but it'll likely be years 

before the final outcome. At least. 
Jackson has proved that high-priced 

lawyers and false sentiments can't snow him. 
Finally, Microsoft's predatory behavior gets 
the recognition it deserves. 

Jonathan Ive, vice president of 
Industrial Design, Apple Computer 
Steve Jobs didn't come up with the case 
designs that made the PC industry see 
bright-colored and transparent plastic 
potential in every cord, case, and caddy. It 
was the Apple industrial design team that 
gave the iMac and iBook 
their candy coats, and 
Jonathan Ive is the man in 
charge. His use of plastics 
has spawned more imita
tions than a Dana Carvey 
tribute banquet. In the past 
year alone, he has given us 
six iMac colors (seven total, including 
Bondi Blue the year before last) , the iBook's 
toilet-seat shape, the elegant G3 and G4 
cases, and the crazy-looking AirPort hub. 
Thanks for your hard work, Jonathan
won't you be our Valentine? 

John Carmack, cofounder, owner, 
and lead programmer, id Software 
The MacAddict offices have become a hell
pit of nonproductivity thanks mostly to Car
mack's decision to bring Quake III Arena to 
all possible operating systems, including the 
Mac OS. Sure, the game employs cutting
edge 3D shooting technology and it's really 

fun, but that's not why we've chosen to 
make John Carmack our Valentine. This self
taught programming wiz's real contribution 
is his public support of Apple. Having the 
famously shy yet blunt-spoken Carmack 
back the Mac as a games platform onstage 
at Macworld Expo lent a much-needed 
credibility to Mac gaming. We also applaud 
Carmack for aggressively supporting alter
natives to the Windows hegemony.-RC 



QuickTime Goes Live 
I New versions of QuickTime and its server previewed at conference,,; ... ___ 
I n an effort to build momentum for 

QuickTime, Apple hosted the first
ever QuickTime Live conference in Los 
Angeles last November. Frank Casano
va, Apple's QuickTime product manager, 
said that the conference was meant to 
bring together successful QuickTime 
authors to talk to each other and to the 
world at large, and to showcase great 
QuickTime products. Thousands 
attended the convention , includ
ing representatives from ESPN, 
HBO, Rolling Stone, CNN , and 
even the Weather Channel. 

During the conference , Apple 
previewed QuickTime 4.1 and 
QuickTime Streaming SeNer 2. 
QuickTime 4.1 will boast a few 
new features, including seamless 
ad insertion (a relief for all of you 
who miss seeing advertisements while 
watch ing QuickTim e) and support for 
AppleScript support, better firewalls, and 
SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integrat
ed Language). Based in XML, SMIL is the 

iii ril W3C standard that lets Webmasters 
~ divide multimedia into separate streams, 
~ sending each independently to the 
~ receiver's computer and having them 
~ resynchronized there. For example, you 
ti could send an audio stream , a text 
~ stream, and a video stream separately, 

them in a single presentation using SMIL. 
New features in QuickTime Streaming 
SeNer 2 include password protection (to 
create private broadcasts) , a new plug-in 
architecture, and support for third-party 
analysis tools . No shipping schedule for 
the new products was announced. 

SoftWindows Reborn 
I FWB's purchase gives emulation program another chance 

0 ver the last year, SoftWindows (one 
of the oldest software PC-emulation 

packages for the Macintosh platform) 
has fallen into a sad state. Its developer, 
Insignia Solutions (http://www.insignia 
.com) shifted its focus away from Win
dows emulation early in 1999, choosing 
instead to concentrate its efforts on the 
company's Java system for consumer 
electronic devices. As a result, SoftWin
dows hasn't been updated in almost a 
year-it's no longer compatible with 
either Mac OS 9 or the latest versions of 
Windows 98. As we write this, SoftWin
dows isn't even on the market
Insignia's no longer selling it. 

The few SoftWmdows users who haven't 
jumped ship to Connectix's Vutual. PC (Con
nectix believes that program's share of the 
Wmdows emulation market is over 90 per
cent) will be cheered to know their platform 
has just gotten a new lease on life. fWB Soft
ware (http://www.fwb .com) bought Soft
Wmdows and RealPC (SoftWmdows' DOS
based sibling) as the first step in its strategy 
to move beyond its traditional role as the 
principal source of Macintosh drivers for 
hard drives and CD-ROMs. fWB is working 
hard to repair the problems a year of neglect 
has caused, and hopes to have a viable con
tender for Virtual PC's throne on the market 
by early January.-/S 

During the conference, CNN and 
Apple also announced that CNN would 
use QuickTime 4 to deliver some of its 
streaming content. A while back, CNN 
snubbed QuickTime in favor of Real 
Player technology. 

When asked whether Apple would be 
changing the brushed-metal interface of 
QuickTime Player, Casanova replied that 
the reason Apple originally gave the inter
face a brushed-metal appearance was to 
separate QuickTime, the system-enabling 
technology, from QuickTime, the product. 
He added that we should be noticing this 
brushed-metal look and feel across Apple's 
digital video and media products (includ
ing, presumably, Final Cut Pro and Sher
lock 2). We took this as an unfortunate "no." 

Phil Schiller, Apple's marketing vice 
president, talked about QuickTime's suc
cess, Final Cut Pro, and a multitude of other 
QuickTime-related goodies- including a 
megabit-streaming version of a Toy Story II 
video-during his keynote address at the 
conference. The best part of the keynote 
was unscripted, however. When a demo 
failed, Schiller was reported to have used 
some choice Anglo-Saxon expletives, think
ing he was offline. He wasn't, and the tens 
of thousands of virtual attendees listening 
via the Webcast experienced a genuine 
unrehearsed Phil Schiller moment- DR 
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FIND 
SHERLOCK II 
WINZAP 1.0 
on The Disc. 

get info 
Shareware Pick of the Month 
Sherlock II Winzap 
SHAREWARE FEE: Free 
URL: http://www.teamdraw. 
com/raul/sluff/sluff2.3.html 
REQUIREMENTS: Sherlock 2 
(comes with Mac OS 9) 

T he brushed-metal chan
nel virus may have 

moved from the QuickTime 
Player to infect Sherlock 2, 

II 

but shareware author Raul GO FROM THE BRUSHED-METAL horror at the top to the 
Gutierrez isn't having any of 
it. Instead, he wrote the nifty 
utility Sherlock II Winzap, 
which at least returns Sher

more calming, familiar window on the bottom with Raul's 
Sherlock II Winzap utility. The plethora of search channels 
also came from Raul's Web site. 

lock's look to some semblance of a Mac 
application by adding a proper window 
frame-complete with title bar, zoom 
box, and window shade. Sherlock II Win
zap only works on unmodified copies of 

Sherlock 2, but it does provide the new 
search engine with a more classic-and 
much simpler-look. The question now 
is, can he do the same thing for Quick
Time?-DR 

USB Marches On 
New release cleans up support for generic ~dapter 
cards, storage devices 

A pple's hyperkinetic USB team has 
been releasing new drivers at a furi

ous clip. When we first reported on their 
efforts only three months ago (see "USB 
Madness," Nov/99 pg.28) , Apple was 
putting the finishing touches on version 
1.3 of its driver. They've now bumped the 
version number up again- to 1.3.5-and 
reamed out a bunch-o-bugs. 

The new driver fixes some bugs in 
the generic driver for storage devices, 
which should make all those 
USB-based floppy 
replacements work 
just a little bit bet
ter. Apple 's also 
reamed out their 
Adapter Card 
Support pack
age, so OS 9 
users without 
USB ports can 
take advantage 
of Apple 's support 

of generic PCI or CardBus USB cards 
(the previous generic drivers weren 't 
Mac OS 9 compatible) . This support 
should let any correctly-built card that 
adds USB slots to your computer just 
work, without any need for Mac-specif
ic drivers. There are certain to be 
exceptions (a variety of problems were 
immediately reported to Ted Landau 's 
MacFixit site, http: //www.macfixit.com), 
but the majority of 3rd party cards 

should now be supported. The 
buzzword to check for is 

"OHCI compliant"
nonstandard cards 

will still be nothing 
more thari inert 
lumps of plastic 
and solder, 
draining power 
from your com
puter without 

doing any good at 
all.-/S 
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And the iMac Goes To . 
I Chicago Bears tan Adam Jones gots the love! 

A II right, okay, we promised we'd 
announce the winner of our 

"Show Your Love" contest in the Janu
ary 2000 issue, and we promised that 
the lucky winner would get a new blue
berry iMac-and none of it happened. 
We know-quit with the letters already. 
As it turns out, we were still flooded 
with entries when the January issue 
rolled through, so we put it off a 
month. But now it's February, and we 
have a winnah! 

Congratulations go to Chicago 
Bears superfan Adam Jones for show
ing- beyond a shadow of a doubt- his 
love for his favorite sports team. 
According to Adam, his father has 
been a Bears season ticket holder for 
23 years, and once Adam even got to kick a 
field goal during a game halftime. The duo's 
collection contains over 70 footballs, 15 jer
seys, 12 helmets, and hundreds of pictures. 
(Adam made no comment as to what Mom 
thinks of the Bears shrine room) . 

For proving his fanaticism in this Quick
Time VR panorama a friend constructed (on 
a Mac, of course) , Adam wins an iMac DV 
courtesy of Aspyr Media, and a complete 
suite of Aspyr games including Madden 
2000 and Tomb Raider Ill. 

We also recognize our five runners-up, who 
will receive copies of Madden 2000, also cour
tesy of Aspyr Media. These include Jeremy 

• • 

Herrman, whose bedroom is a bizarre mix of JULIE LIKES A BASEBALL TEAM- if only we could 
Apple and Charlotte Hornets parapherna- figure out which one. 
lia; Susan Carver, a USC fan expecting a --.---.......,,-..,....,._ 
new bouncing baby Trojan any time now; 
Bill Dorr, our favorite pool-shreddin' 75-
year-old; Reymond Page, who can't stop 
Michael Jordan even in his fantasies; and 
Julie Sloat, who we think likes the Min
nesota Twins, but we're not sure. Con
gratulations, you sports nuts!! !-RC 

HANGING NEWSPAPER on the wall is a fire hazard! 

We'll take your Mac OS 
computer in trade toward the 

purchase of new 
product. Call one of our 

expert Mac consultants for 
full details! 

• All Macs • Printers • RAM • Software • Hard Drives 
• Scanners • DVD • Digital Video • Modems • Displays 
PlilisSllijllro~lliho<iml'lilisrefelG!Sldimlrd.Cra!!O.U<rdosstidl11'11i!001;)imtlraull<fi 
~.\Wh~dadolll as~!l£1ml'idra.l!ol!)lsillllme~.,$~fmsaie.1i211fjlicls 

areinilllll>s!OO<oolooi!lbml~irnl!!llllllllSarefOJislaOOmwloolillil••IQ!as. 

800-613-2072 
www.powermax.com 

Local: (503) 624-1827 •Fax (503) 624-1635 
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I~( 
"'J ,, ,' 

I J. • • 

- - -
Know ledge is Power 

email: 
sales@powermax.com 
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Conflict of Interest for Dummies 
JOG pimps popular .. .for Dummies series 

W isdom tells us to leave this one 
alone, but we're not going to. 

IDG has teamed up with Epson to pub
lish a booklet called Buying an Ink Jet 
Printer for Dummies-yes, part of 
the wildly successful Dummies series, 
which usually provides solid and impar
tial advice. In this case, though, the 
booklet provides print samples from an 
Epson printer while indirectly extolling 
the virtues of Epson technologies- all 
wrapped in the Dummies package. 

Printer for Dummies, noting that 
the booklet is full of "buying tips 
designed to empower con
sumers to make educated pur
chasing decisions." 

The kicker here is that the IDG
owned magazine Publish (a publication 
aimed at publishing types) printed a 
news item about Buying an Ink Jet 

Our favorite "empowerment" 
section is the combination of 
"Chapter 5: Ten Questions to Ask 
Before You Buy" (which poses 1 O 
questions) with "Chapter 6: Ten 
Reasons to Buy an Epson Printer" 
(which answers those 10 ques
tions).-DR 

IT'S LIKE PEELING AN ONION 
but don't you worry, you won't cry. 

Dueling White Papers 
I Newer fights a war of words with XLRB, PowerLogix 

W hite papers (the industry term for 
technology documents) serve a vari

ety of purposes, including informing devel
opers of esoteric technical points and giving 
failing projects a false sense of progress. 
Four of the best known manufacturers of G4 
upgrade cards, Newer Technologies (http:// 
www.newertech.com) , XLR8 (http://www 
.xlr8.com), Sonnet Technologies (http:// 
www.sonnett.com), and Powerlogix (http:// 
www.powerlogix.com), have discovered a 
new use for white papers: They're using 
them as weapons in an wrnsually nasty war 
for the processor upgrade market. 

Newer started the fracas on November 14 
with a white paper claiming that developers 
should use only a single optimal bus speed 
for G3 or G4 upgrades. The paper touted the 
company's own solution, in which the 
upgrade card autosets the bus speed to max
imize memory access speed, over Power
Logix's solution, which allows the user to 
select from a range of bus speeds. Power
Logix responded the next day, claiming that 
benchmarks show that an increase in bus 
speed can increase system performance even 
if the "optimum" speed is passed. 
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On November 17, Newer 
fired off a second, much 
longer white paper, detail
ing problems that had 
arisen with the G4's Specu
lative Processing capability in 
upgrade cards. The ROMs in 604-based 
Macs don't keep G4s with upgrade cards 
from accessing hardware when they 
shouldn't, potentially leading to serious 
crashes. Newer fixed the problem by adding 
additional hardware to its G4 upgrade card, 
while the other companies wrote software 
patches instead. Newer's argument that users 
can delete software patches during PRAM 
zaps immediately following startup drew an 
angry reply from PowerLogix. PowerLogix at 
first claimed that PRAM zaps couldn't remove 
its software fixes-an incorrect claim. Pow
erLogix quickly retracted this argument, sim
ply touting its solution as simpler and less 
expensive than Newer's. PowerLogix closed 
its paper by accusing Newer of trying to "con
fuse the market until their product [was] 
available." (Newer's G4 card went to market 
later than either PowerLogix's or XLR8's.) 
Both Som1et and XLR8 responded less aggres-

sively; each sim
ply pointed out 

that their products 
come with emer

gency boot floppies 
that will restore a 

deleted patch. 
So who's in the 

right in this speedup skirmish? When it 
comes to bus speeds, PowerLogix's demon
stration is convincing-even if Newer were 
completely correct, users could set cards 
with bus speeds at their optimal value. In the 
latter battle, thougli, Newer has a point. In 
our testing of an XLR8 G4 upgrade card, we 
encountered the profound system instability 
one would expect from Speculative Process
ing problems (we found no reference to a 
boot floppy in XLR8's documentation or 
materials). Apple engineers we queried 
were equally dubious of software solutions, 
pointing out that it's difficult to keep other 
companies from inadvertently writing over 
one patch with another. As long as users 
keep the potential problem in mind, the soft
ware patch should work fine-but hang on 
to your boot floppy.-/S 

Er 



The Other Logos 
I Redesigns that didn't quite make the cut 

F rom the first screams of anguish that arose 
when Max left the cover, our gradual 

redesign has been drawing cheers, protests, 
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and debate. Here are some redesigned logos 
we sensibly decided not to use-thereby avert
ing possible catastrophe.-/S 
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Hardware Hack from Hell 
I Executive editors and their exploding PowerBooks 

I t started innocuously enough-the tiny latch 
that holds the door of one of the PowerBook 

G3s in our office jammed, preventing us from 
keeping the door shut. Most people would have 
either ignored the problem or sent the Power
Book off to an Apple dealer, but executive editor 
Dave Reynolds isn't most people. Trusty Torx 
screwdriver in hand, Dave promptly began bur
rowing deep into the bowels of his PowerBook. 
After all, that latch needed fixing; besides, all that 
soy sauce wasn't getting itself out of the machine. 

Days later, Dave hit bottom (literally-he 
reached the piece of metal at the bottom of the 

PowerBook) . With a triumphant yell, he flipped 
t11e jammed latch back into place and reassem
bled his PowerBook. It started up, began to boot, 
then crashed horribly. It hasn't responded to the 
power switch since. 

After careful consideration, we've come to 
the realization that Dave's experience can teach 
us all a valuable lesson: There really are times 
when Apple's got a good reason to tell us we 
should contact an Apple-authorized repair cen
ter. Remember this story the next time you see 
a PowerBook with a jammed latch and feel the 
urge to try repairing it yourself.-/S 

DAVE REMOVED MANY TORX SCREWS, as you see in this image. Don't try this at home. Ever. 

Exclusive sollware bundle just for MacAddict readers! 
Includes: • Norton Anlivirus 5.0 • Norton Utilities 4.0 
• Space Shuttle Simulator • US Atlas • Panzer General 

~-- Game -All for only $39! (That's not a misprint!) 
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Looking for the latest games or other 
software? Surf to www.powermax.com 

for instant gratification! 

800-613-2072 
Local: (503) 624-1827 •Fax (503) 624-1635 
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It's no 60 Minutes, but it is an in-depth look. 

A Gander at the 64 
by David Reynolds 

G 4s are all the rage among Mac digerati who have some 
green to spare, so we thought we 'd take a look at this little 

chip to see what makes it so special. 

Jumpin' 
Jumpers 
These four switches 
determine the bus speed 
multiplier. Simply put, the 
CPU has to operate at a 
multiple of the bus speed, 
so a system with a 66MHz 
bus would have to operate 
at some multiple of 66, 
such as 300MHz (a 
4.5 multiplier). 

The Given Name 
The G4 chip is also known 
as the PowerPC 7 400, just 
as the G3 was the PowerPC 
750. G4 just rolls off the 
tongue in comparison. Here 
the chip's more boring 
moniker is silk-screened 
onto the daughterboard. 

Something's 
Missing 
Zero insertion force (ZIF) 
chips typically have one 
pin missing so that you 
can 't insert them the 
wrong way. This keeps you 
from doing some serious 
damage when you place 
one of these things. 
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Seal of Approval 
You see it here-a circled M that looks like something out of the '50s means that 
Motorola gave its seal of approval to this particular G4. 

Tin Soldiers 
All of these pins connect the G4 to your Mac's motherboard. The pins plug into the 
socket, and away you go! 

Down the 
Backside 
One of the features that 
makes the G3 and G4 
chips so fast is the 
backside cache, a 
chunk of specialized 
high-speed memory 
that connects directly 
to the processor. This 
memory makes sure 
the chip always has 
something to do. 

Brains! 
The chip itsett: The G4 
is situated under this 
metallic square. Heat 
generated from the 
chip goes out through 
the square and into the 
heat sink, which sits on 
top of the chip. 

Silver 
Nugget 
It's solder. It holds 
components onto 
the circuit board. 

But We 
Wanted a Son 
The G4 processor 
sits on a daughtercard, 
a specialized circuit 
board containing the 
processor, the backside 
cache, a few jumpers, 
and control circuits. 
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No matter what you r taste in tunes, you'll dig the new CD·ROM ToolKif" 4.0 

from FWB Software. Now with full MP3 Support, our award winning CD-ROM 

driver gives you complete control over your music listening experience while sitting 

in front of your computer. Disco, rock, punk, or old junk-it all sounds better with 

CDT Remote~ And with our graphic CDT Equalize( you can fine tune the 

sound according to your personal listening preferences. 

FWB's exclusive Cache·on·Demand'" technology uses idle RAM and disk space 

more efficiently to boost CD-ROM performance! So put on your boogie shoes and 

get to work with database, stock art, and game CDs that perform faster than ever. 

The ToolKit's High·Speed Device Drivers support all popular CD-ROM 

drives and formats. And you can optimize individual CD-ROM 

performance even further with comprehensive cache setting features. 

~ ! ! ! ! ~ Download your copy or upgrade 

~ MWr'.l'.¥'.I'.• ~ today at www.fwb.com! 

Outpost.Com MacWarehouse MacZone 
800·856·9800 800-255-6227 800-711-4335 

www.outpost.com www.microwarehouse.com www.maczone.com 

CDW MacMall Fry's 
800-400-4239 800-552-8883 650-496-6000 
www.cdw.com www.macmall.com 

MacConnection 
800-986-2289 

www.macconnection.com 

Micro Center 
800-743-7537 

www.microcenter.com 

© 1999 FWB Softwore,LLC. FWB, CD-ROM ToolKit, CDT Equolizer, CDT Remote, end Coche-on-Demond are trademarks or registered trademarks of FWB 
Software. All other trademarks ore property of their respective owners. Specifications subject to change without notice. Al l rights reserved. 
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FIND A MACROMEDIA 

Fireworks demo, A 
Smaller GIF, Freeway 

1.02, an Adobe 
lmageReady demo, 

MacPerl, Acme 
CMM Widgets, 

GraphicConverter, 
Cinnamon Web 

Master Suite, ColorSale, 
OptimaHTML, HTML 

Markup, HTML Table Code 
Generator, and HTML Tag 
Companion on The Disc. 



Lay the Foundation 

T 
he morning hours go easily, but that's no surprise. Planning is one of the best parts of cre
ating a Web site, but architecture can make or break a site. If you make a mistake here, 

you'll face a mountain of trouble: Visitors will get lost on your site and never return; adding 
or removing sections will turn into an ordeal; and information architecture's blue furies will visit 

your email in-box, leaving an unpleasant residue of hate mail. 

PHASE ONE: 
Start at the Top 
Before you even think about building HTML 

files or snazzy Web graphics, you 'd better 
know what your site should do, who's going to 

visit it, and what features it will have. Write 

down the answers to each of these items, 

show them to someone else, get some opin
ions, and then revisit them. When you 're satis

fied, these answers will serve as a guide for 

your site 's design. 
• What are your site's goals? What do 

you want it to do? What is it for? Once you 
answer this question, the rest will fall into place 
more easily. Be as specific as possible. 

• Who will be visiting your site? Who 

are they? What do they want? Always know 

PHASE TWO: 
Sketch Out Your Site Design 
Now it's time to get the pencil and paper out. 
You're going to create a block diagram of your 

site that'll look something like a genealogy dia-
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PHASE THREE 
Make an Inventory List 
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Now that you have a rough idea of what your 

site will look like (from a conceptual stand
point) , list all the items you'll need to assemble 
it. This list should fit nicely into these two cate
gories (but feel free to make your own): 

• Content inventory-All of the articles 
and pictures that actually appear as part of the 
content. Put these under the various areas you 
created in phase two. 

your audience and anticipate its diverse needs. 
Some users will want to browse, others will be 

looking for specific information. Describe three 
or four of the most common kinds of folks you 

expect your site to draw, and pay attention to 

what they need. 
• What features will your site have? 

Make a list of your Web site's features. You'll 

likely want an index page and some content, 

but you may also want high-end functions 
such as a site map and a search engine. List 

all of the features you expect your site to 
provide-this list must mesh well with your tar

geted audience's needs. 
• What are similar sites doing? Know your 

competition. Visit some similar sites, see what you 

like about them, and go them one better. 

gram- mostly squares with lines connecting 
them. At the top will be the home page, below 

that will be the areas to which it links. For some 
sites, this second level will be just a couple of 
squares; for others , it may be eight or nine. 

Either way, it represents your content. 

Keep creating blocks for each level 
until you 've covered every

thing that's happening 
on your Web site. 

• Tc.t<ri.., .. t. 

By sketching out 
a block diagram 
of your Web site, • t..-..-./\ 

you'll accomplish 

two things: First, 
you'll optimize your 

site 's content; sec

ond , you'll com
plete a rudimentary 
site map-a valuable 

navigation aid . 

• Collateral inventory-All of the items 
that aren 't content but will appear on the site, 
such as a logo , navigation graphics, back

grounds, and so on. 
Congratulations! You now have a blueprint 

and a parts list. One final note: As you're going 
through these steps, think about how your vis
itors will navigate your site. It's often a good 
idea to provide several ways to get to the same 
page, such as a navigation bar, a search 
engine, or a site map. 



Building the Skeleton 
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N 
ow that your site has a backbone, it's time to build the skeleton. We'll start with the graphics. Dig 
out the list you made in phase three of laying the foundation-you 'll need it now. But before you 
fire up your graphics program, and haul out the pencil and paper again-you'll need that, too. 

PHASE ONE: 
Create a Page Grid 
One key to a good Web site is consistent design, 
and at the heart of this is a common layout grid 

shared between pages. Get out a pencil and 
paper and sketch a grid showing how your 

pages will appear. Make places for the collateral 

elements you listed earlier (such as the logo and 
navigation graphics), and label each major item. 

Remember that, unlike traditional layouts for 
printed publications, Web page layout is not pre

cise. A couple rules of thumb: Avoid multiple 
columns of text such as those you'd see in a 

newspaper; stick to a square grid unless you 
have no other choice (curves are very difficult to 
integrate into a Web page); and pay particular 

attention to navigation-navigation bars should 

PHASE TWO: 
Start Building Elements 
Here's where we start getting graphic. Launch 
your favorite image editor (GraphicConverter, 

Photoshop, or just about any other program 
capable of creating GIFs and JPEGs), and start 
building the buttons, borders, and other visual 
goodies to pretty up your pages. Here are some 

guidelines for creating your site elements. 
• Keep in mind that graphics are big, no 

matter how well compressed . When using 
graphics in the place of text (to control font 
selection or as navigation devices), always 

keep users with slower modems in mind. 
• Save a master copy of your graphics in 

some nondestructive file format: GIFs, PICTs, 
and TIFFs work well for this, as do native 

Photoshop files. This way, you can make copies 
from your masters and munge the copies without 
fear of losing your originals. 

• Know that antialiasing adds size to GIFs. This 
technique, which blends a graphic at the edges, 
adds more colors and results in heftier file sizes. 

PHASE THREE: 
Optimize Your Graphics 
Now that you have master graphics created for 
your site, it's time to create the Web versions of 

them-either GIFs or JPEGs. Open each 
graphic and save it to a new location as a GIF 
or JPEG depending on the type of image. 
(Read ahead for when to use each type) . 

Remember that the majority of folks cruis
ing the Web are still using 56-Kbps or slower 
modems. It's vital that you make everything on 

appear in easily accessible places. You may 
want to create two or three grids (one for the 

index page and one or two for interior pages), 
but don't go hog wild, cowboy. The whole point 

of a grid is to provide consistency. 

• Use the color-safe palette-most image 
editors (including GraphicConverter) can keep 

graphics constrained to the Web-safe palette: 
216 colors that display without dithering on both 
Mac and PC. If users of both platforms will view 
your site (and odds are they will), constrain 
yourself to these colors. 

• If you plan to use JavaScript to make a 

graphic change at a mouse click or rollover, 
you 'll have to make a version of it for each 
state : normal , the mouse over the graphic, 
the mouse clicking the graphic, and after the 
mouse button release. This is a common 

technique for buttons, typically those used 

in navigation . 

• If you want one specific typeface and no 
other (as in a headline or logo) , make it a GIF. 
Do this with caution , though-a graphic is 
always bigger than a corresponding text file . 

Go down the inventory list you made earlier 

and make sure you've created every graphic 
you'll need. Then you're free to move to the 
next step. 

your site small enough to pass through that 
small pipeline quickly. Otherwise, you 'll need 
inhumanly good content to keep folks coming 
back to a site that takes forever to download. 

There is a tradeoff, however; by making image 
files smaller, you sacrifice image quality 
because you lose either some of the data (in 
the case of JPEGs) or some of the colors (in 
the case of GIFs) . You'll have to walk the line 
between size and image quality when optimiz
ing your graphics. Make them small enough for 



"navbutton.gif'' is now 
2,521 bytes instead of 
5,887 bytes. Th at' s a 
savings of 57.1 ~{, with 

absolutely no change in 
appearance. 

[@) 

quick download, but not so small that the site 

looks unprofessional. 
There are two diverging paths when it 

comes to making your graphics tiny-one for 

JPEGs and one for GIFs. Here are some quick 

tips on optimizing graphics for each format. 

JPEGs 
• You can compress JPEGs to lots of different 

sizes, but the smaller the final file, the worse the 
image quality. Try several different compressions 
of the same graphic to see what's acceptable. 

• Try blurring your image a bit to see if that 

reduces file size. In some cases, a sharp image 
is larger than a slightly blurred image. 

GIFs 
• Reduce GIFs to as few colors as possible. 

Each color added to a GIF file adds to its size. 

• If you have to save a photo as a GIF, blur it 

PHASE FOUR: 
Organize Graphics in a Folder 
Once you 've saved your site's graphics in 
Web friendly formats, you ' ll need to organize 

them. Create a folder on your Mac and rename 
it to your Web site's name. This will be the 

home directory for your entire site. Within 
that folder, create another folder called 

"Images" for your graphics. Because you just 
know that your site will grow tremendously, 

make another folder inside the Images folder 
called "Navigation" (for items such as 

Cl, hipsite.com 

"" 
~ banner.gif 

...,. comm.on.gif 

li:ll map.on .gif 

!il!12l navlogo.gif 

lllill news.on.gif 

~ zone.g4.gif 

I> Cl, products 

I> ll serv ices 

THIS FOLDER STARTS life mostly empty, but as your 
site grows, so will the folder's contents. Be wise
back up your folder in a couple of places. 

A SMALLER GIF will wring 
the smallest possible file 
size out of your GIFs, some
times trimming them more 
than you thought possible. 

slightly to see if that reduces the file size. 
• Try saving a gray-scale photo as a GIF 

instead of a JPEG. In some cases the resulting 

GIF turns out smaller. Go figure. 
• Run your GIFs through A Smaller GIF, a 

shareware utility on The Disc. It can squeeze 

the most out of your GIFs, making your files as 

compact as possible. 
Some commercial applications do a great 

job of optimizing your Web graphics, both 
JPEGs and GIFs. We've included demos of two 
of these, Adobe lmageReady and Macromedia 
Fireworks on The Disc. These applications let 
you see the effects of compression on your 

graphics before you save them. This way, you 

can make an informed choice between file size 
and image quality. 

One other trick makes graphics appear to 
load faster in a browser. Slice large graphics 
into smaller sections and then , when it comes 

time to insert the graphic into a Web page, use 
a table to lay the graphic out so that the edges 
of the slices touch. Many Web applications will 
do this slicing trick for you, and it lets you be 

more creative in terms of layout, too. 

and navigation bars) . Move the Web-friendly 

versions of the files you just made into this 

folder. Congratulations- you 're ready to start 
building pages. 

The good stuff 
Can heavily compress 
images, making photos 
very small. 

The bad stuff 
Loses image quality 
with compression ; not 
good for images with 
few colors. 

What it's good for 
Great for photos or 
images with lots of 
colors. 

The good stuff 
Can be animated; works 
very well with images con
taining just a few colors. 

The bad stuff 
Limited to 256 colors
Unisys holds a patent on it, 
and the company is tough 
about enforcing that limit. 

What it's good for 
Great for images with a 
single co lor or just a few 
colors, such as logos or 
navigation graphics. 
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N ow that you've done the underlying work (no small feat) it's time to assemble all of those 
pieces into a Web site. Are you ready? You should be-you've been working on it for 14 
hours now. 

PHASE ONE: 
Prep the Content 
It's finally time to build your site. But before 

you start spewing HTML pages all over, you 'll 

need to get your content together, and that 

means preparing more text and graphics. 

files, even properly handling special characters 
(such as ampersands and curly quotes, which 

don't translate directly into HTML). HTML Markup 
3.0 can also handle URLs, converting them into 

actual hyperlinks. Create more folders inside your 

Images folder, one for each of the content areas 

you created in your block diagram. Although you 
For Text won't put the raw text files there, you will need the 
You should have your prewritten articles (and we folders when you start saving HTML files. 
hope you have a lot of them, or building a Web 

site is going to take much longer than 24 hours) For Graphics 
saved as plain text files. To get them ready for 
the Web, we've included a wonderful utility called 

HTML Markup 3.0, which batch-processes text 
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PHASE TWO: 
Making HTML 
Now it's time to dive in and create real Web pages. 
You have a choice to make here. You can either go 

it the real geek way and use a text editor to build 

your pages, or you can turn to a graphical Web 
page editor. Our advice? Use a combination. 

We've included Freeway 1.02 (a fine graphical 
Web page editor) on The Disc. Turn to Freeway to 

set up your initial Web pages. 
Start with the index page and work down the 

architectural diagram you made in the first part of 
this process, creating pages as you go. Consider 

creating a stationery file that contains all the ele
ments common to each Web page (the collateral 
stuff such as the navigation bar and the logo), 
then making new pages from this. Here's where a 
graphic layout tool makes tons of sense-it's a lot 

easier to do layout in one of these applications 
than it is to hand-code a huge table. 

PHASE THREE: 
Optimize & Organize 
Now that you have your Web pages, it's time to 
clean out the extraneous code left in the HTML 
files. These can be certain metatags, optional 

Follow our earlier advice regarding GIFs ver

sus JPEGs. Save the optimized graphics in 
the images folder you created earlier, creating 
subfolders within it for each content area you 
set up in your block diagram-remember the 

pencil sketch that looked like a family tree? 
This step is very important, because when you 
start building pages the location of these 
graphics must be final. 

HTML MARKUP will help you get text files ready for 
the Web in a hurry. II batch-processes files, pre
serves special characters, and even adds headers 
and looters to the documents. 

At this point, construction should be as 

easy as importing graphics and text, placing 
them in the desired locations, and saving the 

resulting HTML files in the folders you created 
earlier. When you make links in your files, it 's 

important to save your HTML files in these 
folders-that 's where the links will point when 

you upload your site. 
After you 've finished creating your pages, 

test them out by dropping the HTML files 

on both Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Communicator. You ' ll want to check out how 
the pages work in both browsers. If you think 

that both Mac OS and Windows users will visit 
your site, then test the site 's pages using both 
browsers on both plattorms. You 'll be sur
prised at what you find-probably lots of bugs. 
Mostly it'll be typos , bad links, and mangled 
image tags . Have patience and cull through 
the lot, fixing them all. 

tags, or other extras that don't add to the final look 
and feel. If you used a graphical HTML editor, you 
have a lot of cleaning up to do. Remember-the 
cleaner your HTML files, the faster your pages will 
download and the happier your visitors will be. 
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W 
e are about to take a step into the realm of the advanced Webmaster- the realm of CGls. CGI 
stands for Common Gateway Interface, which means almost nothing, except that it's a way to 
get your Web site to do some very cool stuff. In the interest of space (this is a vast topic) , we'll 

limit ourselves to implementing a simple search engine using a Perl script. Many Web servers use Perl 

as a way of manipulating text and files. It's also tremendously helpful as a programming language. Most 
Web servers have a version of Perl built in. Incidentally, a CGI can be any program that can run on the 

Web server-whether it's a Perl script, a compiled C application, or even an AppleScript application. 

PHASE ONE: 
Setting the Stage 

Leading the. Web to its Full 
Potential. .. 

W3C Issues XSL T and XPath 

------------------------------------------• Reconvnendations 

Before you do anything, talk to the owner 

of your Web server to find out if you can 

implement and use Perl CGls on your Web 
site. Some ISPs are just fine with this , provid

ed you let them see the script you 're running . 

Others will even have CGls premade for you . 

Still others won't want foreign CGls running on 

their site. It 's important to get the permission 
of the server's owner before implementing 
a CGl-you won't be able to do it without 

the go-ahead. 

Once that's done, choose the Perl script you 

want. One great example is a search engine-
everyone needs one of those. There's a simple 
example search script available at Matt's Script 

Archive (http://www.worldwidemart.com/scripts) . 
Download your Perl script and any related read

me files, then open the script and files in a text edi

tor. The read-me file should have instructions for 

using the script on your site. Usually you only have 
to change a few things in the script to make it work. 
You may have to alter the first line of the script- it's 

the location of the Perl program on the Web serv
er. Ask the server administrator for that information. 

PHASE TWO: 
Creating the Form 
Using an HTML editor (either a text or a visual 

page editor), create a form with two elements: 

a text box and a submit button. You can embed 
this form in an existing HTML page (perhaps 
your index page) , or you can create a separate 
search page using the template you already 

developed. The search engine from Matt's 

Script Archive has a prebuilt search page 
ready to download, so you can study that for 
the HTML syntax or just use its HTML directly. 

The important thing here is that the action= "" 
portion of the form must point to the location of 
your search script. Here's an example from 
Matt's Script Archive (taken from the sample 

HTML file downloaded with Simple Search). 

PHASE THREE: 
Tying It All Together 
To get your search engine up and running , you 'll 
need to upload it to your Web server and set its 
permissions, which simply means determining 
who has permission to manipulate the search 
engine's files. To do that, upload the Perl script 
to the cgi-bin directory of your Web server (ask 

Permissions 

Read Write Execute 

OWner Iii !if !if 
Group Iii Cl !if 
Everyone !if El Iii 

Ii Cancel J II OK ] 

<form method=POST 
action="http://www. mysite. com/cgi
bi n/sea rch . cg i"> 

<center><table border> 
<tr> 
<th> Text to Search For: </th><th><input 

type=text name="terms" size=40><br></th> 
</tr><tr> 
<th>Boolean: <select name="boolean"> 
<option> AND 
<option>OR 
</select> </th> <th>Case <select 

name="case 11
> 

<option>lnsensitive 
<option>Sensitive 

</select><br></th> 
</tr><tr> 
<th colspan=2><input type=submit 

value="Search! "> <input 
type=reset><br></th> 

your server administrator exactly where this is), 
then change the file's permissions to 755. This 

security feature sets the script so that folks can 
read and run it but can 't change it. To change the 

file's permission , use Anarchie (or another FTP 
client) to log on to your Web server, move to the 
directory where you uploaded the CGI, select it, 
and select Set Permissions from the Remote 
menu. Make sure the Owner is allowed to Read, 
Write, and Execute, but the Group and Everyone 
selections can only Read and Execute. When 

you upload your site, you should be able to 
search engine. 

TO MAKE SURE THAT the proper people can use 
but can't modify your search engine, set the 
permissions as shown. 

The Wor1d Wide Web Consortium announces t.vo new 
Recommendations- XSL Transformations~ and 
XML Path Language oo:filh> - th at wi ll enable the 
transformation and sty1 ed presentation of XML 
documents . ·Anyone using XML can now take advantage 
of XSLT, a powerful new tool for manipulating, converting 
and styling documents, and XPath, a simple Wi1f of 
referring to parts of an XML document• said Tim 
Bemers-Lee, WJC Director. "Together, XSLT and XP ath 
strike a ffne balance bet'Neen simplicity of use and 
undertying power." 

<Press Release , Testimonials> 

OtherXSLTIXPath resources from WJC: 

• XSLAclivitvHome page 
• XML Activity Home page 
• Stvle Activity Home page 
• When to Use XSL 

Other news: 

·~~ -· = ~ .:.=. 
"""" ~ 



Making It Live 
, ......... 
• ··~··~· T he moment of truth has ID Documents 

arrived. You're about to 

go live-with time to 
spare, we hope. Date Size Kind 

[l .di r5_0.11md Tue, Aug 17, 1999 l K unkno11n file ... 
[!! ad.frame.html Wed, Aug 25 , 1999 l K HyperText 

PHASE ONE: [!! content.frame.html Wed, Aug 25, 1999 1 K HyperText 

Upload the Site and ~ images Mon, Aug 30, 1999 folder 

Test, Test, Test [!! index.html Mon, Aug 30, 1999 14K HyperText 

Although you've been testing [!! labcam.html Wed, Aug 25 , 1999 1 K HyperText 

the site as you 've gone along Cl, flklflWI Mon , Aug 30, 1999 folder 
(you have, haven 't you?) , it's [!I li'!>/t'>j.•eM>fe~. /J f111/ Mon, Aug 30, 1999 HyperText 
time to upload it and try it [!! search.html 
remotely. But since you 're not G, ubb 
ready to go public yet, re- G, WebObjects 
name your index page (which ~ Wel co me.gif 
should have the name index ~ 

.html) to, say, test.html. Next, 

upload the site. To do this, log on to your Web 
server with an FTP client such as Anarchy and 

upload your site to the directory where Web 

sites live (usually the folder titled public_html 
or html) . Ask your Web server administrator 
where you should put your pages. 

Once you've uploaded your pages, check 
out your site over the Internet. Type your URL 

PHASE TWO: 
Alert the Search Engines 
Just because you built it doesn't necessarily mean 
they'll come. That's why you need to register your 
site with search engines. To do this, include the 

proper metatags in your index page (you can have 
these generated for you by going to Webmaster 

PHASE THREE: 
Flip the Switch 
Everything's ready. Rename your index page to 

index.html, and your site should be ready to go. 

Mon, Aug 30 , 1999 10K HyperText 

Mon, Aug 30, 1999 folder 

Wed , Aug 25, 1999 folder 

Wed, Mar 3, 1999 3K GI F Picture 

. ~ Qf; 

IT LOOKS LIKE A HODGE-PODGE once you upload 
it, but that's how Anarchie views your site. 

and add test.html to the end of it (http://www 
.mysite.com/test.html). Your site should come 
alive. If you 're lucky, it'll be bug free. Yeah, 

right. After you 're done squashing bugs, then 
you can cheer. 

Station at http://www.exeat.com/metatags/meta 
.shtml). Then just copy and paste the generated 
text into the head portion of your index page's 

HTML file. Visit Webmaster Station's URL submis

sion page (http://www.exeat.com/submit/submit 
.shtml} to submit your site to any of 18 search 
engines and guarantee browsers will find you. 

Just type the URL into your browser (http:// 
www.mysite.com) , press Return, and you should 
go to your own Web site. Congratulations! You get 
to keep your job .. . for now. 



lT'S NOT J ST A NEW Wo 
lT'S A NEW STANDARD. 

"*****"* - Computer Gaming World 

"980/o"* 
(Highest review score 

ever awarded) 

-PC Gamer 

"Alpha Centauri is 
unmistakably the rightful 
heir to the Civilization 

throne. lt's also the best 
strategy game ever made."* 

- PC Gamer 

"Meier has again set the 
gold standard for strategy."* 

- Newsweek 

Now for the MAC. 
THlS lS THE STRATEGY GAME TO BUY! 

Alpha Centauri is now available at C'9!!Pz~ and at other fine Mac retailers or contact us 

1-888-212-7797 www.aspyr.com 

* ··-•=11i11 INTERAC TI VE ASPYK ELECTRONIC ARTS~ 

Software •1999 Electronic Arts Electronic Arts and the Electronic Arts logo are trademarks of Electronic Arts in the US and/or other counlries All rights reserved Alpha Centaur! and Firax1s Games are trademarks of Firaxts Games, Inc 

• The quotes are cnt1cal acclarm for the PC Version The Aspyr logo 1s a trademark of Aspyr Media, Inc The Westlake Interactive logo Is a trademark of Westlake Interactive, Inc AU other trademarks are the property of their respective holders 
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by Buz Zoller 

orruplion where ii 
counts-your disk. liles. 
f onls. and preferences! 

ictims of corruption, unite! Take 

back the Mac! If you've ever 

been on the receiving end of a 

failed system startup, a lost document, or 

a bad font, you've witnessed the effects 

of data corruption first hand. We can all 

feel your pain. In fact, most of 

us probably already have. As 

computers get increasingly more 

complex, the likelihood of a misplaced bit in 

all the millions of ones and zeros that make 

up the software running your hardware is 

good-which is very bad news. 

Although it is often impossible to stop corruption 

before it strikes, we can prepare you to react in 

a calm, logical manner when it does. We've got 

tips for retrieving lost work and repairing corrupted 

disks, files, fonts, and preferences. We'll even arm 

you with a few predisaster moves that we hope will 

reduce your pain and suffering in the event that a real 

emergency does occur. 
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Disk corruption is the type of corruption you're most likely to face as you work 
with your Mac on a day-to-day basis. This is the kind of corruption utilities such 
~-·R:t< . . ~ --""- 08 as Apple's Disk First Aid or Norton 's Disk Doctor 

fil Tllerets1pro~lemo1t OO •IRTHD 

v Hl,..r•rrff"• Y•r•f•...,dl• lh•fl le•tlsl t dll>•l•v . 

Thtlw.Mltbltltoff,but"'°"ldbfon. 
NotToctbwidltblt Hlli'19rmry ctuH lt>t tilt'• loon to ff ~r .. lly 
dlfpi.yto11ntt.t r r.s..-. 
(1S,2,9) 

R•H-•M : Hor1 .... uW1tlHrtCOll'Yl'H't>dflhllYOlJfbltf\ls~ltm . Ho"nff",thll 
,-.,,~ ..... tl>t..-.. . 

~111:$yrltmfo!Mf":Corltr.IP-ls;$(Tlf!ICllM 

8al!Tlll:Yldtofromt1ovlt~lo:AvldTmtoodtCtlovl1tor 
8lRTHD:Yldtofrom1"1ovltH191t:llft..-EffH> tJ :(A£lCNl.oo1<rlmllu,p• tch ~I 

can usually fix. To understand how corruption 
occurs, you must visualize how a disk drive works. 
A good analogy is a regular old book. A book has 
a table of contents , chapters , and an index. Disk drives 
work the same way. In order for your computer and 
operating system to work, they must know where to 
find your data. The drive maintains a table of contents 
called the master directory block so that it can locate 
all of the files on the drive. This master directory is bro
ken down into indexes called b-trees, which catalog all 

~ ~ [C!CJ 10 the different types of data on your computer. It knows 
which files are documents, which are system files, and 

NORTON UTILITIES will politely ask permission to 
where the empty space is. 

fix what's wrong. By all means, fix Ill 
When part of the disk directory is corrupted, your 

~~~~~~~~E~::Z'.:-:'.'.:c£;'. .. :;"·. ~EJ~s computer has trouble locating things it needs. One 

V A -Jet' .,.....,. W' H f --4 loo • <l if'Hl.,.y r Hff"d loo th C1hl-t 
8 · tr ... 

of the most damaging problems occurs when the 
directory thinks part of your disk is empty, when in fact 
that part of your disk contains an important file. If you 
save an item, the computer will overwrite that file 
and you 'll lose all of the data. This type of problem 
makes it extremely important to repair any disk 
corruption immediately. 

Hodt2673, r tcord7 
"AlllUsOr•br"l1u..,.._,.telchlldOCMt(v1ltt1Ct). 
ThtC1h1c>98--tru ll 1 d1t1 s lnlolw"•vlllcflku1ulr...._of-• fllt1w-1 
1tortdonyoordilk. 
(10,6,l4l 

THE CATALOG B·TREE Is the part of your disk that 
keeps track of where all your Illes belong. 

The number one cause of disk corruption is when 
your computer crashes or is shut down improperly. 
Apple knows this , and since Mac OS 8.5, the operating 
system has automatically run Disk First Aid at startup if 
either of these events occurs . 

• Back up all important data accessi
le to you before running any utility. 

• Run Apple's Disk First Aid-it may be a 
lghtwelght, but it can fix most minor corruption, 

and it tells you if it can't fix some problems. Boot 
from another disk, such as your system CD, when 
running Disk First Aid to make sure it works at Its best. 

3. If Disk First Aid can't repair your disk, try Norton Disk 
Doctor (800-441-7234, http://www.symantec.com), Tech
Tool Pro (800-829-6227, http://www.micromat.com), or 

Catalog Contents 

i======c:::====::i ~ 
llGrtonScbtdUter 

~ 

A UTILITY such as Norton Disk Doctor will give your drives the once-over! 

DiskWarrior (800-257-6381, http://www.alsoft.com) to 
see if they can fix the problem. All of these utilities can 
repair most common disk directory damage. However, 
even If they find errors and fix them, it's always a good 
idea to run the programs again to make sure your 
system comes up clean. 

4. There are instances where the damage Is so severe 
that no utility can repair it. In this case your only 
recourse is to reformat the drive. This is where 
having a current backup can turn a disaster into 
a mere inconvenience. 

5. If you can't fix the damage, but the data Is still available, 
try Data Rescue (800-903-4152, http://www.wildbits.com 
/rescue/index.html) to recover any data before you 
reformat the drive. 

6. If all else fails and none of the utilities can fix your drive, 
it may be time to call in the experts. Companies such as 
Total Recall (800-743-0594, http://www.totalrecall.com) or 
Drive Savers (800-440-1904, http://www.drivesavers.com) 
may be able to recover lost data for you by examining the 
inner workings of your disk drive. Be aware that drive 
recovery services are not cheap, but if you really need 
that data back, they can prove invaluable. 



Of all possible corruption problems, a corrupt document is the most painful. 

Documents are the files you create-they can represent hours, weeks, or 

even years of work. Needless to say, the most important step in fighting 

document corruption is to maintain a current backup of important files. Take 

the time now, before document corruption strikes, to back up all your important 

documents to another media. Put them on a Zip disk or even burn a CD. If you have 

documents that change often, set up a schedule to back them up. You can even use 

Roland's SimpleBackup (free, http://www.acts.org/roland 

/thanks) to automate the process. & ::~~~~:..-i:~~;:::~::,~:=~ ;.~~':,·r..~1 ~ 
'-elNlll My h rMIV•,.~11 , Att1 .. ,1 rtl W.,V _, 

The most common cause of document corruption is a 

system crash. If the computer crashes while you are work

ing on a document, odds are pretty good that it got dam

aged in the process. Many of today's applications are very 

talented at self-repair, opening corrupted documents to fix 

many problems. Unfortunately, they can't always repair 

everything so conveniently. Here's an example: When you 

open a document, it loads into RAM. Changes periodically 

get written back to the disk file. If an error occurs in the 

midst of recording these changes, the document may end 

up in an incomplete state. Basically, the computer no 

longer knows where the file starts and stops. This is an 

"End of file" error, and means the document is broken. 

RECOVER? YES! Microsoft Word 98 
sees that a file is corrupt and makes 
an attempt to repair it. 

o~ ----11>£i 12JB 
f) S lterm, 931.9 HB evelleble 

~ D 
AutoReeovery aave of 02· OOFl le- c&ehe .lck 

~ 
~ 

Word Wor kflleA S 

PhotoahopT•mp57491 6 ~ 

Word Wo r k flh!153 

Many times document corruption arises from a bug or 
flaw in an application. If you suspect your software rray be AFTER A CRASH, check the Trash for 

at fault, check with the company that wrote it. There may be any rescued items. You just might be 

an update to fix the problem. However, when document able to get some of the data back. 

corruption strikes and you don't have a backup, take 

appropriate steps to minimize your losses, as described below. 

1. As always, a recent backup of the file remedies all . 

2. If your program has an import function, try Importing the 

document. You should also try opening It from the file 

menu as opposed to just double-clicking the file. 

3. Run a disk utility. Your corrupt document may really be 

a corrupt directory on the disk. However, be aware that 

these utilities are disk utilities, and they cannot fix bad 

file data. 

4. Try opening the file in another program that can handle 

that file type. If it will open, try a Save as-and save It to 

a different location. 
5. If you can open the document, attempt to copy and paste 

all of the data into a new file. This is probably the most 

common method of saving corrupt document data. 
6. If you just need to get to the text, try opening It with 

BareBones Software's BBEdlt (781·687-0700, http:// 
www.barebones.com). This text editor can open just 

about anything. This is helpful if you just need text
you will lose all the formatting and end up with some 

extraneous gibberish. Bonus: You can get rid of that 

gibberish with Text Cleaner Lite (301·27<>-8445, http:// 

www.studio405.com/textcleaner). 

7. If you are using FileMaker Pro, It has a Recover 

command under the File menu that can recover data·~iilllm. .. 
from a damaged FileMaker database. 

8. If it is a proprietary data file, contact the developer of 

the application-sometimes It has special tools that can 

extract data from a corrupt document. 

9. If the corrupt document is in QuarkXPress, try using 

Markztools, a file fixer for XPress (714·756·5100, http:// 

www.markzware.com/data/product/markztools.html). 

1 o. If the corrupt document is an Excel spreadsheet, try 
using Excel Recovery (888-699-8228, http://www 

.officerecovery.com/mac). This handy utility may be 

able to extract your spreadsheet data and put It into a 
fresh document. 

11. Downloading files from the Internet can also produce 
corrupt downloads. Your best bet is to just trash them 

and redownload. 

12 • If a system crash has corrupted a Microsoft Word 98 
document, look for the Word Work files. These files may 

contain the text you were just working on. 



Oh, how we love our fonts! Not only do we love our fonts, we also like having Jots of them. 
The problem arises when our precious fonts go bad. Remember that fonts, like any other file 
on your hard drive, are susceptible to corruption. Fonts are just files, but the OS treats them 
differently. Since they must be available to all programs, they must remain open all the time. This 

makes fonts especially susceptible to corruption after any system or application crash . 
--·---::'-.. 

1. Use a utility such as Font 
Agent (760-804-9900, http://www. 
fontagent.com) or Font Reserve (415-
381-3303, http://www.fontreserve. 
com) to fix and organize your fonts. 

2. To determine If a corrupt font is 
Indeed the problem, remove the 
Fonts folder from the System Folder, 
then put it on the desktop, and 
restart. If this gets rid of the error, one 
of your fonts is bad. 

3. Use a font utility to create font sets. This 
makes it easier to isolate the offender 
when a font turns to the dark side. 

4. Create a Fonts (Disabled) folder in the 
System Folder and manually drag sus
pect fonts there for testing purposes. 

5. Make sure there are no more than 
128 items in your Fonts folder, 
unless you are using Mac OS 9, 
which allows 512 items. Too many 
fonts in this folder can and will lead 
to font problems. 

6. Start opening fonts In the Finder by 
double-clicking them-the bad one 
will probably crash your computer. 
Trash it and reinstall the font from 
its original source. 

Applications maintain specific settings by creatirig a preferences file inside your System 
Folder's Preferences folder. This file allows each application to know certain things about how 
you want it set up, such as the default font. 

Preference files are a mixed blessing. They provide a way for an application to remember 
settings without modifying and possibly damaging the program itself. However, they must 
load every time you launch the program, and every time you quit it, they get rewritten . This 
leads to the possibility of corruption. 

Corrupt preference files stem from the same source as most other corruptions: an application 
or system crash. This type of corruption can manifest itself in a variety of ways- often very subtle, 
as you'll see from our list of symptoms. You usually just delete corrupt preferences, unlike other 

types of files. The application creates new preferences the next time it launches. __ .....,.~ 

1. Determine the nature of 
e problem. If you're experiencing 

an error at startup, first boot with 
extensions off. Then drag the 
entire Preferences folder to the 
desktop and restart. If the error 
goes away, one of the preferences 
was corrupt. 

2. To fix a corrupt preference problem, 
simply drag the damaged preference 
file to the Trash and relaunch the pro
gram. Keep in mind that you'll need to 

reconfigure settings for that app. 
3. Lock a preference file using the 

Finder's Get Info dialog box to 
cure future preference corruption. 

4. As a preventative measure, keep 
your Preferences folder tidy-a 
clean folder is less vulnerable to 
corruption than a messy one. Try 
Aladdin's Spring Cleaning (831-
761-6200, http://www.aladdlnsys 
.com) or ASD's Yank Pro (http:// 
www.asdsoft.com) for cleanup. 

Contributing Editor 

Buz Zoller lives in 

beautiful Austin, Texas, 

and is patiently awaiting 

the birth of his first 

child in March. 



doesn't come 

with a standard floppy drive. 

After all, why would you want 

a standard floppy drive. 

So you bought an iMac. And now you are in the market for a disk drive 
that will allow you the capacity to enjoy our multimedia world. Sounds like a plan. 

But what about your old floppy disks, you ask? Not to worry. Get a SuperDisk 
drive, the drive that accepts 120 MB SuperDisk diskettes and your old floppies, 
giving you easy and immediate access to all of your files, old and new. 
Maxell SuperDisk diskettes use the same reliable technology as your floppies , 
and even function in virtually the same way. 

Hey, you're going to buy a drive for that iMac. Make sure it's one that 
can handle all of your big ideas. And, equally important, your smaller ones. 

For more information, visit our website 
at www.maxell-data.com 

- SUPE~ISK-~ 
DRIVE 

maxell.Jff 
T H E MED I A MATTERS 



FIND ALL 20 
of these 

magnificent 
games on 
The Disc. 

killer 
s areware 
games 

bJ David Reynolds and Ian Sammis 

Ambrosia Software 

http://www.ambroslasw.com-$15 

If you ever set foot in an arcade or 7-Eleven in the eighties, you no doubt 

know the classic Centipede game. And if you do, you should check out 

Apeiron, a faithful clone of the arcade. In 

Apeiron, you control a small gun at the bot

tom of the screen and shoot up through a 

forest of mushrooms at Cheech, the 

oncoming centipede, who is determined to 

make it to the bottom of the screen. Other 

enemies include a mutant lobster and a 

hybrid flea-tick. Unfortunately, USB con

trollers don't work with Apeiron. 

40 MacADDICT FEB!OO 

Let's face it-there are times 
when nothing but a return to 
the classic time-wasters of 

Mac shareware games will do, 
especially when you have a looming 
deadline you simply can't miss. So, 
for your procrastinating pleasure, 
we've collected 20 of the all-time 
best diversions and put them on The 
Disc. And just so you know what's 
what, we've included a bit about 
each game-that way you won't 
waste any time getting to the 
important business of wasting time. 
Oh, and by the way, we know that 
we list Ambrosia several times in 
this article. It's only because it 
has produced the single greatest 
collection of Mac shareware ever. 

Spiderweb Software 

http://www.spldweb.com-$25 
Fans of Sierra's Ultima series will find Exile a familiar return to the clas

sic role-playing format of the mid-eighties. The three games of the series 

provide precisely the sort of party-building, dungeon-crawling, staying

u p-a 11- night

because-Thor

is-al most-at

level-38 fun that 

has almost dis

appeared from 

the Mac com

mercial scene. 
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DIRT BIKE JD 
Brad Quick and Michel de Messieres 

http://members.aol.com/bradqulck-$15 

Dirt Bike 3D puts you behind the handlebars 

of a high-torque dirt bike and slaps you on 

a track filled with all kinds of jumps and 

hills. Your objective is to race around the 

track in a three-lap race. Utilizing a full 

3D engine, Dirt Bike 3D simulates motor

cycle physics remarkably well-all except 

the pain of crashing. Plus, with Dirt Bike 3D's 

network play, you can hit the track with several 

buddies. This game is surprisingly addictive. 

Fantasoft 

http://www.fantasoft.com 

-$20 

Most shareware games 

don't make it past version 1 

or 2; Realmz has made it all 

the way to version 7. In the 

vein of the classic Dung

eons & Dragons role-playing game, Realmz lets you gather a party of six 

adventurers, equip them with swords, spells, and armor, and take on all 

manner of monsters in grid-based combat. While Realmz doesn't have 

state-of-the-art graphics, it makes up for that shortcoming in sheer depth. 

Diehard fans have rallied around this game, making many new scenarios 

for you to play when you finish the first one. 

HARRY THE HANDSOME EXECUTIVE 
Ambrosia Software 

http://www.ambroslasw.com-$20 

Harry the Handsome Executive may have the strangest 

MAELSTROM 

concept of any game we've seen- the hero is an 

office worker on a swivel chair. Featurir;ig "gen

uine swivel chair physics," Harry's maneu

vers are precisely the one's you've probably 

practiced in your own office: He can slowly 

push his chair forward, quickly slide back

ward, or kick obstacles for a quick burst of 

speed. Marked throughout by quirky lilut 

funny humor, Harry is among the best share

ware games ever released for the Mac. 

Ambrosia Software 

http://www.ambroslasw.com-$15 

Yeah, yeah, we know, it's just another clone of Asteroids. Nonetheless, 

Maelstrom deserves mention in any list of shareware games for the Mac, 

because it launched Ambrosia Software-by any measure the premier 

shareware company on the 

Macintosh platform. It's also 

one of those simple but 

compelling games that can 

reduce you to a coma-like 

state, staring at your screen 

for hours on end. Don't say 

we didn't warn you. 

is a "90 percent clone" of another 

eighties arcade classic, Bubble 

Bobble. In this delightful (and ad

dictive) platform game, you encase monsters who resemble wind

up robots in bubbles while you leap from platform to platform, 

gathering bonuses and power-ups. You, of course, are a lizard. Bub 

& Bob also has a level editor so you can create your own levels (and 

conveniently use those others have created). 

Ambrosia Software 

http://www.ambroslasw.com-$25 

Escape Velocity Override is the successor 

to the hugely popular (and amazingly com

plex) space shooter game Escape Velocity. 

In it, you play the captain of a starship, and 

you can choose your own career path

whether you 're running cargo for Stellar 

Corporation, boarding ships as a space 

pirate, or even dominating entire star sys

tems as a despot. The game features 250 

new missions, tons of new planets (this uni

verse is vast) , and new graphics. Override 

will keep you busy doing nothing for hours. 

XYZ Entertainment 

http://www.public.iastate.edu 

/-basaraba/av.html 

-$15 plus shipping and handling 

It's strange-no matter how many times 

people revisit the venerable Battlezone, 

the result is almost always refreshing. 

Assault Vehicles continues in this tradi

tion with a thoroughly enjoyable first

person vehicular shooter. Gameplay is a 

cross between Atari 's coin-op game T

Mek and a more traditi0nal shooter such 

as Quake. As always, the real fun's in the 

multiplayer game. 

http://www.ambrosiasw.com 

--.$15 

Barrack, another Ambrosia entry, is a 

bit hard to describe. It contains ele

ments of Qix, but it's not a straightfor

ward clone. Your goal is to enclose 

portions of the playing field with lines 

while excluding the bouncing balls. 

The lines, which extend outward from 

the cursor, remain vulnerable until you 

anchor both ends; if a ball hits a line 

before it's anchored, you lose a life. 
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There's something about guiding a small green 

frog across a busy highway and over some logs 

in a fast-moving river that makes us feel all mushy 

inside. That's the objective of Frog Xing, a share-

way, you'll pick up some bonus points. (One bonus-you can set the cars 

to drive like British cars if you fancy a trip across The Pond.) 

RICOCHET 
Robert Urschel 

http://www.boburschel.com/ricochet/ricochet.html-$20 

Ricochet is relatively simple in concept-a ball rolls in a straight line 

unless the player drops barriers into its path to make it turn left or 

right. The barriers are permanent, and can eventually make it hard 

to finish the level. Players must direct the ball past a variety of 

obstacles to collect all the targets on a level. The arrangements of 

obstacles present the player with a series of increasingly difficult 

puzzles to solve. For some reason, the whole thing just works. 

Despite the simplistic graphics, this game is enormously entertaining. 

http://www.liquidmetalsoftware.com-$15 

What list of time-wasters would be complete 

without a Tetris clone? Not this one, bub-and 

MacPuyo is a fast-moving version featuring 

groups of colored blobs instead of bricks. Get 

four blobs of the same color lined up, and they 

go away. Simple, right? Not so. This game 

moves amazingly fast, and the two-player 

to know that you can turn off the updated music in MacPuyo. 
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http://www.mcsebi.de-Free 

As you've probably guessed from the name, 

this one's a Pac Man clone. It's a very, very 

good one, though-with 20 different maps 

and cheerful music, this would have been the 

killer game of 1982. Gameplay is true to the 

original, so if you didn't get enough of this stuff 

in the eighties (or if you were born too late to 

gobble dots), check Pac the Man out. 

NANOSAUR 
Pang ea 

http://www.pangeasoft.net-$30 donation 

Featuring outstanding graphics (with RAVE accel

eration) , Nanosaur drops you into a prehistoric 

world as a little illy-bitty dinosaur (a Nanosaur) with 

a jet pack and a gun. You've traveled back in time 

to rescue eggs from five dinosaur species before an 

asteroid crashes into Earth. If you like the game, 

donate $30 to the charity of your choice. 

http://hyperarchive.lcs.mit 

.edu/HyperArchive/Abstracts 

/game/HyperArchive.html-$20 

Featuring some of the most beautiful art we've ever seen in a shareware 

game, Jump Zampoli is stunning. You control a pair of dwarves who leap into 

the air to pop balloons that float above their heads. The game is so much fun 

to watch that it's almost hard to concentrate on playing; we've lost many lives 

admiring the eerie background and the balloons. 

Ambrosia Software 

http://www.ambrosiasw.com-$25 

Previewed in our premiere issue (way back in 

1996), the real-time space strategy game Ares final

ly appeared under Ambrosia's auspices. Ares features 

a revolutionary way of zooming into and out of the game's 

action, allowing you to go from piloting a single ship to controlling the output 

of entire planetary systems. Your mission? Liberate the Earth from marauding 

alien invaders. It quickly gets more complicated than you might think, espe

cially if you play a network game with a friend. 

A true original, Squirrel Kombat pits two 

gifted squirrels with extraordinary abilities 

against each other in a grudge match 

to the death. Players can choose from sev

eral different squirrels, each with his or her 

own special move. For those who want to con

trol the level of graphic violence, the game features 

the ability to set the color and amount of blood. One of the best features of 

this game is its collection of sound effects-especially the music! 

Semicolon Software 

http://www.semicolon.com-$20 

Over the years, a number of outstanding solitaire 

games for the Mac have appeared. Semicolon's 

Solitaire 'Till Dawn is easily the best so far- it sup-

ports 34 different variations of solitaire, from the 

familiar Klondike to such esoteric games as Aces High and Mount Sunflower. 

You'd better love card games before you get started on this one. 

Ambrosia Software 

http://www.ambrosiasw.com-$20 

Avara is Ambrosia's answer to Mech

Warrior, and it's not a bad one at all. It's 

getting a bit dated (these days it's dis

concerting to see a 3D game without 

v 
texture mapping), but the gameplay is still outstanding. Avara also features a 

unique level creation method involving PICT files-you can get dozens of 

user-created levels from ftp://ftp.avara.com/avara. 

Ian Sammis and David Reynolds have spent a little too much lime 
discussing the finer points of what makes a shareware game great. 
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The fastest graphics accelerator for your Mac just got better. 

ProFormance 3 performed nearly twice as fast as its nearest competitor in tests 

run by major magazines worldwide. But that's only one of the many reasons 

why it has become the first choice for Web, graphics, and multimedia 

professionals. The long list includes: OpenGL compatibility; true 3D with the 

ProCyber 3D virtual reality glasses; better digital output connectivity - with your choice of VESA or SGI Flat 

Panel Display standards, or SVideo Out. And much more! So why wait? Find out how to get your Mac to think 

better, just visit www.formac.com and learn how easy it can be. 

IT'S A WINNER! 
"Photoshop 

acceleration 
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impressive." 
MacWorld 11/99 

AMAZING! 
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Performance!" 
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FR EAKIN' 
AWESOME 

The most valuable 
products, the 

coolest gizmos. 

SPIFFY 
A solid ottering. 
Overall a good 
investment. 

YEAH, 
WHATEVER 

A few 
good features, 
but generally 

a waste of lime 
and money. 

BLECH! 
We hate to even 
blotch our pages 

with the thing. 

0 

When you care enough to get your Mac the very best. 

iMac DV Special Edition 
I: f.i ;I .Jl,lf.i ;I-
COMPANY: Apple Computer 

CONTACT: 800-795-1 ODO or 408-996-1010, http://www.apple.com 

PRICE: $1,499 (SRP) 

SPECIFICATIONS: 400MHz 63 processor, 128MB of memory, 56-

Kbps modem, 1368 of disk storage, dual 400-Mbps FireWire ports, 

slot-loading DVD drive, stereo speakers, dual USB ports, 

10/1 OOBase-T Ethernet 

The latest iMac spawned three price/ 
performance options: the $999 iMac, 
the $1,299 iMac DV, and the $1,499 

iMac DV Special Edition. We went straight 
to the top and test-drove the swankiest 
member of the new iMac family. 

With 128MB of RAM, the 400MHz DV 
Special Edition boasts twice as much 
memory as both the iMac and the regular 
iMac DY-plus a whopping 13GB of disk 
space and a signature graphite color for 
those who are fed up with fruit flavors . It's 
a fast , compact desktop system, complete 
with a DVD player for watching movies and 
Apple's iMovie video-editing software for 
making your own. The Special Edition is a 
straight-out-of-the-box upgrade from the 
regular iMac DV, and if you're a multime
dia fanatic, you'll need all that extra mem
ory and disk space. 

THE IMAC DV SPECIAL EDITION offers enough juice for video playing and editing, and has a 
dignified translucent graphite exterior to boot. 

The whole iMac clan sports some sleek 
design changes. Apple has scrapped the 
opaque radio-frequency cage, so you can see 
clear through the casing to the other side. 
Expanding memory and hooking up acces
sories have never been simpler. FireWire 
fanatics (like us) should take advantage of the 
DV models, which come with two FireWire 
ports and an external VGA port for video mir
roring. While this is less useful than genuine 
second-monitor support, it does allow the 
iMac to replicate its main screen on a second 
monitor. You may want to, say, route a signal 
to your home video system (you'll need an 
adapter) and play a DVD movie on a truly 
en01mous screen. 

Apple has done a beautiful job of inte
grating all the components to make a 
screamingly fast machine (see "Just How 
Fast Is It?", p46, for more on performance). 
The FireWire and USB ports worked as 
expected, allowing us to use video cameras, 
FireWire drives, and an abundance of 
peripherals without much trouble. 

Finally, the iMac is a decent gaming 
machine. After producing graphically chal
lenged iMacs for over a year, Apple has given 
the new generation a killer graphics subset: 
an ATI Rage 128 VR chip with 8MB of SD RAM, 
sitting in a ZX AGP port. This combo makes 
Quake ill Arena playable and Unreal Tour
nament glittering. We had some problems get
ting Quake m Arena to work properly in 32-
bit mode, but it does fine in 16 bit. With one 
of the fastest video subsystems on any Mac, 
the iMac DV is great for graphics, too. 

The clumsy spring-loaded manual CD 
tray of old gives way to a discreet slot drive 
on this iMac, whisking your CDs and DVDs 
in and out effortlessly with a gentle 
whoosh. Be careful, though-the absence 
of a tray allowed us to insert a disc with 
one already in the machine. The immedi-

THIS IS NO INTERNATIONAL MAC OF 
~;-:-; MYSTERY- its point of origin is clearly 
1~ \. stamped on its underbelly. 

i was Assembled in Mexico 

my Family Number: M5521 

Apple Computet~ Inc. 
Cupi:runo. C;\ 950 I~ 
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MiMovie or Yours? A pple's iMovie brings video editing to the masses. The program is designed to get you up and running 
quickly, and it lives up to its promise. Using a DV recording device and a FireWire connection, you can 

import video clips directly into iMovie, edit them, and arrange them to your liking in the clip viewer. Add audio, work in some basic movie pizzazz, export your film to 
OuickTime or back to tape, and you've got a movie. The interface is intuitive, and a few minutes with Apple 's online tutorial (http://www.apple.com/imovie) should get 
you started. It's a snap to add CD audio tracks, voice-overs, and special effects, but normalizing audio levels with iMovie's Clip Volume Control takes a few tries. 
MacAddict put iMovie to the test by giving it to a staff member who had never so much as picked up a DV camera before. After a morning of filming, a few hours with 
iMovie, and not one system crash, she created a short production complete with soundtrack and credits. But she's not quitting her day job just yet.-NR 

1 
Importing Video 
to the Clip Shelf 
First you connect your DV camcorder 

through the iMac's FireWire port. Click the Import 
button, and iMovie imports film footage (called clips) 
and stores them in the Clip Shelf. 

Storing Your Clips 
The number of wells in the Clip Shelf 
depends on your monitor 's resolution: 

At 800 by 600, you get nine wells. At 1024 by 
768, you get 12. Although iMovie allowed us to 
import clips of any length, be careful-a 30-
second clip weighed in at a whopping 107MB. 

4 
Adding Transitions 
Add scene transitions to 
your movie by clicking the 

Transitions button, choosing a transi
tion from the palette, and dragging it 
between two clips. (Hint: Cross Dissolve 
smooths out segues between clips.) 

5 
Adding Audio _ 

Add music from a CD by clicking theMusic but
ton, choosing a track, and clicking the Record Music 

button. Use the audio slider-'clnaiade-in/fade-out located in 
the audio viewer to control volume levels and transitions. 

ate Cuisinart-esque grinding sound quickly 
told us to not do that. The if-all-else-fails
use-a-paper-clip-to-remove-your-disc tech
nology still exists in the new slot drives, but 
the miniscule hole hides at the far right side 
of your CD drive. 

The new iMacs run more quietly. Apple 
replaced the fan with a convection cooling 
system-but this noiseless option created 
a searing heat wave of 106 degrees 

Fahrenheit at the top of our machine, leav
ing us wondering if we could shake up 
some Jiffy Pop to go with our DVD movie. 

If you invest in the DV Special Edition, 
budget for a DVD video library and DV 
camera too, as digital video playing and 
editing are this machine's real attractions. 
The Apple DVD player is still a beta ver
sion, and its overall sound levels are much 
quieter than an audio CD's. At full screen, 

3 
Editing Clips 
Remove dead air from your clips by 

.----a_d.;..,justing the crop markers under the 
scrubber bar to select unwanted footage. Then 
choose Crop from the Edit menu. 

Export to: I Quicklime~, j ; J. j 
Formats: •!l!mJJm~ml1••• 

Web Movie, Small 
Web Movie, Smoll ( QTJ.O) 

l
l,l idf'O:Sor•nso~ CO-ROM Movie, Medium -,,,- -
Audio: ODHlgn CO-ROM Movie, Large 

Upert-. 

6 Exporting Video 
Choose Export Movie from the File menu to 
create a OuickTime file or send your movie 

back to tape. In iMovie, you'll find preset frame-rate and 
compression options for emailing your movie, displaying 
it on the Web, or burning it to a CD-ROM. Or choose 
your own QuickTime settings using the Expert option. 

visuals are crisp and special effects and 
soundtracks come in loud and clear. 
Dialogue, however, sounds muffled even at 
maximum volume. This is the inevitable 
result of watching a made-for-theater 
release on your computer; theater sound 
levels are generally more dynamic. Using 
an external set of speakers will help , but 
for leisurely viewing you might want to opt 
for a DVD player hooked to your TV. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------
PRODUCTIVITY 
PALM VII p. 48 
ACTION FILES 1.5.1 p 59 
ETHERPEEK 4.0 p. 66 

MULTIMEDIA 
QDESIGN MVP p. 54 

DESIGN & GRAPHICS 
PAINTER 6 p 50 
STUDIO ARTIST 1.1 p 52 

FUN & GAMES 
TOMB RAIDER Ill p 49 

HARDWARE 
IMAC DV SPECIAL EDITION p. 44 
OLYMPUS D-450 ZOOM p. 56 
RIO 500 p. 58 
DESK JET 970CSE p. 60 

MULTIPASS C635 p. 62 
POWERDOMAIN 39160 
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KEYSPAN DIGITAL 
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With a DV camera and a little FireWire, 
you're well on your way to making creative 
home movies. The iMac DV models come 
bundled with iMovie, Apple's video-editing 
software (see "MiMovie or Yours?", p45) . 

Just How Fast is It? 

The iMac DV Special Edition is exactly 
what the folks at Apple intended it to 
be-the ultimate hobby machine. It's got 
enough juice, disk space, and connectivity 
for some serious video playing and editing. 
And unless you've already accessorized the 
house in Bondi blue, it's more likely to 
match your decor.-David Reynolds and 
Narasu Rebbapragada 

A ccording to Norton Utilities System Info, the iMac DV with its 400MHz G3 and fast video 
subsystem stomps some familiar Macs. Longer is better, despite what you may have 

heard on some TV commercials. 

Air Port 
COMPANY: Apple Computer 

Power Macintosh G3/400 

iMac 333 

CONTACT: 800-795-1000 or 408-996-1010, http://www.apple.com 

PRICE: AirPort Card $99 (SRP), AirPort Base Station $299 (SRP) 

W e had our first chance to play with the much
ballyhooed AirPort wireless networking technology 
on the iMac DV. Installing tl1e AirPort card (which 

runs the Base Station) is relatively painless: You turn the iMac 
on its face, open the access panel on the bottom, connect the 
antenna to the AirPort card, and insert the card in its slot next 
to the RAM. Lining up the card with the slot turned out to be 
a little challenging. 

Although AirPort networking theoretically tops out at 11 
Mbps, in practice connection speed often seemed slower 
when we used an AirPort Base Station. Still, it was fast and space-age set. 
reliable enough for playing Quake III Arena network games 
without much lag, and it's nice to have Ethernet-level con-
nectivity without cables and hubs . Connecting to another 
AirPort-equipped Mac was also painless through the 
AirPort control strip module.-DR 
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Upgrade to new Toast™4 Deluxe and burn music, multimedia and data CDs. It 

opens a world of possibilities far beyond the software that came with your 
CD-Recorder. Now with new PhotoRelay~ software you can view, sort and 

organize your photos, illustrations, scanned images, movies, sounds, and fonts 

in customized media catalogs. 

You can also pull MP3 files from 
the Internet, as well as favorites from 

LPs and cassettes, to create your own 

New Toast 4 Deluxe, Only s99* 

With $20 Upgrade $'79 
REBATE OFFER / -

compilation CDs. New CD Spin Doctor~ software removes hisses, pops and 

clicks from old recordings-your music is reborn in stunning digital quality. 
Get new Toast 4 Deluxe and satisfy all your burning desires. 

For details on the Toast 4 Deluxe Rebate Offer see your retail store or 
contact us at: http://cdr.adaptec.com/matoastcd or 1-800-442-7274 xl355. 



reviews 
3Com Palm VII 
HARDWARE 

COMPANY: 3Com 

CONTACT: 800-881-7256, http://www.palm.com or 

http://www.palm.net 

PRICE: $499 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: MacPac version 2 ($10, sold separately) 

STAY UP-TO-DATE 24-Vll- the 
popular handheld organizer 
gets Internet connectivity. 

We have seen the future, and it ain't 
cheap. Make no bones about it, the 
Palm VII is an info-freak and gadget

geek's dream. At heart, it's a Palm Illx
sharing the Palm's new, sharper LCD 
screen, nonupgradable 2MB of RAM, and 
other handheld perks. It's bigger and 
heavier than earlier Palms, a half-inch 
taller and nearly an ounce heavier than a 
III, and it completely lacks the ultrathin 
design of the futuristic-looking Palm V. 

The added girth comes from the VII 's 
unique, built-in wireless modem. Using 
special Web-clipping applications called 
PQAs, freely downloadable from 3Com's 
Palm VII site (http://www.palm.net), the VII 
scoops compact packages of information 
from the Internet. PQAs-..include dozens of 
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favorites like CNN, MapQuest, and e-Trade, 
and local movie schedules are just a few 
taps away (see "Pick Me Up at VII," below) . 
But while you can review earlier down
loaded information, PQAs don't remember 
your input-you'll have to scrawl pass
words or zip codes each time. 

Wireless email on the VII is as easy as 
email on your Mac. You use the included 
iMessenger for the proprietary Palm.net 
mail or third-party applications for your 
usual POP or IMAP accounts. You can view 
Web pages that lack a PQA via a third-party 
browser, though you won't get the graphics, 
tables, and frames. On the downside, while 
wireless access is available in about 260 
metropolitan areas, huge swaths of the 
country remain inaccessible. 

New York/Ce 

SUN 39159 

MON 

TUE 

WED 46159 

THU -I-

WtotllerHome 

..,. History 

CHECK WEATHER, stock quotes, and news 
snippets on the go. 

The real expense isn't the VII's $499 price 
tag-it's the wireless fees. For $10 a month, 
you get SOK of info-this comes out to a daily 
allotment of roughly one email message and 
a couple of reports. $25 a month buys three 
times that, but hard-core info junkies must 
shell out $40 a month for 300K, nearly equal
ing the cost of the Palm VII itself in a year. If 
you're iMac only, you'll also need to buy the 
$39.95 PalmConnect USB Kit. 

If you 're an info junkie needing up-to
the-second information in places wired 
modems don 't reach, the Palm VII is for 
you. The rest of us will pick up a Palm 
modem and stick close to phone lines. 
-Joseph 0. Holmes 



review 
Tomb Raider Ill 
FUN & GAMES 

COMPANY: Aspyr Media 

CONTACT: 888-212-7797 or 512-708-8100, http://www.aspyr.com 

PRICE: $49.95 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: 180MHz or faster PowerPC 603e or later (iMac or G3 recommended), 

Mac OS 7.5.3 or later, 16MB of RAM (32MB recommended), 4X CD ROM, QuickTime 4 

(included), 30 acceleration recommended 

A BETTER GRAPHICS ENGINE provides more convincing 
environments and textures than those in Tomb Raider 2. 

l ara Croft, like Weird Al Yankovic, refuses 
to change with the times. Al's lyrical 
stylings are trapped forever in a haze of 

eighties zaniness, while Lara is trapped in the 
limited polygonal builds of the mid-nineties. 
Mac game players are used to long waits for 
ports, but Tomb Raider III was starting to look 
old at its PC release almost a year ago. The 
Mac version is every bit as good (if not better), 
but hardly up to the graphical standards of the 
current state of the art (Quake 3). 

The gameplay makes up for its lack of 
depth with sheer quantity. If you're unfamiliar 
with the Tomb Raider series (perhaps you're 
unfamiliar with Pac-Man, too) , let us enlighten 
you. Lara Croft is an aristocratic young lady 
who likes nothing better than running around 
exotic locales, solving puzzles, battling villains, 
and exploring lost civilizations-Indiana 
Jones with an overstuffed bra, if you will. 

This third game in the series has a well
defined plot, almost compelling enough to 
make some of the longer levels interesting. 
The story involves the discovery of a crys
talline meteorite and its link to an ancient 
Antarctic culture and human evolution. like 
any mythical crystal worth its salt, the mete
orite has been split into four artifacts, and 
they're all hidden away in a safe deposit box 
off the New Jersey Turnpike. Oh, wait-no, 
they're not. They are in fact scattered to 
Earth's four comers under the watchful eye of 
various villains-so get your passport. 

There are 19 levels in all, set in locations 
as far-flung as India, Antarctica, and the South 
Pacific. This means you can explore a large 
variety of locales, such as jungle swamps and 
underground bunkers in Area 51. Lara also 
has to deal with a diverse bunch of miscre
ants, from simple gun-toting thugs to a slaver
ing T-Rex (also featured in Lara's last outing) . 
The third-person action and pace remains 
intact. Lara has plenty of abilities, but is hardly 
fast on her feet. Occasionally the meandering 
levels and slow pace can be frustrating. 

To brighten this fugue, Eidos (the original 
developer) has thoughtfully included a num
ber of new abilities and vehicles. Lara can 
climb and clamber, duck and crawl, shoot 
and harpoon, but more important, she can 
chive. Tomb Raider III has lots of vehicles. 
She can paddle a kayak (strangely relaxing) , 
ride a quad bike, pilot a boat or an underwa
ter propulsion unit-and what adventure 
would be complete without a mine cart? She 
can't steer it, but she can pull the brake. 

enter the other locations in any order-very 
useful if you find yourself stuck or wandering 
in circles on a tough level. 

There are few things wrong with this 
game, and for series fans, it represents a 
passable upgrade. Unfortunately, you may 
also need to upgrade your hardware, since 
Tomb Raider really requires a G3 or iMac to 
run well. A 603e can choke it out, but the 
game looks pretty horrible without 3D accel
eration.-Frank O'Connor 

GOOD NEWS: A vast, playable, and 

relatively interesting sequel to a 

series that's a bit long in the tooth. 

BAD NEWS: A processor hog. Some 
II 

Controls and interfaces are exactly the 
same as those in the previous game, includ
ing tl1e novel but clunky passport interface. 
That means the counterintuitive sidestepping 
and jumping are intact. Ease of control was 
never Tomb Raider's strong point. Upon 
completion of the first level (India) , you can 

messy level design. Not a whole heck of a lot in 

the innovation department. It's not Quake 3. 

The First Puzzle 

0 ne of the first things you'll need to do is find a key 
in Lara's house-not the most original task ever, 

but hey, it's a game. First you need to lock the butler in 
the freezer (no, really). Then go to your bedroom and 
pick up the flares from the room next to the bed. Next, 
go down the hall and into the attic. Since it's dark, you 
should light the flare. Find the blue box and push it for
ward twice. Leave the attic and go to the upstairs 
library. On the right there's a bookshelf with a movable 
book. Push this book. 

This extinguishes the fire, allowing you to walk into 
the fireplace. On the left is a climbable wall that takes 
you to a secret passage leading to the attic and thence 
a secret room. In the room, climb onto the ledge and 
push the box from the attic to the left. Go to the other 
end of the ledge, light another flare, and pull the lever. 
The scene cuts to a door opening under the stairs
quickly turn around and run to the door. Once you're 
there, find another green box and pull it backward once 
and to the right once. Jump up into the secret passage 
and then dive into the water connected to the fish tank. 
Swim around the tank to the other side, but stay near 
the glass-you'll find the key in the water. You can see 
it if you check out the fish tank in the basement. 

FIND A DEMO 
of Tomb 

Raider Ill on 
The Disc. 
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review 
Painter 6 
DESIGN & GRAPHICS 

COMPANY: MetaCreations 

CONTACT: 805-566-6200 or 800-846-0111, 

http://www.metacreations.com 

PRICE: $399 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, Mac OS 8 or later, 32MB 

of RAM required (64MB of RAM recommended), 

178 MB of hard disk space, color display (24-bit 

recommended), 2X CO-ROM drive 

T he latest version of Painter from 
MetaCreations is, hands down, the best 
yet. For previous users of the software, 

Painter 6 adds some really powerful new fea
tures such as layers, an improved brush 
engine, and dynamic text. 

If you've never used Painter but are 
looking for a product that really captures 
the essence of natural-media art, this is the 
best version to learn. Painter's purpose is 
very different from Adobe Photoshop's and 
Illustrator's. While Photoshop is a pixel 
pusher and Illustrator manipulates vector 
art, Painter simulates the way an artist 
would use chalk or oils. If you already know 
how to use real-world media, you'll get 
stunning results. If not, be prepared for a 
steep learning curve. 

Handle good-looking 
curves with dynamic text, 
which lets you use Bezier 
curves to manipulate the text's 
baseline path and add handles 
for precise control. 

Impasto creates the 
illusion of depth. Build 
up your brush strokes to suggest 
shadow and highlights. You 
can also cut through the paint 
to the canvas. 

Unleash your image. 
Load a picture into the image 
hose and spray it on your 
canvas with variations in size, 
rotation, and color. 
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with a redesigned interface, a new rendering 
engine, and a huge list of new features. 

Painter 6 has a whole list of new features 
that will appeal to users of earlier versions. An 
updated user interface, a brush engine, brush 
loading, text on Bezier curves, a responsive 
palette knife, an image hose, motion damping 
for smoother edges, and support for the 
Intuos drawing tablet are just a few, but the 
one which singlehandedly earns Painter a 
Freakin' Awesome, is layers. 

The new layers functionality addresses 
what has always been Painter's biggest weak
ness, a counterintuitive and nonstandard 
floaters palette. With layers, you control ele
ments fully, just as you do in applications such 
as Photoshop. You can make a selection on a 
layer, use it in another layer, or copy and paste 
between layers. Layers also apply textures to 
transparency masks, so you can draw on a 
mask with any of Painter's tools. You can also 
apply Photoshop-style inks such as Multiply 
and Screen or add Painter-specific inks like 
Gel and Magic Color. 

Perhaps the biggest overall change in 
Painter is the brush engine. In previous 
versions, Painter dabbed a series of dots 
with different widths and spacing on the 
canvas when you painted. This method was 
dog slow, and if you were really in the 
groove, your brush simply couldn't keep 
up with you. In Painter 6, the painting 
engine more accurately resembles a 
brush, with every hair rendering a contin-

Paper Selection: Select paper and 
painting nozzles from the Art Materials palette. 
Brush Sizes: This palette makes brush 
selections and settings feel more natural. 
Brush Palette: Adjust everything from 
brush size to bristle thickness. 

uous I-pixel line of color. This feature is 
most effective combined with another 
addition, brush loading. When your brush 
gets loaded or contaminated, it picks up 
extraneous additional colors from the can
vas or palette. You can control the unin
tended effects by choosing a unique color 
for each bristle. 

While the new rendering method 
improves speed considerably, even on a 
fast G3, Painter still lags behind your 
strokes. Another new feature, multistroke 
spooling, addresses this issue by record
ing your brush strokes and accurately 
reproducing them on the canvas when 
your computer catches up with you . 

Painter 6 is worth the upgrade-it's a 
far better designed application. The new 
user interface makes adjusting brush and 
paint settings much easier. The only draw
back is that you need a background in nat
ural media to take full advantage of 
Painter's strengths.-Rick Sanchez 
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Studio Artist 1.1 

~ 
FIND A STUDIO 

ARTIST 1.0 
demo on 
The Disc. 

DESIGN & GRAPHICS 

COMPANY: Synthetik Software 

CONTACT: 888-808-4188 or 415-864-6582, 

http://www.synthetik.com 

PRICE: $295 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC (PowerPC 604 or better 

recommended), Mac OS 8.0 or later, 32MB of RAM 

(96MB recommended), 20MB of free hard disk 

space, CD-ROM drive, Quicklime 3.0 or later 

T he innovations that Studio Artist 
brings to the digital art world are 
click-your-heels-twice incredible . 

The quirky interface will frustrate users 
at first but reward their patience in the 
end. This unusual painting software pro
duces stunning effects for artists at any 
skill level. 

The first "graphics synthesizer," Studio 
Artist translates the allegory of music syn
thesis to a paint program. Using its 
Intelligent Assisted technology, Studio 
Artist sees and examines the structure of a 
source image, then allows you to choose a 
paint patch to draw that image from 
scratch on a blank canvas. These patches, 
which you can modify like synthesizer 
patches, range from paints and pencils to 
color alterations you can apply with one 
click. Creators based Studio Artist on 
human visual cortex research. Synthetik 
re-created parts of this cortex in software, 
which actually understands colors, lines, 
and shapes \vithin the source image. 

BE AN ARTIST or just look 
like one. Studio Artist's paint 
patches, along with your 
mouse, can create works of 
art base on a source image. 

Category ( Impressionistic t ;) 
ilatcJi ( Rnd Hue-Const Lum ••. t ; 1 

The results? Studio 
Artist's Intelligent Assisted 
technology frees you from 
painting hundreds of strokes 
as you would on a physical 
canvas or in another paint 
program. Instead, just drag 
your mouse across the virtu
al canvas and let Studio Artist 
stroke outlines, sketch, or 
crosshatch. Click the Action 
button and the program 
draws the source image on 
its own. Once you start com
bining your own lines with 
the computer-controlled 
marks, it becomes difficult to Canvas ima<Je 
tell which is intelligent and '---------=------------~-~----------' 

which is assisted. 
Studio Artist lets you draw by hand with 

multiple strokes. You can rough in an area 
while the program paints with the stroke you 
have selected. From one sweep of the mouse, 
Studio Artist can make 40 globs of paint. And 

if you want to paint without Studio Artist 
backseat-driving, simply opt for solo drawing. 

Studio Artist also allows nearly infinite 
customization. If the 600-some patches 
don't offer the right look, you can edit 
about 200 variables to tweak their results. 

Special Effects In QuickTime Studio Artist gets a Freakin' Awesome for its ability to work with 
QuickTime files. Without touching the canvas, we repainted this 
clip of Dave at Macworld Expo. 

1 
Prepare your canvas. Select New Source Image And 
Canvas from the File menu. Choose your Quick Time 
video and click OK. 
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2 
Prepare a record of your actions. Select 
Action, Paint Action Window to view 
the action-recording window. Click the 

Erase button and then the Record check box. 
3 

For a simple, hand-painted look, choose 
Movie Brush 1 and Auto Pencil Sketch 1 
as the top layers. Then uncheck the 

Record box of the Paint Action Window. 



Or you can randomize these variables to 
form a different paint patch, or combine 
two distinct preset patches into a new tool. 
With billions of variations at your fingertips, 
you'll never have to repeat patches. 

4 With your Paint Action Window in the 
foreground, select Movie, Process Movie 
File With PASeq, To Movie. Select your 

video clip, and Studio Artist paints each frame. 

Even though Studio Artist doesn't accept 
traditional plug-ins such as KPT, you proba
bly won 't miss them. Instead, you can modi
fy your patches so much that they stop look
ing like paint actions and start to resemble 
the kinds of manipulations previously 
reserved for third-party plug-ins. 

Studio Artist's best surprise is its 
support for animation and video. You can 
create keyframe or eel animations from 
scratch, manipulate existing video frames 
one at a time, or re-create Quick'fime 
movies. In no time, you'll be turning out 
automated effects that make you the car
toon envy of Bill Plympton or at least A-Ha. 

The biggest problem of Studio Artist is that 
it doesn't capture that certain Mac interface je 
ne sais quoi. This is bafiling, because Studio 
Artist is a Mac-only product, not a port. You 
can't use many key commands common in 
other applications. When you have a layer 
selected, pressing Delete does nothing, and 
you can't click the names of buttons instead of 
their corresponding check boxes. 

I Presets 

STUDIO ARTIST'S INTERFACE can be a little 
esoteric. These icons are actually memory 
buttons that store information about paths, 
brushes, paint, and other parameters. 

The most glaring deviation from the Mac 
look and feel is that you must access nearly 
everything through layers of menus and 
submenus. Highlighting areas, changing 
modes from computer-assisted to freeform 
drawing, and selecting a new color all 
require menus. Synthetik would have served 
its users better with an interface that lets you 
control via buttons as well as menus. That 
said, you can get used to the interface with a 
bit of effort. 

Some sloppy bugs also marred our 
experience. We encountered various error 
messages in baffling programmer-speak. 
Also, the documentation, thoug11 generally 
helpful, doesn't always match what you 
see onscreen. 

There is no multiple-undo feature in 
Studio Artist. The only consolation is that you 
can record your actions and edit that record. 
However, modifying this list and then replay
ing your actions takes much more work than 
just pressing command-Z a few times. 

Every self-respecting i.ibernerd artist 
should own Studio Artist-but we are look
ing forward to a more refined interface in 
future versions. The program shifts the 
emphasis of art from perspiration to inspira
tion. You can create art in a fraction of the 
time a standard paint program requires. 
Fine artists (even digital ones) may grumble 
that Studio Artist removes the joy of the 
detailed artistic process. But if the result is 
more important to you, that's where Studio 
Artist excels.-Zack Stern 
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FIND MVP 
1.0 on 

The Disc. 

MVP 1.0 
MULTIMEDIA 

COMPANY: QDesign 

CONTACT: 604-688-1525, http://www.qdesign.com 

or http://www.mvpsite.com 

PRICE: $19.95 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC 100MHz 603 (minimum), 

63 (recommended), System 7.5.3 or later, CD-ROM 

drive, Quicklime 4.0 

W ith its ideal size/quality ratio, MP3 
audio has become the de facto 
standard in the computer music 

industry, but it's not the only option. 
QDesign has packaged its own proprietary 
alternative digital audio format with MVP 
1.0, its first-generation player and encoder 
for audio and video formats, including 
MP3 and its own Qdesign. The company's 
claim that its format offers superior audio 
quality at a smaller file size than MP3 could 
mean a new solution for Internet band
width problems. 

ks a player, MVP gets high marks for its 
ability to play many kinds of files, including 
MP3, AIFF, WAY, CD audio, and even Quick
Time video. You can drag and drop files and 
sequence them in the Playlist window. One 
quirk occurs when you launch the program 
with a CD in the drive. MVP tries to access 
the CDDB server (an Internet-based data
base of a gazillion audio CDs) to download 
a CD song listing. You can turn this option 
off in Preferences if you're not already con
nected to the Internet. 

As an encoder, MVP offers you the 
choice of compressing in standard MP3 
format or in QDesign's proprietary format. 

MVP CAN EVEN play Quicklime. 
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MVP'S MAIN CONTROL MODULE sports a CD-player-style interface. 

Of course, compression is attractive in 
any format. A 4-minute, 16-bit, 44.lkHz 
(stereo and CD-quality), uncompressed 
audio file is approximately 4SMB. Com
press it using an MP3 encoder like MVP, 
and you can shrink that baby down to 
about 4MB while nearly retaining the 
original's sonic integrity. This is typical of a 
128 Kbps (kilobytes per second) setting or 
bit rate. 

MP3 and QDesign encoders achieve 
this by taking redundant audio frequencies 
and discarding them-this is similar to 
how the graphic JPEG format works. Both 
audio formats achieve smaller bit rates by 
discarding more information from the 
audio file . Although this further reduces 
file size, it also degrades audio quality. 
Therefore, it's important to determine the 
best setting for your purposes when com
pressing an audio file into MP3 or 
QDesign formats . To retain as much of the 
original quality as possible, encode at a 
faster bit rate (128 Kbps or higher). If size 
is more important than quality, then you'll 
need a slower bit rate. 

The compression rates available for 
MVP's MP3 encoder range from 64 to 192 
Kbps. The QDesign music encoder ranges 
from 24 to 128 Kbps. Encoding in MP3 for
mat is fairly quick, and the difference 
between various sample rates doesn't affect 
encoding time much. However, QDesign 
took much longer than MP3 to encode. 

We encoded various styles of music 
from audio CDs to test the difference in 
quality between MP3 and QDesign music 
encoders. We compared the two encoders 
at 128- and 64-Kbps settings and toyed 
with QDesign's 24-Kbps music setting-a 
very low bit rate suitable only for specific, 
very size-conscious circumstances. When 
compared to the original audio , the quality 

ENCODE AUDIO CDs to MP3 and QDesign format. 

of the file encoded at 128 Kbps in MP3 is 
generally acceptable, except for certain 
high frequencies (such as hi-hat cymbals), 
which begin to sound warbly. QDesign 
adds some harmonic overtones to the high
end frequencies to counter this effect, 
although comparing the two formats yields 
a fairly equal rating. The high-frequency 
artifacts seem less noticeable with classical 
and jazz vocal styles-especially with 
QDesign's music encoder. 

Between the 64-Kbps versions of MP3 
and QDesign, QDesign is the hands-down 
winner. We don't know what its engineers 
did, but the quality of the QDesign format 
is definitely cleaner and clearer than its 
MP3 equivalent. 

MVP 1.0 is a very useful product, but 
has some bugs to work out. It can only 
encode from CD audio and does not sup
port variable bit rate encoding. So is the 
QDesign Music format the MP3 killer of 
the new millennium? Probably not, but w~ 
don't think it's meant to be. It is an alter
native, however. Judging from I.O 's stabil
ity and quality, we can only expect more 
good things to come from QDesign in the 
future .-Andrew Tokuda 
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Olympus D-450 Zoom 
HARDWARE 

COMPANY: Olympus America 

CONTACT: 800-347-4027 or 516-844-5000, 

http://www.olympus.com 

PRICE: $499 (SRP), $435 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac 68040 or faster with serial port, System 7 .5 

or later, 24MB of RAM, 45MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM 

drive; USB for CameraMate adapter ($80, not required) 

The Olympus D-450 Zoom's many pre
mium features come together in just 
the right mix to make this 1.3-

megapixel digicam a fine point-and-shoot 
device at a very affordable price. It's a well 
balanced, good-looking, easy-to-use cam
era that takes great pictures. 

action with faster shutter 
speeds. If action's your 
game, you can use the 

COLOR SNAPS ARE EASY with the Olympus D-450 Zoom. 

Just slip in four batteries, slide the lens 
cover to one side, and the 35mm-to-
105mm optical zoom lens emerges 
smoothly. You can change its field of view 
easily with a light touch on a toggle switch 
near the shutter release button. There's also 
a top-deck LCD control panel that displays 
critical settings-flash, battery condition, 
resolution, picture capacity, sensitivity to 
light (ISO) , and more. You can choose ISO 
settings of 160, 320, or 640, or you can let 
the camera decide based on actual lighting 
conditions. Neat! Be prepared, though, to 
accept grainier (technically speaking, nois
ier) pictures at higher ISO settings; still, 
you 'll be able to take pictures under 
marginal light conditions or shoot stop 

camera's unique sequence mode, which 
clicks off images at rates from two frames 
per second (low resolution) to one frame 
every two seconds (high resolution). 

Clearly marked control buttons per
form dual functions , depending on 
whether you have the camera set to 
Record or Playback mode. You can choose 
resolution, flash modes, self-timer, multi
ple picture display, delete, and two manual 
distances for shooting fast-moving sub
jects autofocus can't handle. Quickly 
access the camera's Playback mode with a 
couple of taps on a button, bringing 
exposed images up for review at 4- or 5-
second intervals; simply double-press it 
again and you're back in Record. Unlike 
some digicams, it doesn't let you erase 
photos immediately after taking them; you 
must delete them in Playback. This fail
safe method ensures that you don't mis-

THE OLYMPUS D-450 ZOOM has excellent low-light and white-balance capabilities. We took this 
detailed photo at midnight in a light wind, with only the illumination of one orange street lamp
handbeld at haH a second, with an f-2.8, ISO set to 640, white balance set to Tungsten. 

takenly send one of those priceless images 
into deep space. 

You can adjust the D-450 Zoom's opti
cal viewfinder and easily view the excep
tionally bright Thin Film Transistor monitor 
from off-center. Want to see if you've cap
tured adequate detail? Just use the zoom 
control on Playback to get a 3X view of any 
part of the image. Other goodies include 
video out, a slide-show function, the ability 
to print directly to an Olympus printer, and 
a 2X digital zoom that doubles the tele
photo length of the lens to 2 lOmm. 
Remember, though-with digital zoom, 
you lose some resolution, so use this option 
sparingly. The feature works best for small 
prints or photos headed for the Web. 

The only major annoyance is that some 
of the menu screens display icons only
no words. However, after inadvertently 
trashing our first batch of pictures, we 
quickly learned what each symbol meant. 
You will, too . Be careful not to slam the 
lens cover shut too fast, or it may hit the 
lens as it retracts. 

If you' re looking for a quality digicam 
that gives you beautiful color prints up to 8 
by 10 inches, and you don't need (or want) 
a lot of manual controls, the Olympus D-450 
Zoom is a super choice.--Arthur Bkich 

GOOD NEWS: Very solidly built. Fast 

learning curve. Short intervals 

between shots. Excellent low-light 

performance. Good controls layout. • Uncompressed TIFF mode. Printed documentalion. 

BAD NEWS: No USB. No lens barrel threads to 

accept accessory lenses. Some ']lenus use icons 

only. Cover may hit lens if closed. too quickly. 

lncorrecl exposure compensalio~ instructions 

in manual. 
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Rio 500 
HARDWARE 

COMPANY: Diamond Multimedia Systems 

CONTACT: 800-468-5846 or 408-325-7000, http://www.diamondmm.com 

PRICE: $269.95 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: IMac, G3, or G4 (with USB), OS 8.1 or later 

Many Mac-ophiles would dismiss the 
almost year-long wait for portable 
MP3 players with Mac connectivity as 

second-class treatment for Mac users. We, 
however, choose to look on·the bright side. 
While at the moment Mac users have only 
one choice-Diamond Multimedia's Rio 
500-it's one of the first purchase-worthy 
players to hit the market, and it competes 
well against MP3 players for any platform. 

THE LIMITED VERSION OF SOUNDJAM that comes with 
the Rio 500 offers only this one special skin and puts a 
limit on CD-to-MP3 conversions. 

Folder: I Soundtrack (Internal) I ~ J 

Motd l1 :itlttrrwl (62 .7 of 64t1B W1~) . 

~ ~.J 28iltmJ, 1 :07 :0a tot1lt lmt 

lfo!Mr··.·· -. -... -. u· List d by Plaiy Ord•r •I TllM ,.. I Albu111 ..,. ~ 4 I .. Cr~ate- I til 50106.111>3 
101'19 1:35 

I Delete I m&kin rrltnds 

I I Ren am~~- I Tri ck 01 2:30 

I I Erose _ . I rPl•yor~ 

I I . Rename - ) 

Tr40k02 Hotavi lLllblt, 

Tr1ck04 

Tr1<:kO!I 

Tnck06 

Tr1<:k07 

Track 08 

Tr ack 09 

Track 10 

Tom .... 1lts..BkwSklt1.mp3 

T«TIY't~fll'S 

Tom'w'11ts_rv.,, tyou.mp3 

Tom"l'1it:1J-\oc kinaird.mp3 Ho;t1v•l t1blt 

Tom'w'1its~.mp3 2 :47 Jiol 1oll.blt. 

So lt Gou 

Not 1v 1lllblt, 

l .,,.111 \ 

JUST ADD YOUR MP3 files to this special playlist, and they 
upload to your fancy new walkman. 
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The Rio 500 is a 
walkman-like, USB-only 
device you plug into 
your Mac to download 
MP3s and play them 
back on the go. If 
you're wondering what 
MP3 is, it's a small 
(well, relatively small) , 
yet high-quality music 
file format. Software 
programs such as 
Casady and Greene's 
SoundJam (http :// 
www.soundjam.com) 
and · QDesign's MVP (http://www 
.qdesign.com) can play MP3 music files 
on your Mac and can even convert songs 
from your CDs to MP3. Because these files 
are so small (3MB to 4MB a song), you 
can easily upload and download them 
from the Internet. This constitutes a music 
revolution potentially spawning all sorts of 
piracy and litigation, glee and terror. 

The Rio 500's built-in 64MB of memory 
is twice that of its PC-only predecessor (the 
Rio PMP300), making it more deserving of 
its $269.95 price. Okay, it's still a little 
expensive, but the gadget is pretty dang 
cool, and in theory you get a lot of free 
music in return. Plus, if you're really Daddy 
Warbucks, you can snap up a bunch of 
32MB Smart Media flash cards and swap 
them in and out like $I 00 cassettes. 

For loading MP3s to and from your 
Mac, Diamond includes a limited version 
of Casady and Greene's SoundJam with the 
Rio 500. SoundJam (at least in its most 
recent revisions) detects whether the Rio 
is connected to your Mac and, if it is, calls 
up an editable playlist window showing the 
contents of your Rio 500. Simply drag 
MP3s onto the playlist to copy them 
directly to the Rio . You can even set up file 
folders on the Rio, arranging music by 
genre, artist, or personal preference. If 
you already own SoundJam, just update it 

THE RIO 500 PORTABLE MP3 PLAYER
smaller than a pager and way more expensive. 

to the newest version, and you should have 
Rio 500 support built right in . 

The only complaints we have about the 
Rio 500 (aside from the still-suspect memory 
capacity) are its lame little earphones and its 
inexplicable inability to play a few MP3s 
(even though SoundJam could handle them). 

If you're into music, the Rio 500 is a 
pretty cool device. It has no moving parts, 
so it won't skip under strenuous circum
stances; it comes in flashy clear cases (as 
well as flat gray); and it's easy to use. It's 
pricey to the point of impracticality for 
anyone on a budget, and we don't recom
mend buying one if you don't have an 
iMac, G3, or G4-but if you have the 
hardware and you think having a portable 
MP3 player would be pretty cool...well, 
it is.-Robert Capps 

' GOOD NEWS: Comp~ct: Load; MP3s ~, ' · ~ ~ 
.easily ~nd smooth.IV lh.ro~gh ~SB. f''J · 
.No skipping. High-quality sou~d. \~ 
hBAO ~EWS: Expensive .. Addittonal · 

' memory even more expensive. Inexplicably 
_.,,. ; - •. ,··. - .. •. ' ':-<I·.:;_,:.. ,., ,;_., ·H 

couldn't play a few MP3s. Ch~esy headphones. 
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Action Files 1.5.1 
COMPANY: Power On Software 

CONTACT: 800-344-9160 or 330-735-3116, http://www.actionutilities.com 

PRICE: $39.95 (SRP); $29.95, download without printed documentation 

REQUIREMENTS: 68020 or faster Mac, System 7.5 or later, 6MB of RAM, 

1 MB of free hard disk space, 256-color monitor 
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0 nee in a blue moon, we 
find a utility so useful it's 
a wonder Apple doesn't 

incorporate it into the Mac OS. 
Action Files is one such pro
gram. This simple control panel 
has always added productivity
enhancing features to standard 
Open and Save dialog boxes, 
and the latest release adds 
extensive support for Navigation 

Services (the new
style dialog boxes 
introduced in Mac OS 
8.5). You can move 
old- and new-style 

FIND A TRIAL Open and Save dialog 
of Action 

Files 1.5.1 

boxes (see what's be
hind the box), resize 

on The Disc. them (display longer 
lists) , customize them 

(add columns for new file attrib
utes) , and sort them on any cri
terion (find files faster). 

The Action Files bar at the top 
of the dialog box provides access 
to a host of other useful fea
tures, allowing you to create new 
folders; make aliases; get info; 
and rename, duplicate, trash, or 
search for files. The Folders 
and Documents menus contain 

,_ __________ ...... 
WHY SETTLE FOR SMALL, BORING 
Open and Save dialog boxes when 
Action Files can make them large 
and feature rich? 

favorite and recently used items, 
so you always have instant access 
to what you want. Action Files 
now shares the recent/favorites 
database with Action Menus 
(Reviews, Jan!OO, p59), another 
great tool from Power On Soft
ware. Finally, if you have multiple 
volumes, you'll appreciate Action 
Files' ability to move to the previ
ous or next drive through either 
a menu choice or a quick key
board shortcut. 

Install Action Files, and you '11 
spend less time working around 
the shortcomings of the Mac OS 
and more time actually work
ing.-Owen W Linzmayer 

;r:·'·~?~·- _,-;·-·s-

~ts : c;~<S'~~~ 
':*• ""' much-needed features ..• '·:;, .... .,·.:·" 

to Open and Save dialog · · · . 

boxes. Supports Naviga!ion 

Services, Mac OS 9 compatible. 
BAD NEWS: Apple hasn;·t mad~ these : 

.. '.:.' 
leatures standard in its OS. 

Slimming down for 
the New Year just got 
a whole lot easier 

VST's line of thin, lightweight 

and portable products help 

you shed unnecessary weight 

while maximizing computing 

power. Our ultra slim FireWire@ 

Hard Drives and Zip@ Drives offer 

FireWire Hard Drives 

(6GB and up) 

blazing fast transfer rates, are hot-plug and unplug 

- supported and do not require any device IDs or 

terminators. 

FireWire Zip100 Drive 

USB Floppy Drive with 

Snap-on Color Kits 

USB Hard Drives 

Our USB-based products feature thin hard drives and 
floppy drives. The newest addition to the floppy line 
has snap on covers in blueberry, tangerine, strawberry 
lime, and grape. The drive is also available in black. 

www.vsttech.com 
Visit our web site at www.vsttech.com to view and order these and 
other VST products. 

Iomega, the Iomega logo, Zip, and The Capacity To Do 
More, are trademarks of Iomega Corporation. All other 
t rademarks are property of their respective holders. 
Iomega patents protected by patent applications pending 

in the US and other countries. Apple, Mac, Macintosh, 

the Mac OS logo, PowerBook, iBook and are registered 
t rademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 

125 Nogog Park, Acton, MA 01720 
(978) 263-9700 
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DeskJet 970Cse 
1:r.p.11.:1.p -
COMPANY: Hewlett-Packard 

CONTACT: 800-613-2222 or 650-857-1501, http://www.hp.com 

PRICE: $399 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: USS-equipped Macintosh 

As computers, games, and technology 
advance, companies are striving to 
provide consumers with an experi

ence that's closer to real life. In the case of 
games, the focus is on realistic graphics and 
sound. With printers, it's photo-realistic 
printing quality. On that level, the HP 
DeskJet 970Cse comes close to delivering. 

The 970Cse produced impressive images. 
At 2400 by 1200 dpi, a photo printed on the 
970Cse was as close to photo-lab quality as a 
printer can get. Vivid colors captured the 
original's vibrancy and subtlety with little to 
no banding-a problem plaguing a number 
of inkjet printers. Paper quality signillcantly 
affects print output. Cheap, plain paper 
yielded some text feathering, a problem 
solved by using HP's higher quality bright-

DeskJet 900 Serles 

THE COLOR MENU allows you to choose 
whether to print in gray scale, black and white, 
or color. 

Printing Green 

The 970Cse attachment for double-sided 
printing saves trees, not time. It works 

by passing a printed document back 
through the 970Cse and printing on the 
reverse side of the sheet. Environmentalists 
will be happy. Busy people won't. Feeding 
the paper back through the machine slows 
print speeds considerably. In our tests, a 
Microsoft Word document set to normal 
quality printed at a disappointing 2.2 ppm 
with double-sided printing-almost twice 
as slow as the 4 ppm we got with single
sided printing. Still , it's a nice option and a 
useful way to conserve paper. 
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THE HP DESKJET 
970Cse delivers photo
realislic printing on an inkjet. 

white paper. On transparency film, black text 
prints flawlessly, but colors tend to speckle. 

Quality, however, does come at a 
price-and in the case of the 970Cse, you 
pay in terms of both speed and money. At 
$399, it costs more than twice as much as 
some inkjets, and the print speed ranges 
from slow to average. For instance, a 
Microsoft Word document printed in 
black and white at normal quality resulted 
in an average speed of 4 pages per 
minute- even though HP boasts of rates 
up to 6.5 ppm. Printed in draft mode, the 
speed improved to 6 ppm-again, a far 
cry from the rate of up to 12 ppm HP 
touts. Full-page graphics took an average 
of 4 to 5 minutes. One more annoyance: 
HP does not include a USB cable. 

One intriguing feature of the 970Cse is 
an attachment allowing you to print with 

TO PRINT A DOCUMENT ON TWO SIDES, simply 
go into the Layout Options menu and select the 
double-sided printing option. 

Des~et 900 Serles 

P11perType: I tt>Premlum Phot'- ; ) 

Pr1nt OU11Uty. O Ornn 
«iNonnal 
QBest 
Q tfghResPturto 

OlwlrroredPrlntlng 

FOR OPTIMAL PRINT QUALITY, select the 
paper type you are using. 

both sides of a page (see "Printing 
Green"). In the Print Options menu, select 
Layout and click the Double-Sided Printing 
option. The ample Print Options menu 
also lets you specify paper type, print qual
ity, and whether to print in color, gray 
scale, or black and white. 

An added bonus: You can network the 
970Cse via an external print server and con
nect any AppleTalk-equipped Mac to it. This 
solution gets a bit pricey, though-a server 
such as the HP JetDirect 300X costs approx
imately $250, and with print speeds of just 4 
ppm, the 970Cse may not be the best net
work solution. 

The DeskJet 970Cse is a superb machine. 
If you print a lot of color graphics and you're 
willing to spend more to get more, it's a great 
investment-Cat~ Lu 



••• Mac's Print An where Hero! 
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Canon MultiPass C635 / «/ 
iif.P·''.lf.M- ~ - - -
COMPANY: Canon 

CONTACT: 800-652-2666, http://www.usa.canon.com 

PRICE: $379 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: iMac or Power Macintosh with USB, 

Mac OS 8.1 or later, 32MB of RAM, 30MB of free hard 

disk space, 2X CD-ROM drive 

If you're a small-office or home-office 
user and you need to fax, copy, scan, 
and print, Canon's MultiPass C635 

offers an excellent, all-in-one USB solution 
likely to address your needs. It's a quality 
color printer, color scanner, and fax 
machine that ships with great software and 
retails for a very reasonable price. 

Setting up the C635 is easy. Once you 
unpack it and install the ink cartridge, just 
run the software installer and plug the device 
in. Canon uses PowerPrint drivers from 
Info Wave to control printing on the MultiPass, 
so you get rock-solid printing petformance 
with tried-and-true technology. 

The MultiPass C635 is primarily a color 
bubblejet printer, so the text isn't quite as 
crisp as the output from a laser printer. But 
with a resolution of 720 by 360 dpi on 
good-quality paper stock, there was no ink 
smearing or bleeding, and the text looked 
great. The printer can output up to 6.5 ppm 
in black and white and 2.5 ppm in color. 
For highly detailed color prints, however, it 
often took a minute or longer to finish. 

Color prints of photo-quality images 
were crisp, with sharp edges between colors 
and no evidence of banding (areas where 
color grades look like steps on a color 
chart) . Flesh tones also reproduced well. 

.::V 0 ..:;;; , "'""" r-----
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The C635 fails where most bubblejet print
ers fail short, in saturation. Deep blacks, 
blues, and reds tend to either wash out a bit 
or lose the density of the original colors. 
Still, compared to other color bubblejets, 
the C635 has good color fidelity. 

As a fax machine, the C635 works 
pretty much as you would expect. Run 
your telephone line to the phone-out jack 
and you're ready to go. The C635 is a 
plain-paper fax, so incoming pages read 
clearly. The unit's 203-by-196-dpi fine res
olution reproduces pages well, and the fax 
memory can hold up to 42 pages. 

Color copying offers nearly the same 
quality as color printing. As a printer, the 
C635 outputs at 720 by 360 dpi; as a copier, 
the unit's resolution is lower-360 by 360 
dpi. Despite the lower resolution, color 
copies still look good, with excellent flesh 

PRINT, SCAN, FAX, AND COPY with the new 
USB MulliPass C635 from Canon. 

tones and lots of detail. Photo-quality images, 
such as a copy of a magazine photo spread, 
have the same saturation problems you get 
with color printing, and sharp differences 
between colors are just slightly fuzzier. 

The most surprising feature of the 
MultiPass C635 is its color scanning. You 
can scan from the unit either through the 
included ScanTastic application (see the 
images below) or through an Adobe Photo
shop plug-in. As a scanner, the C635 has a 
computer-enhanced resolution of 600 dpi 
and can scan in 24-bit color. Scan quality 
was slightly above average for low-end scan
ners. The best part about the C635's scan
ning capabilities, though, was its batch 
scanning. You can load up to 30 pages into 
the feeder and scan them ail. 

~ Scanlastic"' Control~ '~Enhancementsi™ USE SCANTASTIC 
lo improve scanned 
images. Options 
like the Spectral 
Equalizer let you 
enhance a particular 
color range. 

To round out the feature set, the C635 
can print to envelopes, glossy photo paper, 
glossy 4 by 6 photo cards, high-gloss photo 
film, transparencies, and T-shirt transfers. 

S anTastic";s 
Versio11 'I 

Output Device Res 

720 

D Manual Iii{ Enhance 0 (.?) 

Image Type : ~ IJ 
Scale:2190to437% ~ 90 

ciJ 
'Width:~Height:~ 
Space:::S.02MB Units:~ 
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O Perform in H<srdwar e- ~ 

Multifunction devices have the potential 
to be mediocre at every task without 
excelling at any. That's not true of the 
MultiPass C635. If you're looking for an ail
in-one solution and you have a USB
equipped Mac, the MultiPass C635 is an 
excellent solution.-Rick Sanchez 
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No comparison . 

... simply the 

most complete 

solution for 

all your print 

and internet 

graphic design 

needs." 
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PowerDomain 39160 
HARDWARE 

COMPANY: Adaptec 

CONTACT: 408-945-8600, http://www.adaptec.com 

PRICE: $550 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 8.6 or later, Open PCI slot 

Speed can be everything, especially 
when it comes to hard drives. Video 
editors and audio gurus know a 

hard drive is no good if it can't handle 
the stream of live media thrown at _,,,.,......,,,....,..._ 
it. The PowerDomain 39160 SCSI 
host adapter aims to fix the 
frustration by adding another 
high-speed SCSI bus to your Mac 
through a PCI card. But this isn't any ordi-
nary SCSI bus-it has a theoretical maxi-
mum of 160-MBps transfer speed per chan
nel. And since it has two channels, the card 
could theoretically push 320 MBps-yes, 
that's megabytes per second 

Installation was as easy as one could 
expect for a PCI card/multiple hard drive 
combo. We seated the card in an available 
slot in a blue-and-white G3 (both 32- and 
64-bit slots work), connected it to four 
Quantum Atlas drives, booted the beast, 
and built a RAID using FWB's Hard Disk 
Toolkit 3.0. Once we had it up and run
ning, its performance was nothing short of 
jaw dropping. We coaxed a sustained rate 
of about 30 MBps out of the array. This is 
considerably faster than the humdrum 5 
MBps where the G3 's standard drive 
topped out, although it's not the 320 MBps 
Adaptec says the card can handle. Keep in 
mind, however, that the performance dis
crepancy is probably a limitation of those 

Just How Fast Is It? 

THE AOAPTEC POWEROOMAIN 
39160 may look like an ordinary PCI 
card, but it has the power to bring incredible 
hard drive speed to your Mac. 

Quantum Atlas drives, which top out at a 
sustainable transfer rate of 26 MBps-so 
they are pushing their maximum potential 
even in a RAID. The 39160 can certainly 
sustain more than four drives, so a large 
RAID built with, say, ten or more drives 
per channel should provide more satura
tion of the card. 

The card itself has two channels that 
support just about every SCSI protocol out 
there, including Ultra2, UltraWide, and 
older SCSI standards, so compatibility with 
older hard drives isn't a problem. And 
since each channel on the card supports 
15 SCSI devices, the Adaptec 39160 lets 
you add up to 30 new SCSI devices to your 

We benchmarked the 39160 with four 9GB 
Quantum Atlas drives striped into a 36GB 

array in two different configurations: One had all 
four drives connected to a single channel on the 
SCSI card, and the other had two drives on one 

channel and two on the other. Here's what we 
found when we compared them with the standard 
ATA hard drive in the blue-and-white G3. We 
duplicated an 887MB file on the volume to get a 
sense of relative speed. 

Standard Blue-and-White 63 172.8 s~~e~C!mllJLa 

With the 31960 in a Single-Channel RAID 
With the 31960 in a Dual-Channel RAID 29.6 seconds 
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Mac. The card ships with a CD that includes 
a control panel to tweak the 39160 if you 
run into any problems. 

The one major drawback to the card is 
its cost-and that's a big one. At $550, it's 
more expensive than any one of the 
Quantum Atlas drives connected to it 
(which list at around $400 each) . The 
combined cost of the four-drive rig we 
tested was over $2,100-so you'd better 
really need that extra speed, or you'll be 
spending your cash for nothing. 

If you do a lot of video and/or audio 
work and you require extremely fast hard 
drive access, then sink the money into the 
PowerDomain 39160 and some very fast 
hard drives to go with it. You 'll be amazed 
at the speed this drive can produce. If you 
don't need the fastest of the fast when it 
comes to hard drives, you'd probably do 
better witl1 a cheaper solution such as 
Adaptec's 2940U2W SCSI card, which costs 
hundreds less.-David Reynolds 



REALbasic is the award-winning, visual, object-oriented 
BASIC development environment for the Macintosh. 

Our application is easy enough for beginners and pow
erful enough for professionals to use. Whether you want to 
learn (or return!) to programming, REAL basic is for you! 

Simply drag and drop user interface elements into your 
application's windows and dialog boxes to create anything 
from a small utility to a large application or the next great 
game-faster and easier than ever before. Experiment, 
explore, learn, and innovate as you build your applications 

Best New Product 

Best Macintosh 
User Experience 

•• Most Innovative 

step by step and REALbasic 
handles all the details for you 
so you can concentrate on what 
makes your software great-

M8CUJOrld. your ideas! With the Professional **** Edition you can even access 
"""" most databases and create 

applications that run on Windows. 
While REALbasic is easy to use, it's also extremely 

powerful. Features like multi-threading, classes , inheri
tance, a powerful debugger, extensibility, VisualBasic 
project import, advanced dynamic recompiling compiler, 
TCP /IP controls, and multimedia tools make REALbasic 
the perfect combination of simplicity and sophistication. 

Go to www.realbasic.com NOW to download 
a FREE trial version or call 512.263.1233 for 
more information. 

REALbasic™ 
REALbasic is a trademark of REAL Software, Inc. 

Come see us at MacWorld San Francisco -
Booth #949 
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EtherPeek 4.0 
PRODUCTIVITY 

COMPANY: AG Group 

Duration: 0 :00 :17 

Packets Received: 17603 
Bytes Received: 159 10688 

CONTACT: 800-466-2447 or 925-937-7900, http://www.etherpeek.com 

PRICE: $900 (street) 

Multicast: 

Broadcast: 

134 

58 
REQUIREMENTS: PCl-based Power Macintosh, Mac OS 8 or later, 32MB of RAM, 

EtherPeek-supported Ethernet Interface (see http://www.aggroup.com/interfaces 

for a list of supported PC and PCI cards) 

SPEED FREAKS will feel right at home with 
EtherPeek's speedometer-like network traffic meters. 

EtherPeek is an application of such 
power and clarity that we Mac aficiona
dos have to sit up and applaud. Version 

4.0 is a one-of-a-kind revision-adding 
great features such as advanced filters; report 
generation in HTML format; a real-time 
monitor mode; and multiple capture buffers, 
windows, and filters. Network administrators 
can use EtherPeek to find bottlenecks, test 
performance, and keep their networks safe. 

Considering its power, setting up and 
using EtherPeek is simplicity itself. Just run 
the installer and launch the app. EtherPeek 

_.. TWO fist n 
USS Color 

Digital Cameras 
(Windows 98 & MacOS 8.6) 

• Fi I! setup* 
(•subject ta qualificatlon) 

_.. '"'' ftware '
1Privateline 11 

"CU·SeeMe" 
Adobe uPhoto Deluxelt 

11Quick Editor' 

begins happily capturing packets, analyzing 
them, and sending them on their way. 
Setting up complicated logical filters for 
specific packets is also relatively easy with 
EtherPeek's filtering system, perhaps this 
version's best new feah1re. The toolbar 
ranks a close second, giving you easy access 
to the program's deepest functions. 

EtherPeek is a frighteningly broad
ranging tool. With it, you can capture every 
packet that moves on your network and 
work with the data inside it. So, be very care
ful about who gets access to EtherPeek. 

ill 

I EE-U2 

If you run a large or mixed-system net
work, you need EtherPeek. Its exhaustive 
diagnostic, filtering, and reporting capabil
ities are a dream come true for anyone 
involved in troubleshooting and securing a 
network. EtherPeek 4.0 is truly a deep 
product.-David Reynolds 

powerful. Easy interlace. E~1sential · j ,. • 
GOOD NEWS: Tremendous!~ II 
tool for very specific audience. 

[I 

BAD NEWS: Heavy price means you'd 

better really need this tool. ~ 
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Keyspan Digital Media Remote 
m.q.g11.q-
coMPANY: Keyspan 

CONTACT: 510-222-0131, http://www.keyspan.com 

PRICE: $79 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 8.5.1 or later, available USB port 

REACH A WHOLE NEW LEVEL of 
laziness ... uh, we mean, efficiency. 

We'd call Keyspan's Digital Media 
Remote a couch potato 's dream, 
except that at our house we used it 

to control our Mac's CD player during 
exercise time. Everything about the cute, 
1-ounce remote is simple, starting with the 
concept: The palm-size keypad controls 
any multimedia application on your USB
equipped Mac. 

Installation lives up to the plug-and-play 
promise of USB. After installing the software 
from the CD, we simply plugged the receiv
er unit into our USB port. The remote 
worked immediately without a hitch, and 
without any changes to its settings. 

From across the room the Digital Media 
Remote (or DMR, as Keyspan calls it) 
flawlessly controlled every supported 
application we threw at it, including Apple's 
CD Player and QuickTime Player, Casady 
and Greene's SoundJam MP, a Microsoft 
PowerPoint slide show, and RealNetworks' 
RealPlayer. Heck, we even used the thing 
to select and launch a file from the Finder, 
though its usefulness in nonmultimedia 
apps is very limited. Still, if you're a 
tweaker at heart, you can create settings 
for any application, assigning one of the 
Digital Media Remote's 15 keys to control 
Command-key-triggered action. And its 

default settings can even control applica
tions it doesn't claim to support. We espe
cially like the star key, which rotates 
through all open applications. 

We wish Keyspan had bundled a USB 
cable longer than three feet-barely 
enough to reach the edge of our desk. But 
hey, why quibble? The Digital Media 
Remote is a really useful add-on that 
works exactly as advertised right out of the 
box.-]oseph 0. Holmes 

GOOD NEWS: Plug and play. Works ~ \ - ,c ~ 
.~i!ho~t any tw~aking. Cute as a button. ,----;,. 

BAD NEWS: Needs longer USB cable. \( 
... d~ ."-. °'"'"~ 1- ~ ~I • ~ 

"After" You Invest In Powerful Software, 
Invest In Powerful Training! 
Learn all the tips, techniques, and shortcuts that are 
built into each program. These comprehensive and 
effective CD-ROMs and Videos will take you step by 
step, at your own pace, and teach you how to use your 
software in ways you never thought possible! 

1.800.527 .1914 
Call for a FREE Catalog or 
download it from our website 
www.macacademy.com 

FAST, EFFECTIVE, 
Computer Training 

slow as 
per Video or CD-ROM! 

* With the purchase of any complete set of at least 2 volumes. 

MacAcademy SP-1923 
100 East Granada Blvd. 
Ormond Beach, Florida 32176-1712 
Phone 904.677.1918 Fax 904.677.6717 

Priority Code: SP-1923 

Only $59 
Per Video or CD-ROM 

#of 
Titles Volumes ....... .. ....................................... 
Acrobat 4.0 3 
After Effects 4.0 6 
AOL4.0 1 
AppleWorks 5.0 6 
Color Management 1 
Excel 98 6 
FileMaker Pro 5.0 6 
FreeHand 8.0 6 
Graphics & PrePress 
Illustrator 8.0 6 
iMac 
In Design 5 
Internet Explorer 4.5 1 
Layouts & Output 1 
Mac OS 9 4 
Netscape Navigator 4.6 1 

#of 
Titles Volumes ·················································· 
PageMaker 6.5 
PageMill 3.0 
Photoshop 5.0 
Photoshop 5.5 

New Features 
PowerPoint 98 

6 
2 

10 

2 
3 

Premiere 5.1 5 
QuarkXPress 4.0 4 
QuickTimeNR 2 
Retouching 1 
Scanning & Halftones 1 
Troubleshooting Mac OS 4 
VectorWorks 5 
Website Development 

Made Easy 
Word 98 

3 
6 

Visit our website at www.macacademy.com 
for a list of our Closeout Titles at 

Only 529.95 Per Video or CD-ROM 

Please specify Macintosh platform when ordering. 



We may all lose our jobs this month, but it sure was fun slacking off. 

Sneak Peek-DS9: The Fallen 
Simon & Schuster Takes the Unreal Engine Even Further 

THAT PHASER FIRE looks cool, but it's gotta hurt-especially that shot to the chest Sisko took. Thanks to Unreal's excellent lighting algorithms, 
the beams light up their environment and create blast halos. Nice stuff. 

I f you know every Star Trek: Deep Space Nine episode by heart, 
you're going to love Star Trek Deep Space Nine: The Fallen 
(DS9), the upcoming game based on the series. If you're not a 

Star Trek junkie, don't worry- you don't have to watch 
a single Deep Space Nine episode to enjoy DS9. In this third
person shooter (due out this spring from Simon & Schuster, 
http://www.simonsays.com/interactive), you play one of three 
Federation characters in a quest to recover a sacred orb. You'll get 
to explore the Deep Space Nine space station, fight Cardassians, 
and run around canyons and caves on the planet Bajor. 

DS9 is based on the Unreal Tournament engine, but the game 
offers much you won't find in Unreal. To immerse players in the 
game, DS9 features a third-person perspective (Unreal Tournament 
is a first-person game). It's sort of like Tomb Raider, but without 
the annoying camera problems. Instead, DS9 features 
a custom "soft camera" system. Using this system, the camera 

travels along defined 
paths, allowing game 
designers to create 
cinematic effects . 
Instead of getting 
stuck against the 
wall, the character's 
head becomes trans
parent, allowing the 
camera to stay in 
the proper position 
without obscuring 
your view of what's 
happening. 

Also new in this game is its inverse kinematics (IK) system, 
which gives characters a skeleton. This feature makes for excep
tionally realistic movement and two-handed weapon action. The 
IK system is unique to DS9-you won't find this type of detail 
in Unreal. 

One other difference between Unreal Tournament and DS9-
and this is important-is that you can play the game from three dif
ferent perspectives: that of Klingon Lieutenant Commander Worf, 
that of Bajoran Colonel Kira Ne1ys, or that of Starfleet Captain Sisko. 
The game's objectives, maps, and weapons change based on the 
character you choose. This makes the game readily replayable. 

Development of DS9 started in the summer of 1998, and it's 
slated for a simultaneous Mac and PC release in the spring. As this 
is written, the developers are waiting to finalize the Unreal 
Tournament code before continuing their work Currently, the Mac 
Unreal code is about a montl1 behind the PC version.-DR 



About the Collective 

I D override derault gamma 

Default gamma: ~ 
D Scale client gamma 

Gamma scale factor: ~ 
D limit texture unit count 

Texture unit count: D 
D Llmlttexture RAM 

Texture RAM (Mii): D 
[!]Disable t r lple buffering 

D Show silly animated logo 

Screen capture gamma: ~ 
D 8yte swap (VoodooJ) 

El Play sounds 

Ii OUtputfolder- ) 

D Enable screen snapshot 

IC Snapshot keys_ 

D Enable screen movte 

I Begin movie keys_ 

I End movie keys_ 

[) Full size movie 

D Precision movie 

Frame rate: LJ 
Olvtsor: LJ 

GLIDEHACK HAS ALL KINDS of useful tweaks for your 3dfx 
card, including gamma settings and other twiddles. 

Bo Lindberg developed an exceedingly useful free
ware hack for 3dfx card users called GlideHack. 

GlideHack has two major features. First, it tries to handle 
errors gracefully. If a 3dfx game hits an error and dies, 
GlideHack attempts to return to your normal 20 display 
so that you can handle the crash . Second, it lets you take 
screen shots and save movies from your 3dfx games-a 
handy tool, since not all 3dfx games have this capability 
built in, and normal methods just don't work. 

GlideHack mediates between the Glide library and 
the hardware that uses it. Installing GlideHack is simple. 
Just drop the GlideHackLib file onto the System Folder, 
and your Mac will route it to your Extensions folder. 
Configuring GlideHack is just as easy. Run the Glide
Hack Setup application, make your changes to the 
utility's settings, and you're good to go. Visit Bo's Web 
site at http://www.student.nada.kth.se/-d88-bli/misc to 
download GlideHack or to find other handy game 
utilities.-OR 

Artist's Statement 
This is a series of three shots. As you can see, 
this one came right down to the wire. We were 
in Sudden Death for almost a minute. Natus 
has one archer who 
is disturbingly healthy, 
and Secret Chimp has 
one pincushioned little 
Dwarf. Five or six gren
ades must have hit the 
water and fizzled be
fore the final humilia
tion took place. Victory 
doesn't taste much 
sweeter than in a net
work game of Myth! 
-Mark Mineant 

YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE 
how difficult It Is to get a 
Molotov cocktail to 
explode on an archer's 
head whlle you're 
standing In a fetid pool 
of water, but this guy 
makes It look easy. 

Send in your fave gam
ing screen shots to 
letters@macaddict 
.com, and we'll publish 
the best, most awe
inspiring shots as they 
come along. C'mon, 
surprise usl 
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TOUGH 
This stuff's for 

the pros. 

TRICKY 
It'll take some 
effort, but you 

can do it. 

EASY 
The fundamentals, 

if you will. 

FIND 
CALCSTRIP 

1.4.2, Control 
Panels 3.3, FM 
Egg Timer 1.2, 

and Nivek 
Control Strips 

1. onThe 

If you've got the time and the beer, we'll bring the tips and the pretzels. 

Control Your Control Strip 
by Joey Cooper 

E!J S
ince 1993 , Macs have in
cluded a handy little gad
get called the Control 

Strip. The Control Strip is · 
the little bar that normally appears 
on the bottom left side of the Mac's 
screen (if you just see a little wid
get there, click it to extend the 
bar) . It provides quick access to 
everything from printer selection to 
monitor resolution settings. It also 
offers a very convenient way for Apple 
Remote Access users to connect and disconnect. 

The behavior of the Control Strip is somewhat unusual. Although 
it's always attached to one side of the screen, the Control Strip is a 
floating window, like Mac OS 8.5's Application Switcher and OS 9's 
alert dialog boxes. This means it always floats in front of all other 
windows, regardless of which application is in the foreground (the 
only exceptions are some full-screen games and applications that 
hide the Control Strip when they first run) . Because it's always in 
front, the Control Strip is quite a handy little tool. 

control pop-up menu is actually a separate module named 
(appropriately enough) Sound Volume. Like most features of the 
Mac OS, the Control Strip is highly customizable. You can change ffi 
the font and text size of the menus, add or remove items, place ~ 
them elsewhere on the screen, and search the Web for new add- ~ 

> 
on modules. In just a few minutes, you can tailor the Control Strip :;: 

Each of the little pop-up menus that appear along the Control 
Strip are actually separate modules. For example, the volume 

to suit your needs. If you're one of those folks who can't stand the ~ 
thing, you can also just turn it off. Read on for a guide to con- ~ 
trolling your Control Strip. ~ 

B efore we get too involved with tweaking your 
Control Strip, let's take stock of what's there 
to begin with. While some modules are self 

explanatory-such as the Sound Volume pop-up 

APPLETALK SWITCH: Provides another way to turn 
AppleTalk on and off, for a grand total of three 

methods (you'll also find AppleTalk switches in the 
Chooser and in the AppleTalk control panel). 

menu-others are a little bewildering, such as the 
Location Manager's puzzling icon (we know, it makes 
sense once you know what the icon is for, but it's 
bewildered many users in its day) . Here's the lineup. 

CDSTRIP: Lets you 
control playback of 
audio CDs without 

opening the CD player. 

FILE SHARING STRIP: Leis 
you start and stop File 

Sharing and tells you who's 
connected to your machine. 

LOCATION MANAGER 
CONTROLS: A necessity 

if you've got a 
PowerBook, the Location 
Manager lets you change 
a number of settings

the network, printer, 
extensions, even the time 

zone if you're a long
distance road warrior. 

Disc. MODULES. Some only appear when they're 
appropriate-the Battery Monitor, for 
example, only shows up in PowerBooks. 

BATTERY MONITOR: Shows 
how much battery power you've 
got left and whether the battery 

is currently charging. 

ENERGY SETUP: Gives you control 
of some energy-saving features, 

including putting the Mac to sleep 
and spinning down the hard drives. 

KEYCHAIN STRIP: 
Locks and unlocks any 
keychains you've set 

up in Mac OS 9. 
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0 W~:~:::;::~·~~~:::~:~:B-1 Control Strip ~-N~~~';£::'f:§i 8 
- Show/Hid• 

f) Show Control Strip 
~,. ,,*~ O Hide Control Strip 

The Switch and the Key O Hot key to show/hide 

The Control Strip's control panel is the destination of I Denne hot key... ) 

choice for those who can't stand losing screen real [Curi·tnt ':'~:ind + et1nlrol + c I Press 11ny combination of keys to 
estate. One click on the Hide Control Strip radio button, and the .-rontSettl noa define the hot key: 

Control Strip is history. If you never want to see it again, you can Font:( Chorcool i o I I commend + control + c I 
even save yourself the tiny amount of disk space it takes up by Slze:@=JI) Th i~ key com bl netlon vt l 11 ~ how end hide the 
trashing the Control Strip's control panel , its extension, and the Cont rol Strl p. 

Control Strip Modules folder. 
ALTHOUGH IT'S A NEAT TOY, I Cancel J II OK ll Most of us, however, aren't that eager to kill off the Control 
sometimes turning off your Strip. If you want to turn 1t on and off quickly to, say, access 

an item underneath, use the hot key feature. Click Define Hot 
Key and choose a a unique key combination. Then just press 
the keys you've chosen, and the Control Strip will disappear 
instantly. Press them again, and it will reappear. 

Control Strip makes life easier. BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU ASSIGN YOUR 
hot keys- don't choose a combination 
the Finder or a favorite application 
already uses. 

Add Some Life 
As long as you 've got the Control Strip's control panel open, let's set 
a custom font and size for the pop-up menus. By default, the font 

is the Finder's typical 10-point Geneva, but there's no reason to let that 
restrict you. If you've long since moved on to some more interesting font IF YOU CHOOSE A FONT THIS DIFFICULT TO READ, you'll 
elsewhere in the Finder, now is the time to spruce up your Control Strip as soon be longing for Geneva 10. 
wel l. Just pick the font and size you want to use from the Font and Size 
pop-up menus. 

Custom Placement 
Fortunately for those who really want the lower left corner of their 
screens available, it's very easy to move the Control Strip anywhere 

along the left or right edges of the screen. To move it, hold down the Option 
key and drag the end tab. 

More Movement 

ALTHOUGH YOU CAN PLACE IT ANYWHERE, 
the Control Strip usually gets in the way if it 
isn't in a bottom corner. 

Using the same Option-drag technique, you can 
rearrange individual modules within the Control Strip. 

Move frequently used modules to one side so you don't have 
to search around when you need them. 

PRINTER SELECTOR: If you've got more than 
one desktop printer set up, this lets you 

quickly change which one the Mac prints to. 

MONITOR BIT DEPTH AND MONITOR 
RESOLUTION: Lets you quickly change 
the number of colors and the monitor 

resolution, respectively. 

SOUND VOLUME: 

MOVE YOUR FAVORITE modules to one end. 

TV AND VIDEO MIRRORING: Lets you select whether to mirror the main 
screen's contents to multiple video outputs (either several video cards or 

an S-video output). Useful when you're setting up for a presentation. 

REMOTE ACCESS CONTROL STRIP: SOUNDSOURCE STRIP: Lets 
you select which sound 

source to use when 
recording digital sound. 

WEB SHARING CS: Turns your 
Mac's Web server on and off if 

you 're using Web Sharing. 
Lets you dial out very quickly to a 

network server if you usually 
connect using Remote Access. 
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It there are modules in the Control Strip you don't ~ @ EJ RESTART alter 

use often (or at all), remove these by dragging them EntrgySttUrqt rll t Shlri11Q "r111 HD Spl 11 00....11 taking out modules. 
out of the Control Strip Modules folder in the System ~ ~ ~ 
Folder. You can always reinstall them later by dragging 
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them back into the Control Strip Modules folder or (with ~ @ ~ 
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Mac OS 8.5 or later) by dragging them onto the Control rill @ 
: 
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A wealth of third-party Control Strip modules allow you to 
increase the functionality of your Contro l Strip. Though 
many just rewrite Apple's modules, others add cool and 

useful new features . Here's a sampling of some of the best. 

• Control Panels Strip (freeware, http://www.pair.com/ammon 
/skidperfect). This module gives you a pop-up menu listing your 
Control Panels. You can also use the module as a sort of 
Extensions Manager Lite: Enable or disable it, move it to the 
Trash, or get info on your extensions, contro l panels, Control 
Strip modules, startup items, and shutdown items. 

• FM Egg Timer (freeware, http://www.bozos.com/lizardbreath) . 
This nifty module allows you to start a timer that goes off alter a 
specified amount of time. If you like to cook and surf the Web at 
the same time, this one's for you. 

• CalcStrip ($5 shareware, http://www.246.ne.jp/ -kykz 
/calcstrip-e .html). If you have trouble solving even the simplest 
mathematical problems, this Contro l Strip module can help. It 

works pretty much like the standard Calculator included in the 
Apple menu, except that it's much easier to access. 

CALCSTRIP GIVES YOU ACCESS to a calculator without the 
tedium of switching to and from the desk accessory. 

• DictaStrip ($10 shareware, available from http://www.hitsquad 
.com/smm/programs/DictaStrip). This module is a simple voice
based note taker. Just hold down the Control Strip module's icon, 
and it starts recording. 

• Nivek Control Strips ($10 shareware, http://www.kagi.com 
/nivek) . A collection of useful little modules-some are rewritten 
alternatives to the standard modules, others (like Calendar) 
are simply handy gadgets. 

Joey Cooper (joey@macaddictreadersclub.com) spends half of his time looking for new Control Strip modules and the other half 

writing about the Mac. This includes working for sites such as MacMilitia.com and MacAddict Readers Club. Sleep is not a big part 
of his life right now. 

Thi n k Macs. Thi n k Win dows. 

Thi n k n e t work. Thi nk n i ghtmare. 

Think again. 

PC MACLAN 
All Your Connectivity Needs 

in One Convenient Package at One Great Price. 



* ·ASPYR'" www. asp yr. com 1-888-212-7797 
©1999 Eleclronic Arts. John Madden Football. EA SPORTS, the EA SPORTS logo, and "If it's in the game, it's in the game" are trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronic Arts in the U.S. and/or other countries. AU rights reserved. 
Officially Licensed Product of PLAYERS INC. © 1999 PLAYERS INC. The PLAYERS INC. logo is a registered trademark of the NFL Players. www.nflplayers.com ©1999 NFLP Team names and logos are trademarks of the teams indicated. All 
other(NFL-related marks) are trademarks of the National Football League. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. The Westlake Interactive logo is a trademark of Westlake Interactive, Inc. 
The Aspyr Media logo is a trademark of Aspyr Media, Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark and the MacOS logo is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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how t 
Sketch with Photoshop 
by Ian Sammis --------------------------------------• 
[] 

When Macs became powerful enough to handle large 32-bit 
color graphics, a great deal of interest blossomed in simu
lating the effects of natural media such as paints and pastels. 
Most people trying to acWeve an organic look have gone in 

one of two directions: using programs whose tools mimic natural 
media, or running filters that render a· photo as if it had been created 
by traditional artistic methods. 

If you've got a scanner, though, you don't need to use erratic Photoshop 
filters or f.aucy programs to simulate natural media. To turn a photograph 
into a pencil sketch, all you need are Photoshop's transfer modes. The 
method we're going to demonstrate here is very general, and you can use it 
to simulate many media, including pastels, crayons, and paints. 

USING PHOTOSHOP'S transfer 
modes, we can create a pretty 
convincing pencil sketch. 

Two Parts Texture, One Part Photo 

T his technique combines three images, layering them with 
some of Photoshop's lesser-used transfer modes. Our fin
ished image has at least two different textures: one for the 

pigments of the original photo (of a Zip disk) , and one for the drawing 
surface (in this case, a piece of paper) . 

Photoshop can combine layers using a wide variety of transfer 
modes. You'll use two: Color Dodge and Multiply. Color Dodge lightens 
the base color to reflect the blend color, according to Photoshop. In 

TRANSFER MODE: 
MULTIPLY 

other words, if the blend channel (the upper layer) is a gray-scale 
texture, Color Dodge combines the texture from the upper layer and 
the colors from the lower layer. You'll use Color Dodge to blend pencil 
strokes with a photo, resulting in what looks like a pencil sketch of 
your original image. The Multiply transfer mode combines two layers 
with an algorithm that resembles traditional overprinting (printing one 
image on top of another)-we'll use it to add a paper texture to our 
image without overwhelming or lightening the pencil sketch. 

TRANSFER MODE: 
COLOR DODGE 

ABOVE THE SKETCH WE ADD 
a paper texture to give the final 
image a naturalistic, drawn
on-paper feel. 

WE'LL TURN THE PHOTO into a 
sketch with Photoshop's Color 
Dodge transfer mode. This texture 
represents the pencil strokes that 
will define the photo. 

DOWN AT THE BASE of the stack 
of texture layers is the photo we're 
starting with-in this case, a 
rather prosaic image of a Zip disk. 
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Scan a Blank Piece of Paper 
You'll need a scanner to import a few different 
surface textures. To start off, scan a paper tex-

ture. Put a plain piece of typing paper into the scanner 

and do a prescan. The image will appear completely 
white-the TWAIN module is generally configured by 
default to scan darker images than the texture of a 
piece of paper. 

Tone Correction 
(you'll use this 
tool in step 2) 

TWAIN HAS SET THE CONTRAST to emphasize the 
brightness difference at the bottom of the page. 
This makes the paper's texture totally invisible. 

Get the Highlights 

JIPJ Clon 

The initial contrast setting renders the texture of the paper as a uni
form white field. Fortunately, good scanners can read many more 

levels of gray than the monitor can display. The TWAIN module varies from 

scanner to scanner, but most scanners give you the option of putting a lot of 
contrast into the highlights (the bright portions) of your image. 

If you've got an Epson scanner like ours , click the Tone Correction 
button , then pull all but the last handle down to the base of the graph. 
This tells TWAIN to use the entire range of colors from black to white for 
the brightest parts of the image, bringing the texture of the paper into 
sharp relief. You can adjust contrast by changing the Highlight setting. 

J? .... 

rn __..,,~ ... ~ ~Tone Correction~ a- . ;t:b*G6 

Out,ut ' l Outpot 

[ii} I J 
[!j H19hl19ht §1::]1 
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Input 
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(1 (I( I ~ ~ ~ 
Consult your scanner's manual for instructions specific to your model. BY MAPPING ALL BUT THE BRIGHTEST COLORS to black, 

you can bring out the paper's texture. 

Omit the Folds 
Say the paper you've scanned is slightly 

crumpled-now that you're looking at its tex-

ture, you can clearly see the wrinkles. You don't want 
these defects in your final image, so you should drag 

to select an unblemished portion of the paper. Click 

the Zoom button to make sure the selected area is 
fold- and crumple-free, then scan it in. (Once again, 
different scanners have different modules, but they all 
let you zoom in on a region.) 

OBVIOUSLY, THIS PAPER CAME FROM A 
DISORGANIZED DESK- it's pretty crumpled. 
You need to omit the wrinkled areas. 

Fix the Color 
Because you've tinkered a lot with the contrast, 
the paper may have an odd coloration. It doesn't 

really matter-we're not interested in the color of these 
layers, only their texture. Choose the Grayscale option 
from the Mode submenu of Photoshop's Image menu to 
eliminate the tint. Save this texture-you'll use it later. 

w 'rl 7 ~ 
to•i.: to 
~ rr-----.., 

r~~-f!l-- ~ 
~ Prn-lrw -

1~ ....... . I [lji ~ I 
I~""",,.,""""· I 
l cs Euy... I I~ Soan 
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THE PINK HUE OF THE PAPER is 
probably just a tiny scanner error 
that the extremely high contrast has 
thrown into sharp relief. 

IN GRAY SCALE, THE ODD COLORING 
vanishes-you end up with a nice 
paper texture. 
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Simulate Canvas 
Using the same technique, you can create another use

ful texture-fabric. An art canvas presents a woven tex-
ture that a white T-shirt can reasonably simulate. This gets a bit 
tricky for those of us who never iron our clothes-it's difficult 
to keep cloth from crumpling when you put it onto the scan

ner. Putting the shirt onto the cover of the scanner can help 
straighten it out, but you'll almost certainly have to crop the tex

ture pretty tightly to get an uncrumpled portion of the T-shirt. 
If you can 't get enough of the texture to cover the image, use 

a portion of the weave as a repeating pattern. Select a piece of 
the fabric, making sure that the selection rectangle hits roughly 
the same point in the weave on each side. If you match the 
weave closely enough, you can define a pattern (using Define 
Pattern from the Edit menu). and fill an arbitrary space with a 
fabric weave texture. Save the image . 

Get the Strokes 
Now that you've got a background texture, you 'll need 
some brush or pencil strokes. It isn't necessary to 

sketch the precise shape of the object- just fill the general area 
with a roughly even set of strokes. Scanning these textures is 
easy-the strokes are usually dark enough that TWAIN does a 
good job of acquiring them and you don't have to play with the 
levels it selects. For the purposes of this tutorial, sketch a set of 
pencil lines on a piece of white paper, then scan them. Do it at 

a higher resolution than normal-you can always reduce their 
size later. Save the pencil strokes. 

Paste the Photo 
With your textures in hand (or at least on disk) , you 're 
now ready to build your final image. First scan the photo 

on which you want to base the image (or, if you can 't find a good 
photo, scan a Zip disk like the one shown here) , then paste it 
into a new Photoshop file . 

Resize the Strokes 
The pencil strokes you've scanned may not fill quite 
the same space as your photo. Fortunately, there 's an 

easy fix. Go to Image Size from the Image menu, and resize the 
pencil strokes so they're just a bit larger than your photo. 
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UNLESS YOUR PENCIL STROKES 
cover exactly the same area as 
your photo, you'll need to resize 
them slightly to get them properly 
lined up. 

Image Size 

- Pixel Dimensions: 1.75M 

I 
Width: 1600 I'[ pixels 

Height: 1763 I [pixels 

- Print Size: 

Width: I~ I [inches 

Height: 13.815 I [inches 

Resolution: 1200 I [ pixels/inch 

0 Constrain Proportions 

0 Resample Image: ( Bicubic 

THIS SCAN OF A 
T-SHIRT will work 
fairly well as a 
substitute for 
canvas. Note that 
you can replicate 
the repeating 
pattern of the 
weave to cover 
larger areas. 

OON'TTRYTO 
SKETCH IN A 
SPECIFIC SHAPE
a very general 
sketch like this 

" will serve for any 
number of photos. 

THIS ZIP DISK IMAGE 
could use some flair
let's make a pencil 
sketch of it. 
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Add the Strokes 
Now copy your pencil texture and paste it over the 

photo on a new layer. (Recent versions of 

Photoshop create a new layer when you paste- if your copy 

doesn't, you 'll have to do that task yourself before pasting.) 

Set the transfer mode of this layer to Color Dodge. With a 

gray-scale texture as the top layer, Color Dodge fuses the 

color of the lower layer with the texture of the upper layer. 

You should now have a pencil sketch of your photo, but if 

you didn't make your strokes dark enough, the sketch will 

look a bit washed out. 

Fix the Levels 
To fix the too-bright sketch you got in the last step, 

select Layer 2 in the Layers palette and choose 

Levels from the Adjust submenu of the Image menu. Once 

you're in the Levels window, increase the black point (move 

the black triangle to the right) to darken the image. If your 

background is too dark, you might have to decrease the 

gamma (the gray triangle) to keep the area between strokes 

from darkening too much. With the levels changed, you 

should have a much better sketch of your photo. 

[ Color Dodge 

0Preserve Transparency 
=:-'"~.....-.~ ....... """"""'""i:r-i 
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SETTING THE TRANSFER MODE to Color 
Dodge tells Photoshop to use the Zip disk's 
colors with the pencil strokes' texture. 

r- Channel: [ CMYK 1 ~ I . 
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TO DARKEN THE SKETCH, adjust the 
black-point levels of Layer 2. 

The Background Texture :; i;r :umm:mw:m:m:w::m:m:m:mmm0m:rn:mum:::mmmmm: r.r 
To add a bit of flair to your sketch, try adding a I Lavers "l Channels "I... Paths"- ~ 

background texture. Copy your paper or canvas (Multiply 1 ; J Opacity : fiQQJII % 

texture (we opted for paper), then paste it into another new 

layer over the photo and the pencil strokes. Set the trans

fer mode of the new layer to Multiply. This darkens the 

sketch with the paper or canvas texture, using it uniformly 
across sketched and unsketched portions. You should now 

have a nicely finished pencil sketch of your photo. 

THE MULTIPLY TRANSFER MODE forms 
the geometric mean of the two images. In 
English, that means ii averages them in 
a way that favors dark pixels. 

Try Other Textures and Media 
Now that you 've got the basic technique down, 

you can use it to apply a variety of interesting 

media and textures to your photos. To get you started , 

here's the same photo rendered as pastel on paper and as 
crayon on canvas . Have fun! 

D Preserve Transparency 

~ 1r- ~Layer1 

I IQ] II 191 I liil ~ 

BECAUSE THE PENCIL STROKES 
were fairly light, the image looks 
faded and too bright. 

THE DARKENED SKETCH looks 
much better than its predecessor. 

THE FINAL IMAGE PRESENTS 
A STRIKING EFFECT, 
particularly for an image 
formed without a single filter. 

CHANGING FROM PENCIL TO PASTELS TO MAKE THIS IMAGE LOOK A BIT 
completely changes the character of STRANGER, we left the pinkish tinge 
the sketch, even with the other two from the scanner uncorrected. 
layers left almost the same. 

Jan Sammis turned his G3's sound off to avoid starting avalanches on his desk. 
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• . ' how to 
Make That Essay Fit 
by Ian Sammis --------------------------------------• 

[]] 

Consider two roommates (their names have been changed 
to protect the innocent, so we'll just call them Beth and 
Ramona). They're both stating at their computers, desper
ately willing their essays to change size. 

Ramona loves the class. She's spent the last five weeks living in 
the library researching her essay. The work has paid off: Her essay 
is chock-full of solid facts, interesting tidbits, and the occasional 
\vitty comment. Unfortunately, it's also nine-and-a-half pages long, 
though the assignment called for no more than eight. 

Beth has the opposite problem. Thinking back on the term, she 
remembers drinking an awful lot of coffee in the student union, but 
not much else. Moreover, she'd completely forgotten about the essay 
until three days ago. She bought the recommended clear-plastic 
binder and managed to scramble out four forgettable pages, but she 
needs at least five. 

IF YOU'RE DESPERATE 
TO FILL SPACE, we'll 
show you how to make a 
little text go a long way. 

The next day, Beth turned in five pages, while Ramona turned in 
eight. How'd they do it? Word processors have a lot of tools that can 
help desperate students change the length of their essays without 
madly blathering nonsense or chopping out any of the hard-won 
facts that kept them up all night. In this how-to we'll show you how 
to take advantage of these tools to resize your essay using either 
Microsoft Word 98 (http://www.microsoft.com) or Apple's 
Apple Works 5 (http://www .apple.com) . Before you stai·t, be warned 
that these tricks are a bit like aftershave-used sparingly, they can 
give you the effect you're looking for, but if you use them too fre
quently you 'll start to reek of desperation. Of course, if your instruc
tor has long since decided to disallow these tricks by placing exact 
specifications on essay fonts and margins, you're out ofluck-ifyou 
flunk a course after favoring these instructions over the ones your 
teacher handed out, we don't want to hear about it. 

IF YOU'D RATHER USE SEVERAL 
THOUSAND more words to paint 
those pictures you couldn't include, 
we' ll show you how to cram in the 
text subtly . 
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with the left margin isn't a good idea 
at all, sometimes you can quietly 
shill the right margin to change 

the way text flows. 
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essay that's half a page short and 
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Choose Your Font Wisely 
Although Times is the most frequently used font for essays, it's hardly the 

only acceptable typeface. As long as your font has serifs (the little cross-

It makes a difference which font you use. 
It makes a diffe rence w hich font you use. 
It makes a difference which font you use. 

strokes at the ends of letter strokes) and isn't too wildly extravagant in its letter 

shapes, it'll probably look fine. Changing fonts can dramatically affect the length of 

your essay. Use Times if you're trying to cram more words into a smaller space; 

Times was originally invented to squeeze a lot of text into tight newspaper columns 

without sacrificing legibility. If you're trying to pad your essay, Palatino and 

Garamond are both good choices-they're both stately, old-fashioned fonts that 

occupy quite a bit more space than Times. 

It makes a difference which font you use. 
It makes a difference which font you use. 

It makes a difference which font you use. 
It makes a difference which font you use. 

EVEN AT THE SAME SIZE, different fonts take up very 
different amounts of space on a page. 

What's the Point? 
Most essays are written in 12-point type. If you wander too far 

from this size, you'll make your motives transparent. For exam-

ple, 14 points is quite large, and leads readers to suspect that your 

essay is straining for length. But 13-point type isn't nearly so obvious; it 

adds length without conveying total desperation. To fit excess baggage, 

try 11-point type, although even 10-point type is acceptable if you're 

desperate (essays were traditionally written in 10-point Courier, but 

because they lack proportional spacing, fixed-width fonts tend to look 

larger at a given size than other fonts) . 
To set an arbitrary font size in Word, choose Font from the Format 

menu. Instead of choosing one of the usual font sizes, type the size you 
want in the field labeled Size. In AppleWorks, select Other from the Size 
menu, then type the size you want in the Font Size field. 

Line Spacing Games 
Usually, the instructor tells you to double-space essays so he will 

have plenty of room to add comments and corrections between 

the lines. It's very hard to determine the line spacing visually without quite 

a bit of practice, so nearly any spacing between 1.5 and 2.2 will look rea

sonably like double spacing. Although it's difficult to detect, fiddling with 

the line spacing can dramatically change the length of your essay. 
In Word, first select your entire essay. Choose Paragraph from the 

Format menu. In the field next to Line Spacing, type the line spacing 
you want. The procedure is nearly identical in AppleWorks-select the 
entire essay, choose Paragraph from the Format menu, and type the 
desired spacing in the Line Spacing field. 

Hyphenation Packing 
Most word processors include dictionaries that allow the pro

gram to break words at line endings in an attempt to fit more 
words onto a single line. Clever use of hyphenation will often let you 

squeeze in just those few extra words. 
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BY TYPING NUMBERS directly into the field 
under Size, you can get arbitrary font sizes. 

font size 

THE APPLEWORKS 
SIZE DIALOG BOX IS 
quite a bit simpler 
than Word's. 
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THE MULTIPLE OPTION next to Line Spacing in 
Word will give us line spacing 2.2 limes the 
usual spacing. 

~~~Hyphenation~ 11?.1!11 

YOU CAN SPECIFY line 
spacing measurements 
in a variety of units in 
AppleWorks. We 
recommend the 
obvious "Ii" (lines). 
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0 Automritl eellyhypllenetedocument 
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WORO GIVES YOU a number of 
options that determine how it 
breaks words. 

Cut 1l€X 
Copy 8€ ( 
Paste 8€V 
a ear 
Select All 8€A 

Object Into." 
Insert Equation." 
Insert Date 
Insert Time 
Insert Page # ... 

APPLEWORKS' 
HYPHENATION 
COMMAND is 
buried deep in 
its Edit menu. 

Check Document Spelling ... 8€ • 

In Word, the Hyphenation tool is hidden in the Language submenu of 
the Tools menu. If you 're willing to let Word hyphenate your text without 
interference, first set the Hyphenation Zone (the size of the gap a word 
wraparound has to leave before Word will hyphenate-the smaller the 
gap, the more hyphens Word will insert). Next, choose whether you want 
all-caps words to break, and enter the number of consecutive hyphens 
you'll allow. Click OK. If you want to watch Word as it works, click the 
Manual button and Word will show you what it's doing as it goes along. 

find/Change ~ Che ck Se lection Spe lling ... 0 88V 

In AppleWorks, just choose Auto-Hyphenate from the Writing Tools 
submenu of the Edit menu. 
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Preferences_ 
Show Olpboard 
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Word Count-
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Edit User Dictionary_ 
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Room on the Margin 
Students hoping to get just a tiny bit more space out of 

their essays often make the mistake of moving their left 
or top margins. Fiddling with these margins is dead ly-it's 
immediately discernible upon inspection, as every line starts at 

the left margin and every page at the top marg in. A much better 

Document -
-

Margins Layout i -
Top : 111· 11@ Previev 

Bottom: 11 · I~ 
Left: 11 .25· I@ 
Right: I t.25" I@ 
Gutter: lo· I~ II 

from edge 
Header : ~~ 
Footer: lo.5" I@ Apply to: [Whole document 1 ~ 1 

0 Mirror margin• 

I Default ... J I P19e Setup .. . ! [ _Cancel j [I OK JI 
IN WORD, be sure to apply the new margins to the whole document. 

Widows and Orphans 
Typesetters and copy editors hate it when one or two 
words of a paragraph end up on a line by themselves-

called widows and orphans, respectively. Editors work hard to 
remove them, usually adding or deleting a word or two to improve 
the way text flows. 

These enemies of the typesetting professional can be your 
best friends when you're trying to lengthen an essay artificially. 

Try to add enough text to each paragraph so that the last few 

words of each paragraph occupy lines by themselves. If you 
need to cram more into your essay, emulate the professionals 

idea is to move your right margin slightly. If you left-justify your 
text, it's difficult to tell exactly where the right margin is-the 

lines just break a tiny bit earlier or later. Similarly, you can 
subtly nudge up the bottom margin- nudging it down isn 't sub
tle at all! 

Document FT -
i 

Ma rgins Page Display 

!'op: l111n I fl One Page Abuve flu>. Next 

Bottom: It in 
0 ~acing Pages Siae- By-Side 

Left: It in 
9 Show margins 

9 Shuw paqe guide s 
Right: It in 

Footnotes D ,11tirror ~acing Page 
fl At Bottom of Page 

I Page .~umbering J] 0 At l::nd of Document 

9 Automatic Numbering 
~tart at Page: LJ Start At: D 

[;1d [ Cancel I ij OK ~ 
APPLEWORKS MAKES you type in units: in (inches), cm (centimeters), 
mm (millimeters), pt (points), or pc (picas). 

and exterminate every widow you can find-each one's wasting 
an entire line of space you could put to better use. 

Creating or removing widows isn 't a formatting trick, it's sim
ply a result of being aware of the way text flows. Th is means that 

even when an instructor has exhaustively specified the format of 
the essay, ruling out most of the techniques mentioned in this 
artic le, you can still use widows to you r benefit. (If you're having 

trouble removing a widow, try hyphenating the paragraph in 

which it occurs-sometimes that frees up just enough space to 
make the text reflow) . 

To set en arbitraiyfort size in Word, choose Fontfrorn the Forrnatrnemi. Insteed 

of choosing one of the usual font sizes, type the fort size you want in the field 

labeled Size. In hRRl~ select Other from the Size rnern.i, then type the size 

you wart. 

A WIDOW EATS 
UP AN ENTIRE 
LINE with only a 
word or two. 

Ian Sammis is still trying to beat Marathon, all these years later. 

W ith all these tips in mind, you may be starting to lose any 
sense of just how long your essay really is. It's important 
to keep track of this, even if it's only to know just how 

strong a reality distortion field you 'll need to make your essay look like 
it's a reasonable length. 

In Word 98, it's extremely easy to find out how many words 
you 've got in your essay: Just make sure nothing's selected, then 
choose Word Count from the Tools menu. Word displays a dialog 
box telling you how many pages, lines, words, and characters the 
selection contains . 
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If you want to estimate how many pages long your essay would 
be if you weren 't tinkering so much with its display, set your font to 
10-point courier and set spacing to double. Courier is monospaced, 
so each letter has the same width (just as it did on that typewriter you 
stuck in your closet when you got a computer) . Double-spaced Courier 
10 is usually a close approximation of what your instructor had in mind 
when she specified a page count, as it's a very close approximation of 
the old pica typewriter font. Setting your essay to 10-point Courier can 
be good for your morale-although it looks awful, it tends to fill more 
space than almost any other format. 
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Kickin' science on password protection, audio conversion, and DVD dilemmas. 

Questions? 
Submit technical questions 
or helpful tips directly via email 
(askus@macaddict.com) or c/o 
MacAddict, 150 North Hill Dr. , 
Brisbane, CA 94005. 

Q My new iMac is super fast, and I love it! 
However, sometimes it seems too fast. When 
I'm scrolling through my Netscape book
marks, it flies down the list, and I have trou
ble stopping on the one I want. This also 
happens in my word processing program 
when I try to choose a font. What can I do to 
slow down scrolling? 

A We addressed this question a while ago 
(Dec/98, plOO; http://www.macaddict.com 
/issues/9812/askus.html), but lots of things 
have changed since then. Owen Llnzmayer 
recommended using Edward Voas's' share
ware control panel Doublescroll (http:// 
www.amargosa.com/doublescroll.html) . 
Unfortunately, this software is not compatible 
with Mac OS 8 or 9 and is not going to be 
updated. Apple has a control panel called 
Scrolling that lets you adjust scroll speed, but 
it doesn't work with OS 8 or 9 either. 

Apple does, however, offer a tip that 
works quite well with the font menu in most 
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SLOW DOWN THAT MENU-take 
advantage of that little triangle. 
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programs. What you do is pull up the font 
menu, then scroll down slowly until it begins 
to show items that don't fit on the screeq. 
Drag your cursor down until you get to the 
line that has the little triangle on the left 
side. Stop there. As long as your cursor 
stays on the line with the triangle, the list 
scrolls slowly. This handy trick also works 
with Internet Explorer's Favorites, though not 
with Netscape's Bookmarks-we'll have to 
wait for a fix from either Apple or Netscape 
for that. Stay tuned! 

Q I'm looking for a way to protect my 
computer from prying eyes. I can password
protect my PowerBook using the included 
software, but my desktop computer doesn't 
have that option. 

A Password protection can provide a nice 
degree of security. At startup, you get a 
prompt for a password. If you know it, no 
problem-if you don't, the Mac won't start 
up. PowerBooks have shipped with this 
feature for many years because their 
mobility means they're more likely to end 
up in the wrong hands. This sort of security 
is less popular (some might call it down
right annoying) on desktop computers, 
since in general authorized persons are 
using them. 

That's not to dismiss your question
even Apple has realized it must offer this fea
ture in order to expand beyond the con
sumer and publishing markets. For a single
computer setup, try SearchWare Solutions' 
Startup Lock (http://www.radiks.net/search 
/Pages/StartupLock.html). This free control 
panel allows easy password security for any 
Mac. Additionally, Mac OS 9 (http://www 
.apple.com/macos) introduced a multiple
user system that accommodates each indi
vidual's different access privileges (see "Set 
Up Multiple Users," Jan/00, p86) . You enter 
a password or voice print at startup, and the 
computer determines whether you are 
authorized to use it. For a networked setup, 
Apple still has At Ease, which is part of the 

Apple Network Administrator Toolkit 
(http://www.apple.com/networking/anat) as 
well as the new Macintosh Manager (http:// 
www.apple.com/za/macosx/server) to han
dle log-in security. 

Q I'm creating a multimedia presentation, 
and the software I'm using won't accept 
MP3 files . The documentation says I should 
use AIFF files for audio. How do I convert 
MP3 into AIFF? 

A Oh, how we love our MP3! Stunning 
audio quality and small file sizes-wow! 
However, before MP3 came out, we had 
AIFF (Audio Interchange File Format). 
Created as a way to work with high-quality 
audio files, AIFF actually sounds better 
than MP3. The downside is that the files 
are much larger. If you need to convert 
an MP3 file into AIFF, the easiest solution 
is a freeware program called MPecker 
Drop Decoder 1.6.4 (http://www.hitsquad 
.com/smm/programs/MPeckerDrop) . This 
drag-and-drop utility creates an AIFF file 
lickety-split. Be aware that the file size will 
increase dramatically, to about 10 times the 
original MP3 size. 

Q My iMac seems to pause every few sec
onds. Oddly enough, it works fine when I'm 
playing an audio CD. This behavior is driving 
me crazy. Is my beloved iMac broken? 

A Crazy is right! This kind of behavior is 
enough to make anyone feel like they have a 
screw loose. But never fear-Apple has the 
answer, as well as the root cause. This 
strange behavior stems from a problem with 
the firmware in the CD drives Apple used in 
some iMacs. You've experienced the symp
toms-intermittent delays when there is no 
CD in the drive. 

Luckily, Apple has released a fix called 
the iMac CD Update 2.0. You can down
load it from Apple's software update site 
(http://asu.info.apple.com). The fix has 
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the side benefit of reducing disc vibration. 
Anyone with an iMac (first-generation 
only, not the slot-loading models) should 
run this utility to make sure the firmware 
on the CD drive is up to date. 

Q I just installed Netscape Communicator. 
Now every time I fire up my computer, a pro
gram starts by itself, then just goes away. 
What is this? Do I need it, and if not, how do 
I get rid of it? 

A Netscape installs lots of really useful 
software that makes our online lives much 
more enjoyable. However, it also installs 
some software that you may not need- and 
that may cause problems. 

In this particular case, the problematic 
program is a piece of AOL software. This 
mysterious self-launching app is AOL 
Scheduler, which Netscape installs in your 
system's Startup Items folder. Any item 
placed in this folder launches after your 
computer starts up. 

This AOL utility enables you to use the 
AOL Instant Messenger program, another 
Netscape installation. You don't need this 
software unless you want access to AOL's 
messaging system or you actually use AOL as 
your service provider. 

If you don't use either AOL or Instant 
Messenger, you can safely disable AOL 
Scheduler using the Extensions Manager 
control panel. While you're at it, you can 
also disable the AIM Menu extension and 
any other AOL extensions. 

A Considering that tl1e Mac is so user 
friendly, the process for putting a graphic into 
a SimpleText document is surprisingly diffi
cult. The results, however, are wonderful
you end up with a document that any Mac 
user on the planet can double-click to open 
and view without additional software. 

Now tl1e tricky part-the creation. Be 
aware tliat SimpleText allows only for limited 
formatting- this is true of botl1 text and 
graphics. The first step is to create your graph
ics and store them in Scrapbook (simply copy 
and paste tl1em into the Scrapbook application 
in the Apple menu) . Once you have done tltis, 
type your text in a new SimpleText document. 

The next step is harder: Wherever you want 
one of your grapltics to appear, create a non
breaking space character (tl1e ASCII code is 
$CA) by typing Option-spacebar. You can 
replace each appearance of tltis placeholder 
character \vith a graphic. Also insert hard 
returns after the special characters to give the 
grapillcs some breathing room. Add as many 
placeholders as you want-just keep in mind 
how you want to order your grapltics. Tltis will 
be important later; the grapltics you place will 
fill the space these characters occupy. 

After you have created your SimpleText 
document, complete with text and grapillcs 
placeholders, save it and open it with Res
Edit (http://asu.info.apple.com/swupdates 
.nsf/artnum/nl0964). Open the Scrapbook 
and find the first grapillc you want to insert. 
Copy tills picture and paste it into ResEdit. 
Tills creates a PICT resource numbered 
128. Double-click the PICT resource and 
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STOP AUTOMATIC AOL LAUNCHES by disabling the AOL Scheduler application. 

Q I have noticed that some of the read
me files that come with software have pic
tures in them. I have tried to put grapltics 
into my SimpleText documents, but copy 
and paste doesn't work. How do you create 
a SimpleText document with graphics in it? 
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choose Get Resource Info from the 
Resource menu. Change the ID from 128 to 
1000, then continue numbering the rest of 
your grapltics: 1001, 1002, 1003, and so 
forth. Each subsequent grapltic will corre
spond to the next special character in the 
Text document. 

All that's left to do is save the file and 
reopen it in SimpleText to view your changes. 
You may need to make some more formatting 
modifications to clean the file up. When you're 
done, add the final touch by making it a read
only document: Open it again \vith ResEdit and 
change the Type to ttro and tl1e Creator to ttxt. 
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USE RESEDIT AND SOME FANCY CHARACTERS 
to do the seemingly impossible-put graphics 
into a SimpleText file. 

Q I have a PowerBook G3 Series witl1 a 
DVD drive, running OS 8.6 with DVD software 
version 1.2. When I bouglit The Matrix on 
DVD and loaded it in my computer, an icon 
for the movie appeared on the desktop. But 
when I opened the Apple DVD Player, it said it 
could not play the disc. I thouglit I had bouglit 
a defective disc, but it worked flawlessly with 
my set-top DVD player, and all my old DVDs 
still worked with my PowerBook. What is 
wrong with my DVD system? 

A Tltis is a known problem with Apple's 
DVD software, and Mac OS 9 and DVD 
Player 1.3 repair it. The problem arises 
from ilie formatting of certain DVD disks. 
Some are formatted as ISO 9660, a common 
PC format. Other disks are formatted as UDF 
(Universal Disk Format) volumes. The DVD 
software prior to OS 9 didn't read the UDF 
format correctly, and reported the disk as 
damaged and unplayable. 

There is a work-around for pre-OS 9 sys
tems. According to Apple, you should hold 
down Command-Option-I while inserting the 
DVD disc. Then the system reads the disc as 
an ISO 9660-formatted disc rather than a 
UDF-formatted disc. If the disc does mount 
but appears with tl1e DVD emblem on the 
icon, the disc has mounted in the wrong for
mat. To get it to mount correctly, Control-click 
the icon and select Mount As ISO 9660 from 
the contextual menu that pops up. The disc 
will remmmt with a generic icon. 

Buz Zoller is a technology support specialist 
for a school district in Texas. He is very 
proud to be part of the MacAddict team. 
Hook 'em! 
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CD RECORDABLE Includes 5 Free Recordable Disks! 
4x12 Plextor mechanism, caddy/tray load, 2MB buffer $289 $379 
6x24 Teac mechanism, tray load, 2MB buffer $299 nla 
8x20 Sanyo mechanism, tray load. 2MB buffer $279 $369 
8x20 Plextor mechanism, tray load, 4MB buffer $359 $449 
8x24 Teac mechanism, tray load, 2MB buffer $329 $419 

CD REWRITABLE Includes 5 Free Re Writable Disks! 
6x4x16 YAMAHA mechanism, 189 $249 

SCSI, tray load, 2MB buffer 
4x2x20 Plextor mechanism, tray load, 2MB buffer, SCSI $289 $339 
6x4x24 Ricoh mechanism, tray load, 2MB buffer, SCSI $239 $299 
8x2x20 Sanyo mechanism, tray load, 2MB buffer, SCSI $319 $369 
8x2x20 Plextor mechanism , tray load, 2MB buffer, SCSI $409 $469 
We carry a full line of IDE CD Rewritables too! Let us give you a free quote. 

Stemper CO label kit only $29 with CD-R drivel 

HARD DRIVES ) 

Quantum· 
ULTRA 160/m SCSI New SCSI interface will 
transfer 160MB/sec on new controllers. Drives will 
work on older SCSI, Ullra Wide, Ullra·2 controllers. 
9 .I GB 7200 2MB KN309100LW $279 
9.lGB 10,000 2MB TN309100LW $399 
18.2GB 7200 2MB KN318200LW $479 
18.2GB 10,000 2MB TN318200LW $645 
36.4GB 7200 2MB KN336400LW $849 
36.4GB 10,000 2MB TN336400LW $1079 
IDE Ultra ATA166 
4.JGB 512K 5400 
8.4GB 512K 5400 
13.0GB 512K 5400 
13.6GB 512K 5400 
17.JG B 512K 5400 
20.5GB 512K 7200 
26.0GB 512K 5400 
27.3GB 512K 7200 

QML04300LA $105 
QML08400LA $120 
QML13000LA $137 
KX313600A $169 
QML17300LA $169 
KX320500A $229 
QML26000LA $279 
KX327300A $299 

ULTRA SCSI r ;_;~~~ 
9.lGB 7200 2MB IBM309170N $250 
18.2GB 7200 2MB !BM318350N $475 
ULTRA WIDE SCSI 
9.lGB 7200 2MB IBM309170W $250 
18.2GB 7200 2MB !BM318350\V $475 
ULTRA-2 SCSI 
9.lGB 7200 2MB !BM309170U2 $250 
9.lGB 10,000 2MB IDMVS9U2 $389 
18.2GB 7200 2MB !BM318350U2 $475 
18.2GB 10,000 2MB IDMVS18U2 $675 
36.4GB 10,000 2MB IOMVS36U2 $1025 
Call about the new 72GB drive · coming soon! 
IDE & IDE Ultra ATA166 
9.!GB 7200 2MB IBM9GXP $125 
13.5GB 2MB 512K IBM13GXP $145 
10.0GB 7200 2MB IBM20GXP $235 
20.3GB 5400 2MB IBM20GP $195 
22.0GB 7200 2MB IBM22GXP $245 
25.0GB 5400 2MB IBi\U5GP $235 
27.3GB 7200 2MB IBM27GXP $255 
34.2GB 7200 2MB IBM34GXP $345 
37.5GB 5400 2MB IBM37GP $345 

fd WESTERN DIGITAL 
IDE Ultra ATA/66 
6.4GB 5400 512K 
8.4GB 5400 512K 
10.2GB 5400 512K 
13.0GB 5400 512K 
13.6GB 7200 2MB 
l 7.2GB 5400 512K 
20.5GB 5400 512K 
20.SGB 7200 2~ffi 
27.3GB 7200 2MB 

WDAC64AA $113 
WOAC84AA $129 
WDAC102AA $133 
WDAC136AA $148 
WDAC136BA $155 
WDAC172AA $194 
WDAC205AA $199 
WDAC205BA $248 
WOAC273BA $279 

·ate your business! We appreCl 

( HARD DRIVES ) 

&9seagate 
ULTRA SCSI 
4.5GB 7200 512K ST34520N $190 
9.lGB 7200 512K ST39140N $293 
ULTRA-2 SCSI 
9.lGB 7200 lMB ST39175LW $317 .. 
9.lGB 10,000 lMB ST39103LW $431 
9.!GB 10,000 4MB ST39103LW4 $455 
18.2GB 7200 !MB ST318275LW $510 
18.2GB 10,000 !MB ST318203LW $699 
18.2GB 10,000 4MB ST31820JLW4 $729 
36.4GB 7200 !MB ST136475LW $919 
36.4GB 10,000 !MB ST136403LW $1119 
50.lGB 7200 !MB ST150176LW $949 
IDE Ultra AT Al66 
4.3GB 5400 256K ST34311A $95 
6.4GB 5400 256K ST36421A $105 
8.6GB 5400 256K ST38421A $116 
10.2GB 5400 512K ST310232A $129 
13.3GB 5400 512K ST313032A $135 
17.2GB 5400 512K ST317242A $153 
20.4GB 7200 512K ST320430A $209 
28.0GB 7200 512K ST328040A $269 

~ 
IDE Ult ra AT A/66 
8.7GB 5400 512K M90871U2 $112 
13.6GB 5400 512K M91301U3 $129 
13.6GB 7200 2MB M91369U3 $150 
17.3GB 5400 2MB M91737U2 $160 
17.4GB 5400 512K M91741U4 $150 
36.5GB 5400 2MB M93652U8 $315 

( 2.5" IDE LAPTOP 
4.3GB 8.45mm Toshiba MK4313MAT $159 
6.4GB 8.45mm Toshiba MK6411MAT $199 
IOGB 12.5mm Toshiba MK1011GAV $310 
12.lGB 9.5mm Toshiba MK1214GAP SCall 
18.lGB 12.5mm Toshiba MK1814GAV $Call 
6.0GB 9mm IBM DA206000 $235 
9.0GB 9mm IBM DA209000 $345 
12.0GB 9mm IBM DA212000 $379 
15.0GB 12mm IBM DA215000 $535 
18.0GB 12mm IBM DA218000 $555 
25.JGB 17mm IBM DA225000 $635 

) 

We carry more enclosures for drives than any
body. From single 2.5" drive cases to 20 full height 
RAID ready towers. We also stock a full line of 
controllers for Macs. Call us with your needs. 

We are committed to being the #1 Source 
for hard drives for Macintosh. If you 

need a drive or drive accessory not listed 
here, we probably have it. Call for 

pricing and availability. 

Nobody beats our deals. 
Nobody has more drives. 

100MB Zip (ZIP100USB) $129 
USB to SCSI adapter (USBSCSI) $79 
SuparOlsk drive, 120MB & floppy (USBLS120) $159 
Floppy Drive (USBFLOPPY) $89 
6.4GB Hard Drive (USBSGB) $179 
8.4GB Hard Drive (USB8GB) $199 
13GB Hard Drive (USB13GB) $219 
17.2GB Hard Drive (USB17GB) $239 
USB Case for IDE hard drive (USBCASE) $89 
4X4X16 USB CD Rewritable Kit (USB4X4X16) $279 

(I 
Upgrades for the new G3 Mini Tower 
Macintosh computers. 
Adaptec PCI SCSI card (A2906E) $65 
20GB Hard Drive {M920400) 5201 

We ere the #1 Source in the US for multldrlve tow
ers. Call us with your specifications & we can build 
a customer tower for your G3. Need a 15 drive 
tower with CDs, CORs, CDR-Ws, Tape d rives, and 
hard drives? NO PROBLEM at MegaHausl 

HOT SELLERS 

'lAMAHA Drl•e Kil with Mastering 
Sohware, ISA Controller, 

& 5 Free CD-RW disks 

8x4x24 CD-RW Drive 
Internal (YcRws424wo w) 

External (YAMsx4x24sx) 

$299 
$469 

Also available with PC/ Controllers • Call 

InkJet CD Color Printer (CDPRINTER3) $1129 
Adaptec Ultra Wide PCI controller (A2940MUW) S275 
Adaptec Ultra-2 PCI controller (A294DMU2W) $379 
Pioneer Bare SCSI 32X DVD ROM (DVD303) S140 

CD ROM ) 
• SCSI Internals • Call About Our Externals 

Teac CD532S 32X B5ms $B7 
Plextor PX32TS (tray) 32X 85ms $95 
Plextor PX32CS (caddy) 32X B5ms $145 
NEC CDR3010 40X B5ms $79 
Toshiba XM6401B 40X B5ms $B7 
Plextor PX40TS 40X B5ms $105 
Kenwood UCR415 52X 90ms $169 

•WIDE SCSI • 
Plextor PX40TSUW 40X B5ms $120 

• IDE• 
Teac CD532E 32X B5ms $50 
NEC CDR3000 40X 75ms $55 
Toshiba XM6702B 48X B5ms $59 
Mitsumi CRMCFX48X 48X 65ms $55 
Creative SBCD52 52X lOOms $59 
Kenwood UCR412 52X 90ms $98 

• CD CHANGER • 
Pioneer 24 X6 Disc Ext. SCSI (DRM6324X) $395 

TAPE BACKUP ) 
Capactty Nati•~ompressed Max, Speed Back Up 

2-4GB 
4-8GB 
4-8GB 
4-8GB 
12·24GB 
12·24GB 
12-24GB 
20-40GB 
30·70GB 
4S.96GB 
72-144GB 

7·14GB 
20-40GB 
70-140GB 

20-40GB 
35-70GB 
40-80GB 

• 4 m m DAT • Be Y2KSafe! 

66MB/min Seagate STD24000N $429 
66MB/min Seagate DDS·2 STD28000N $535 
90MB/min Sony SD17000AI $519 
88MB/min HP Cl599AI $569 
144MB/min Sony DDS·3 SDT9000AI $679 
132MB/min Seagate STD224000N $699 
120MBlmin HP DDS-3 C1554Al $729 
288MBlmin Sony DDS-4 SDTlOOOOAl $1029 
36-0MBlmin Seagate STA2701\V $1939 
48MB/min Seagate STIA96000N $2159 
120MB/m in HP 6 tape load C5648A $1999 
• EXABYTE 8mm DAT• 
120MB/min ELIANT820 $1299 

$2119 
$2539 

36-0MB/min EXB8900 
60MB/min EXBlOH External 

• QUANTUM DL T • 
180MB/min DLT4000 
600MBlmin DL 17000 
600~ffilmin DL1'8000 

$1649 
$4375 
$4599 

( REMOVABLE MEDIA ) 
Iomega 

lOOMB Zip Ext SCSI 
2GB Jaz Internal SCSI 
2GB Jaz External SCSI 
lGB Jaz disk 2-4/5-9/10+ 
2GB Jaz disk 2·415·9/10+ 

Maxoptix Magneto Optical 

$109 
$309 
$315 

$BOf77/75 
$85/BOf77 

S.2GB SCSI·2 Int. 4MB bufferrr~siooi $1459 
Sony Magneto Optical 

5.2GB SCSl-2 Int. 4MB buffertsMorssu$1439 

DVD RAM 
Toshiba SCSI DVD RAM drive (SDW1111) S429 
Panasonic SCSI DVD RAM drive (LF0103U) 5539 
Creative SCSl·2 DVD RAM drive (CLDVDRAM) S539 
DVD RAM 5.2GB media (DVDRAMDISK) S39 

RAID 
We can custom configure a RAID system to your 
exact needs. Call one of our RAIO experts at 800·786~ 
5653. Here are a few of our popular RAID components. 

Enclosure holds 3 Hot 
Swappable SCA drives 

$259 (SCA3DR·LVD) INTERNAL 
S329 (SCA3CSE·LVD) EXTERNAL 

MEDIA 
• CD RECORDABLE MEDIA • 

Nobody Beats MegaHausfor CD media. Larger qrumlilies available. 
• CD Media • Max Speed 

Budget 5 Pack [CDR74B·5J 6x $8 
Budget 20 Pack ICDR74B·20J 6x $23 
Budget 50 Pack [CDR74B-511J 6x $57 
Budget 100 Pack ICDR748·100] 6x $99 
5 Pack [CDR74-5] Bx $10 
20 Pack JCDR74-20) Bx $30 
50 Pack [CORN-SO] 8x $73 
100 Pack ICDR74·100] 8x $139 

•CD REWRITABLE MEDIA • 
Budget 5 Pack [CDR74WB-SJ 4x $11 
Budget 20 Pack [CDR74WB·20] 4x $41 
Budget 50 Pack [CDR74WB-SOJ 4x $89 
Budget 100 Pack [CDR74WB-tOOJ 4x $149 
5 Pack ICDRNW-5] 4x $35 
20 Pack [CDH74\v.20] 4x $99 
50 Pack [CDR74W-50) 4x $239 
100 Pack [CDHNW-100] 4x $479 

• CD·R PRINTABLE SURFACE• 
Budget 5 Pack ICDR74PB·SJ 4x $9 
Budget 20 Pack [CDRNPB-20] 4x $33 
Budget 50 Pack [CDR74PB-SOJ 4x $59 
Budget 100 Pack [CDR74PB-IOO) 4x $109 
5 Pack [CDRNP·S] 8x $15 
20 Pack [CDIU4P·20J 8x $59 
50 Pack [CDRNP-501 Bx $99 
100 Pack [CDR74P-to0) 8x $1B9 41 

• CD RECORDABLE PLATINUM MEDIA •m 
5 Pack ICDR74PA·SI 8x $11 
20 Pack [CDR74PA·20J 8x $43 
50 Pack [CDR74PA-SOJ Bx $75 
100 Pack [CDR74PA·t00J Bx $139 
OPTICAL MEDIA 
Size & Description 1·4 5-9 
12BMB, 3.5'', 512K $13 $9 
230MB, 3.5", 512K $14 $10 
640MB, 3.5", 204BK $21 $17 
1.2Gig, 5.25", 512K $25 $23 
1.3Gig, 5.25", 1024K $26 $24 
2.6Gig, 5.25", 1024K $33 $29 
5.2Gig, 5.25", 204BK $70 $6B 

•BACKUP TAPES• 

4mmDAT90M 
4mm DAT 120M 
4mmDAT 125M 
Bmm DAT112M 
Bmm DAT160M 
TR4 
TR5 

@.T~ 
DLTIII 10-20GB 
DL TIIIXT 15-30GB 
DLT IV 20·40GB 

2-4 5.9 
$12 $9 
$14 $12 
$27 $23 
$11 $10 
$16 $14 
$29 $27 
$47 $45 

2-4 
$36 
$39 
$69 

5-9 
$34 
$36 
$67 

Since 1987 lill- lilil 2201 Pine Drive, Dickinson, Texas 77539 
~ (281)534-3919 FAX (281)534-6580 1-800-475-7531 

Sales lines open: M-F 8-8 Sat 9-3 CST 

The Drive Authority 
www.megahaus.com 

Secure ordering • Daily Specials • #1 Drive Store on the Web! 

-Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. Shipping charges are nonrefundable. 
Returns must be in new condition and in original packaging. Oe!aced ttems may not be relurnable. 
No refunds on sohware or special orders (items not l~!ed in ad.) All refunds subject lo 15% 
restocking fee. All trademarks are regislered trademarks ol thei< respective companies. Persona! 
checks held for clearance. We reseive the right loretuse any sale for any reason. Bundle price good 
only if sold at ad price. All warranties listed are manufacturer's warranty only. Cl 999 MegaHaus Inc. 



Unbelievable Price on use CD·RW New To The APS Product line 

APS USB CD·RW 4x4x24 

$279.95 
External 

Configuration 

$339.15 
External 
Configuration 

\Ct=""='""·· -=-~ 
.1 •~ 

APS CD·RW Bx4x24 SCSI 
• Our newest rewritable CD drive is second-fastest ever 
• Burn a CD in just nine minutes, rewrite in 18 

• CD·RW drive with convenient USB interface for hot-swapping, long chains 
• Excellent for iMacs, newer G3 Macs and PCs 

0~ The newest member of the APS CD-RW family boasts blazing 
~&!' speed and great va lue. The 8x4x24 mechanism comes from 
Yamaha, an industry leader in CD performance and reliability. And in 
the new APS PROll enclosure, this drive is protected from failed 
burns and overheating. OJ\ This CD-ReWritable drive hooks up in a flash to your USB-compatible PC or Mac. And 

V-9' since USB is hot-swappable, you can share the USB CD-RW with other compatible 
systems in no time flat. There has never been a USB CD-RW drive like this. Ca ll and order today. APS CD·RW 12x4x32 SCSI $399.95 
APSDVD·RAM 
• Rewritable DVD discs with 5.2GB of storage for 

backup, archiving, even digital video storage 
• Also reads virtually any CD at up to 20X speed 

APS DVD-RAM 5GB 

$499.95 
(Kil> . . l External 
I !!;/£ " ' Configuration 

' 
~ 
~-~ _ ____,_..., 

LaCie FireWire 20GB Hard Drive 
• Easiest connections ever - hot swappable, 

no terminator, no device ID 
• Up to 63 FireWire devices on one bus 
• Ideal for personal video storage and editing, 

large-scale imaging/graphics 

$469.95 
USB and Firewire Drives 

APS USB CD·RW 4x4x24 
La Cie 10GB USB Hard Drive 
La Cie 20GB USB Hard Drive 
La Cie 20GB Firewire Hard Drive 
La Cie 37GB Firewire Hard Drive 

$279.95 
$259.95 
369.95 
469.95 
699.95 

APS 50GB LVD Ultra 2 Wide SCSI 
• 7200 rpm drives offer reliability, performance 
• Now, 50GB for your most data-intensive creations 

MODEL 

APS I 9GB LVD 

APS ST 9GB LVD 

50GBLVD 

999.95 
Internal Configuration 

RPM * BARE APS PRO 

7200 $299.95 $369.95 

7200 329.95 399.95 

APS Q 9.1GB Ultra 160m LVD 10000 429.95 499.95 

APS ST 9.1GB LVD 10000 429.95 499.95 

APS I 18GB LVD 7200 499.95 569.95 

APS ST 18GB LVD 

APS I 18GB LVD 

APS ST 18GB LVD 

APS I 36GB LVD 

'APS ST 36GB LVD 

APS ST 36GB LVD 

APS ST 50GB LVD 

7200 499.95 569.95 

10000 719.95 789.95 

10000 689.95 759.95 

7200 979.95 1,049.95 

7200 919.95 989.95 

10000 1,149.95 1,219.95 

7200 999.95 1,069.95 
Drives listed above carry a five year warranty. 

"'Bare configuration does not include a mounting bracket. 
Intended as a replacement internal SCSI drive. 

APSJazll 
• Two gigabytes of removable storage 
• Perfect for digital video professionals and 

service bureaus 8399 95 
APSJAZll I 

External Drive -Internal Price 

$299.95 
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION 

APS ST 9GB Ultra SCSI 
• Metalist Pro mechanism 
• Excellent for design/publishing at a new 

low price 

APS Ultra SCSI Drives 
MODEL RPM *BARE APS PRO 

APS ST 4GB 7200 $199.95 $269.95 
APS ST 9GB 7200 299.95 299.95 
APS I 18GB 7200 499.95 569.95 
Drives listed above carry a three year warranty. 

APS IDE Ultra ATA/66 Drives 
MODEL 

APS 10GB IDE 
APS 20GB IDE 

APS 37GB IDE 
Drives listed above carry a one year warranty 

RPM INTERNAL 

5400 $139.95 
5400 199.95 

5400 399.95 

Drives on these pages are covered by the APS 30-Day 
Money-Back Guarantee. 

Check our website at www.apstech.com for the most up-to-date prices 



APS HvperDAT® II 
• Inexpensive, but powerful desktop backup 
• Protects up to 4GB (native) per tape at up 

to 46MB/minute (No hardware compression) 

t!)~ If you run a fast-paced small business, or you 
~§ oversee busy corporate workstations, the 
HyperDAT II cuts your backup times by 64% over the 
original Hype rDAT II. The APS HyperDAT II can also use 
your existing DDS-1 tapes. The faster, next-generation 
mechanism comes in our APS Pro enclosure for top 
dependability. It also ships with MAC and PC backup 
software and a limited two-year warranty for super value. 

• 2.1 Megapixel capture 

NOW, YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BACKUP 

$599.95 
APS PRO CASE W/RETROSPECT SOFTWARE FOR MAC AND PC 

LaCie electron19blue 
• 19" Natural Flat Diamondtron® CRT 
• Award-winning, professional color 

See the big picture 

• Super HAD CCD lmager 

•Carl Zeiss Optics $999.95 $669. 
Displavs I Tablets 

Sony Monitors 
F-Series Monitor 19" Sony GDM·F400 

F-Series Monitor 21" Sony GDM·F500 
G-Series Monitor 19" Sony CPD·G400 
G-Series Monitor 21" Sony CPD-G500 

LaCie Monitors 
LaCie electron19blue 

LaCie electron22blue 

Sony LCD Displays 
Sony Multiscan CPD·L 133 
Sony Multiscan CPD·L 150 
Sony Multiscan CPD-L181 

CanonELURA 
DV Camcorder 
• Palm-sized w/12x 

optical/48x digital 
zoom lens 

• Better video quality 
than analog 
camcorders, VCRs 

$929.95 
1,759.95 

729.95 

1,199.95 

$669.95 
1,299.95 

$899.95 
1,249.95 
3,299.95 

• Easiest way to grab and produce video 

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION CALL 

INCLUDES BLUE HOOD 

Digital Cameras 
Sony Digital Cybershot DSC·F505 
Sony Digital Cybershot DSC·D770 

Sony Digital Mavica MVC·FD83 
Sony Digital Mavica MVC·FD88 

Sony Digital Mavica MVC·FD91 
Olympus C-2000 Zoom 
Olympus C-2500L 

Olympus D·620L 
Nikon Coolpix 950 
Epson PhotoPC 800 
Epson PhotoPC 750z 

Digital Video Camcorders 
Canon ULTURA 
Canon ELURA 
Canon XL·1 
Canon GL·1 

$999.95 
1,899.95 

699.95 
899.95 
947.95 
879.95 

1,499.95 
999.95 
929.95 

679.95 
559.95 

CALL 
CALL 

CALL 
CALL 

Mac OS is a registered trademark of Apple Camputer, Inc. APS and APS Technologies are 
registered trademarks. Other brand or product names are registered lrademarks or 
trademarks of their respective holden;. 

: ~1~~~s5:1~0C:S~i°'~;5b,cx:ff1g,f~ 
.~'g;~specificalionsaresucyea tochange 

1111houtnotice. 
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APS Tape Backup 
APS NS-8 (Travan NS-8) SCSI 

APS NS·20 (Travan NS-20) SCSI 
APS HyperDAT® II (DDS·2) SCSI 

APS HyperDAT® Ill (DDS·3) SCSI 
APS HyperDAT® IV (DDS-4) LVD 
APS DLT 4000 SCSI 

APS DLT8000 LVD 
APS AIT PLUS Ultra Wide 
APS AIT II LVD 

APS AIT Plus Autoloader Ultra Wide 
APS DDS·3 Autoloader SCSI 

Ships with Retrospect software. 

Printers I Scanners 
Printers 
Epson Stylus Color 900 Printer 

Epson Stylus Photo 1200 USB Color Printer 
Epson Stylus Color 1520 Printer 
Epson Stylus Color 3000 (Mac & PC) 
Epson Stylus Pro 5000 Color Printer 

Scanners 
AGFA Duoscan Solo 

Nikon Coolscan Ill (LS-30) (MAC) 
Nikon Coolscan Ill (LS-30) (PC) 
Nikon Coolscan 2000 (LS-2000) 

Power Management 
APC Surge Station Pro 8 

APC Surge Station Pro 8 w/2 tel 
APC Net 8 Surge Station 
APC Net 8 Surge Station w/Net P 

APC Line Conditioner,R-1250 APC 
APC Line Conditioner,R-600 APC 

APC BackUPS Pro 280S APC 

APC BackUPS Pro 420S APC 
APC BackUPS Pro 650S APC 
APC BackUPS Pro 1000S APC 
APC BackUPS Pro 1400S APC 

- CLOSEOUT SALE -

APS Q 4.5GB Ultra Wide SCSI (External) 

APS Q 4.5GB Ultra2 Wide SCSI (Internal) 

APS I 9GB Ultra Wide SCSI (Internal) 

APS Pro Enclosure (Closed Front 8·Bit) 

APS Pro Enclosure (Closed Front 16-Bit) 

APS ShortStack 2x9GB 10K rpm U2W 

APS 18GB IDE (Internal) 

Cobalt Qube 2 64MB DRAM 13GB 

Iomega 1 GB Jaz Cartridge (PC Format) 

$349.95 
499.95 
649.95 

899.95 
1,249.95 
1,999.95 

4,399.95 
1,899.95 
3,899.95 

3,999.95 
2,999.95 

$399.95 

499.95 
499.95 

1,249.95 
2,999.95 

$2,459.95 

979.95 
979.95 

1,795.95 

$32.95 
37.95 

33.95 
47.95 

129.95 
99.95 

134.95 
219.95 

269.95 
365.95 
459.95 

$249.95 

259.95 

299.95 

49.95 

49.95 

999.95 

549.95 

1,499.95 

59.95 

24 HRsnDAvs A WEEK Call 800-443-4299 ~ TECH 
Corporate Sales (800) 554-3941 International (816) 920-4109 Advanced tools for digital visionaries '" 



EPSON smus COLOR 740 • l=K YOUR~ MACINTOSH DIRECT RESELLER - SINCE 1987! 
• Mac Senal and USB 

compatible 
• 1440 x720 dpi 
• 6ppm blk/5 ppm color 
Item #PR14065 

'!'nee BEFORE $5-0 mfr. mail-in rebate is $1 99.95 - $5-0 = $149.95. 
Rebate aiupon available at waretnuse.cmn/rebate/ep&m, or call us at 
1-800-390-07111i to request ooe. Offer •'IJ<es 1131/2000. 

The Super-fast Power Mac™ G4s are 
here, with 128-bit processing! 

3COM PALM Vx CONNECTED 
ORGANIZER WITH MACPAC 2 

{1):fil!/ &Iri!J lRtlE11 .,.. 
~ 
• 8MB: 4X the memory of Palm V 
• Rethargeable lithium-ion battery 
• lnciudes MacPac 2 software 

Pr:~:~~~/;~1~~~~1s 
every aspect of your 

document! 

QuarkXPress 4.0 Full Version: DTP0694 .. .. s72995 

'Rlr PageMaker owners. Serial number required at time of purchase. 

r---------------, 
: ti Apple 
! 300MHz iBooK! 

Power Mac G4 

s1599! 
Lease/ti for as low 

as $47/month/ 
Call for details! 

Power Mac 64 features: 
• Up to a 450MHz PowerPC G4 processor 
• 1 MB Backside Level 2 Cache running at 

half the processor speed 
• ATI RAGE 128 graphics card with 

16MB of video SDRAM 
• One AGP 2X slot with graphics card 

(on CPU1514, CPU1515) 

• Up to 27.0GB hard drive 
• Up to 256MB SDRAM (exp. to 1.5GB) 

• 32X max. variable CD-ROM (on CPU1513) 
or DVD-ROM drive (on CPU1514) or 
DVD-RAM drive (on CPU1515) 

• 56K modem (on CPU1513, CPU1514) 
Packed with power, 

and wrapped 
Model shown is CPU1513. A • Zip Drive (on CPU1514, CPU1515) 

• 300MHz G3 
• 32MB SDRAM 

in a stunning 
notebook design! 

Apple® 1711 

Studio Display 
• 17" screen (16" viewable) 
• .25mm aperture grille pitch 
• 1600 x 1200@ 60Hz 
• Graphite/Ice to match your G4 

Item #MON1044 ................ 0nly s499 ! 

• 10/1 OOBase-T Ethernet 
• Wireless networking with optional 

Airport card and base (sold separately; 
CPU1514, CPU1515 only) 

• Up to 3 FireWire ports 
• "Instant access" side door makes 

it easy to install cards, drives, 
and memory 

• 3.2GB IDE hard drive 350MHz Power Mac G4/64MB SDRAM/10GB Ultra ATA/33 HD/32x max. 

~::~~~~-~~~~.~ ~~~~. ~~::'.'~ ~~~~ ................ ~~~~~I~! .1~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~-s:'°!'.":?:' .. s1599 ! • 24X max. variable 
CD-ROM 

• 56K modem 
• 12.1" Active-Matrix 

Color Display 

400MHz Power Mac G4/128MB SDRAM/20GB Ultra ATA/66 HD/DVD-ROM with DVD-Video 

Bluebeny: Item #CPU1463 $1599 
Tangerine: Item #CPU1464 ea. 

it~~~~~~~~~:~-~/~.~ -~~~.~i.~ ~~~~ . . ..... . .... . ~:~~~I~! !?~~~~~~ ~~ -~7~'."}?:' .. ~499 ! 
450MHz Power Mac G4/256MB SDRAM/27GB Ultra ATA/66 HD/5.2GB DVD-RAM 

1:~ ~;u~~~o ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ :,-~~i:.~'.1:'~ ......... . ~~a.s:~~ ~~r·a·s· 1?~. ~~ ~~ ~~~~·· __ s3499 ! 
We accept 

these major credit cards. 

• Oursa!esstafflsreadytotakeyourorder24hoursaday, 
7 days a week. We accept the following major credit 
cards: Visa, MasterCard, Discover Gard/NOVI.JS, ArnEx. Your 
credit card will not be charged unUleachitem is shipped 
(no surcharge). CT, IL, NJ and OH residents add applicable 
sarestax. 

• Overnight delivery just $9.95 per order up to 5 pounds. For 
allorclersover5pounds,shlpplngls$9.95plusan 
additional$1 .75perpoondor fractlonthereof.(Example: 
shippingfora6pound order ls $11.70). P1easeaddan 
additional S3.00 for all orders S50.00 and under. 

• Ordersfor "in-stock"itemsplacedonweekdaysupunlil 

12:00 midnight (E), 10:00 pm {E) for Internet orders, ship 
same dayforovemight delivery(barringS)Stemfallure, 
etc.).Weanticipatebeingabletoship "oot-of·stock"items 
within30 days. 

• All items we sell come with the MacWAREHOUSE 30-0ay 
Guarantee Against Defects. call our Customer Service 
Department at 1-800-925-6227 for a Return Merchandise 
Aulhortzation (RMA) number within 30 days of the original 
invoicedate.Delectivesoftwarewillbereplaced 
lmmedlatelyupon receiptoflhedefectiveproduct.Oefective 
hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion. 
exceptforproductsfromApple 

1·800-SOS-APPI. (1-800-767-2775), or Tektronix 
(1 ·800-835-6100). These manufacturers must be contacted 
directly, and will repair or replace products at their sole 
discretion. Should you return hardware to MacWAREHOUSE 
tromAppleorTektronix, yuuwi!I be assessed a 15% 
restockingleewhichwillbechargedtoyouraccountAll 
retumsaresubjectlothe following: 1.Allproductsmustbe 
returned in original packaging. 2. Shipping and haodling 
chargesarenotrefundab!e. 3.Softwareandconsumables 
arenotrefundableun!essretumedunopenedinoriglnal 
packagingwithdocumentalion. 4.Customordersalldcables 
are not refundable. 

5. Products designated as "all sales final"are not refundable. 
Copyright° 1999 Micro Warehouse, Inc. MacWAREHOUSE• is 
a division of Micro Warehouse, Inc. Item availability and price 
subjecttochangewithout nolice.WeregretthatwecaMotbe 
responsible for typographical errors. All prices shown in U.S. 
dollars. Micro Warehouse makes no representations or 
warranties of any kind and assumes no liability concerning 
wtietheranyoflheproductsorservicessoldbyusareYear 
2000 Compliant. Year 20CXJ representations and warranties 
maybesupplieddirectlytoourcustomersbythe 
manufacturersorpublishersofcertainproducts. 

§ leases are only available to business customers with approved credit on product orders where at least one product totals $750 or more. Lease payments are based on a 48-month Lease. Call today to see how you can qualify. Lease terms are subject to change. 



YOUR ~ONLINE SOURCE FOR TOP BRAND COMPUTER PRODUCTS! 

Get your own Online Ordering Center at: ~·- '--
CorporateAdvantage. Warehouse.com ~ . ..:= 

iNlac,M BlowOut! 
Price Slashed! Save s3001 
While Supplies Last! 
ti. Apple iMac 333MHz 
• 333MHz G3 Processor • 32MB SDRAM (exp. to 256MB) 
• 6.0GB hard drive • 24X max. variable CD-ROM drive 
• 56K modem• 10/100Base-T Ethernet• ATI RAGE Pro 

Turbo 2D/3D graphics accelerator with 6MB video memory 
• 15" color monitor 

ti. Apple iMac 350MHz 
• 350MHz G3 Processor • 64MB SDRAM 
(exp. to 512MB) • 6.0GB hard drive • 24X CD-ROM 
drive • 56K modem • Optional Airport™ wireless 
networking• 2 USB ports• 15" color monitor 

ti Apple iMac DY 400MHz 
• 400MHz G3 processor • 64MB SDRAM (exp. 512MB) 
• 10GB Hard Drive • 4X DVD ROM Drive • 56K Modem 
• Optional Airport wireless networking • ATI Rage 
128 VR 2D/3D graphics accelerator with 8MB SDRAM 
graphics memory and AGP 2X support • 2 FireWire ports , 
• 2 USB ports •15" color monitor O I 
• iMovie software 0 Y 

$1299! Blueberry: Item #CPU1493 
Grape: Item #CPU11494 
Lime: Item #CPU1496 
Strawberry: Item #CPU1495 
Tangerine: Item #CPU1497 

each . ·, : .. 
ti. Apple iMac DY Special Edition 
• 400MHz G3 processor • 128MB SDRAM 
(exp. 512MB) • 13.0GB Hard Drive• 4X 
DVD ROM Drive • 56K Modem • Optional 
Airport wireless networking • 2 FireWire 
ports• 2 USB ports • ATI Rage 128 VR 
2D/3D graphics accelerator with 8MB 
SDRAM graphics memory and AGP 

Only 

$1499! 
2X support• 15" color monitor• iMovie software 

1-800-981-9192 

IMAC G3 MEMORY 

- . 
' 

32MB SDRAM for 333MHz s 
95 

CHP0658 ...... : .. ....... ..... ...................... 149 
64MB PC100 SDRAM for 350MHz & faster 
CHP1037 ... ...... ....... .......................... 529995 

Prices subject to change. 

FREE' MYST! 
with any order from MacWAREHOUSE! 

Ask for item #AAA0742. 
'SJ.95 shipping and handling applies. Shipped 
in prmootional paclraging. Hurry! Offer good 
while supplies last. 

r:----------
1 APPLE G3 POWERBOOKS"' 1 
1AslowasA••111...- 1 

:$2499 ~·-'I;~· ~~ DVD : 
I - 1 
I 333MHz G3 processor/64MB SDRAM/4.DGB IDE HD/14X max. I 
I vanable CD·RDM/56K Modem/ 14.l "ActNe-Matrix Display I 
I CPU1359: leaselt! for $73/mo.• ........ 

52499 I 
I 400MHz G3 processor/64MB SDRAM/ 6.0GB IDE HD/ I 
I DVD·ROM/56K Modem/ 14.l "Active-Matrix Display I 
LC~11,62;_ L~s,;!l!..!,o!:J!£2.!,T!!:: ;.:.:.: . :0:3~~9 ..I 
§Leases are only available to business customers with approved 

credit on product orders where at least one product totals $750 or 
more. Lease payments are based on a 48-month Lease. Call today 
to see how you can qualify. Lease terms are subject to change. 

WWW Warehouse Com/ma ln-stockitems, call bymidnight (E), 
• • or order online by 1 Opm (E) Mon.·Fri. 



• USB floppy free with any Purchase of 
400Mhz iMac DV or OV SE. 

iMac Blueberry 
Offer Ends 12/ 31/ 99 

iMac DY Special 
• G3 350 MHz Processor • Built-in 15" Monitor G3 400 MHz Processor • Built-in 15" Monitor • G3 400 MHz Processor (13.8" Viewable) 
• 6GB Hard Drive (13. 8'' Viewable) • JOGH Hard Drive (13.8'' Viewable) • J3GB Hard Dri1ie • USB Keyboard & Mouse 
• 64MB RAM; fapandable to USB Keyboard & Mouse • 64MH I/AM; E.tpaudable to 512MB • US/3 Keyboard & Mouse • J28MB I/AM; Expandable to 512MB 

512MB • Ttvo USB Ports • Slot-lo11di11g DVD-ROM Two Firewire Ports • 24x Slot-loading DVD-ROM 
' 24.t Slot-loading CD-ROM • A11 llt1ge 128 BMB SDAM w/AGP • Video Out Optiou • A11llage128 BMB SDAM w/.4Gl' 
• A11llage 128 BMB SD4M 2.tsupport 2xsupport 

w/AGP2.tsupport • Ttvo USH Ports • Built· in 15" Monitor 

• Two USB Ports 
• 2 Firewire Ports 
• Video Out Option 

.... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Cool Software: Mac OS installed with QuickTime, Microsoft Internet fa1;lore1; Microsoft Outlook Express, NetscapeCommunicato1; EdView Internet Safety Kit FamilyEdition, Appleworks, 

Quicken Deluxe, Palm Desktop, Fa.xS7F, \Vorld Book Encyclopedia, Kid Pix Studio Deluxe, Adobe PageMill, Bugdom, and Nanosaur software; complete setup, teaming and 
reference doc11111entatio11; and limited warranty. Deluxe, Adobe PageMill, Bugdom, and Nanosaur .......................... 

'499 

••• Rage Orlon 
128Dlt t&MB 0 .. 1 

Accllerator 

STORAGE 
IBM ®ULTRASTAR 18ES 

· . ~9.lGB 



32MB SDRAM 
3.2GB IDE HD 
24xCD/ROM 

56K Fax Modem 
12.1" TFT Display 

Up to 6hr. battery life 

Slim. Stunning. Superfast. With PowerPC G3 processors 
running at up to 400 MHZ, and an even thinner and lighter 
design, the new Macintosh PowerBook G3 Series gives 
your the ultimate combination of performance and 
mobility. And with dual-Battery capabilities, you can · 
use your PowerBook G3 for longer than ever-up to 
10 hours at a time. 

ales 
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week .. (800) 217-9208 
Customer Service 
M·F Sam·?pm PST .. ................... (800) 551-6398 
Inquiries & International Sales 
M - F Sam· 9pm PST... .(949) 768-8130 

24-Hour Fax ........................... (949) 768-9354 

Corporate/Educational Sales 
M - F Sam - Spm PST... .(800) 258-2621 
Technical Support 
M - F Sam - 9pm PST ............. (800) 854-6227 

32MB SYNC DIMM M905 2401 
64MB SYNC DIMM M905 2402 
128MB SYNC DIMM M905 2403 
PowerBook G3 Memory 
32MB SYNC DIMM M905 2298 
64MB SYNC DIMM M905 2299 
128MB SYNC DIMM M905 2300 
256MB SYNC DIMM M905 2358 

E-Mail: ClubMac Sales .. .... cmsales@clubmac.com 
Customer Service ... custsvc@clubmac.com 
Technical Support .... techsup@clubmac.com • lli•llilllilffitti::ilc:J::il!m:J[Jiiiiiilillill 

Mail: ClubMac ..... 7 Hammond, Irvine, CA 92618 



Apple® iBook™ Get Unplugged! 
iBook AirPort Base Station 
• Surf the Net or network wirelessly* 
• Up to 150' range lets you 

and the iBook roam around 
the home or classroom 

• 300MHz PowerPC'" G3 processor 

• 3.2GB IDE hard disk 

• 32MB SDRAM, upgradable 
to 160MB RAM 

• 12.1" TFT Active Matrix 
SVGA display (800x600) 

#110920 

#110919 AirPort Card 
"Requires the Ai rPort Card. 

New! 
NOW SHIPPING! 

• 24X maximum variable •

15
9
4
,, 

• :~~e!~~~:~~O~;~~e Ethernet 

• Translucent polycarbonate case 
• Battery life up to six hours 
• Weighs only 6.7 pounds 

;: I • . ~ ~ . ' ... . . - . - . .. 

~ .. 
ONLY a month to own 

#11091 5 Apple iBook - Tangerine . . .. . $1594.98 
s3 5 a new IBook! 

Apple Loan Program 
CAU NOW TD APPLY! #110916 Apple iBook - Blueberry .... $1594.98 

#110917 AC Power Adapter for iBook .. $68.98 
#1 1091 8 Rechargeable Battery for iBook .$128.96 

- . 

. 
SURCHAR~~ ., lal 

ON CREDIT ~ l..d.I 
CARDS ~ nll:il 

Credit cards are not charged until the order is shipped. Most products ship the same day (barring system failure, etc.). Shipping options include Ground. 2nd Day and Overnight delivery. 
Freight is based on average product weight. Handling extra. Insurance available. Special orders may require special shipping and handling charges. Call for international shipping rates . 
Prices and product availability subject to change without notice. Specials and promotions may be limited to stock on hand. Not responsible for typographical errors. All products sold by 
Multiple Zones International (MZI) are third party products and are subject to the warranties & representations of the applicable manufacturers. including but not limited to Y2K compliance. 
Accordingly, MZI makes no representation or warranty with respect to Y2K compliance of product sold. ©2000 Copyright Multiple Zones International. Inc. All rights reserved. 
Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Apple; the Apple logo, Macintosh• and PowerBook" are registered trademarks of the Apple Computer, Inc. 



I Mac 
Special Edition 
8149498 

Makinga ~ New! 

The Ultimate iMac! 
Apple® iMac™ 
Special Edition 
400MHz G3 Processor 
128MB SDRAM 
13.0GB Hard Drive 
4x Max. var. speed, slot Loading 
DVD Drive 
2 FireWire Ports 

Running at 400 Mbps! 
2 USB Ports 

• • iMovie lets you capture, edit and 
• create your own digital movies in minutes! 

Supports Airport* 
... and more! •Requires 

Airport Card. 

-movie 
is as easy as 

using 1-Mac•* 
your • 
11111111 Apple® • 

NEW 
fllllll 

COIJlllll 
Apple® iMac™ DV 

\ iMovie™ 
• Create memorable 

home movies 
• Add short video clips 

to your web site 
• Send a video greeting 
• Be the star of 

your own music video 
• Deliver powerful presentations 

that bring your message to life 
• Capture, edit and create your video project 

with easy-to-use visual controls 
• Add a digital camcorder 

and make your own movies 
*iMac DV models only. 

Corporate bids welcome! 
Fax to 1-800-684-8080 
I A NAsDAq• COMPANY Ticker Symbol: MZON I 

400MHz G3 Processor 

64MB SDRAM 

1 O.OGB Hard Drive 

DVD Drive Slot Loading 

2 FireWire Ports 
2 USB Ports 
iMovie lets you create digital movies! 
AirPort Ready 

Order by Phone 

1.800 .3 04.0286 

AM I Starting at .-..JP e ONLY 

iMac $28/MO 
With the Apple loan Do......;;. ' 

CAU NOW TO • ·~ram. 
APPLY! 

Apple® New Law Pric 
iMac™ !lllHr 
333MHz G3 Processor WAS NO§ NLY 
32MB SDRAM sa 4sl 6.0GB Hard Drive 

24x Max. var. speed 

CD Drive 
56K Modem 
Strawberry #102986 
Lime #102989 
Tangerine #102988 

Limited Supplies! 
Order Today! 

Grape #102987 
Blueberry #102985 

New350MHz! 
New Bluebeny Color! s9AY4s 
Apple® iMac™ U 
350MHz G3 Processor 

64MB SDRAM 
#112623 

6.0GB Hard Dnve Supports 
24x Max var speed A1rPort 
CD Drive Slot Loading ReAquires opt1ona1 

irport card 

Stereo Speakers Harman Kardon 

56K Modem 

USB Ports Dual 12 Mbps 

iMac DV 
8129498 

Tangerine 
Strawberry 
Blueberry 
Grape 
Lime 

#112618 

#112620 

#112622 

#112619 

Order Online Today 

, zones·= ™ 



for PowerBook G3 

VST Zip Drive .I , " 
for Power8ook G3 

1111· 
-

NEW\ Apple® 
Power Mac™ 64 

STARTING AT 

15841 

Every Power Mac G4 Includes: 
• Two 400 Mbps FireWire ports 
• Two 12 Mbps USB ports 
• 10/1 OOBase-T Ethernet port 
• Up to 1.5GB maximum 

system memory 
• Up to 1 OOGB maximum HD storage 

Meet the PowerPC 64 
with Velocity Engine 

The first supercomputer on a chip! 
Velocity 
Engine 

Processes 
informalion 
ill 128-bit 

c/Junks 

Pentium 

•• • • •• 

.iii 
Processes 

i11f_ormatio11 
in 32-or 64-
blt chunks 

• 100MHz system bus 
• Three 64-bit 33MHz PCI slots 
• One 32-bit 66MHz PCI graphics slot 

with 16 MB SGRAM; ATI RAGE 128 
20/30 graphics accelerator 

Apple® 11' Studio Display 

1109996 

® 20% Thinner & Apple 2 lbs. lighter! 

PowerBook™ G3 
333 & 4DOMHz Features 

• Two USB ports 
• FireWire capable* 
• Mac OS 8.6 
• 8MB VRAM 
• S-Videonv output 

for easy TV or VCR 
connection 

• 10/100 Base-T 
Ethernet port 

• 56K V.90 modem 
'Requires FireWire 2 Go PC Card 

• ATI Rage LT Pro 
graphics accelerator 
for enhanced 20 
and 30 graphics 

• 384MB max. 
system RAM 

• Built-in SCSI port 
• Integrated 4 Mbps 

lrDA technology 
for easy wireless 
LAN access 

Apple® PowerBook® $249498 
G3/333MHz .. . #108066 

Apple® PowerBook® $349498 
G3/400MHz ... #108061 

64MB RAM, 6.0GB HD, DVD-ROM, 
1 MB Backside Cache, 14r' Display 

Credit cards are not charged until lhe order is shipped. Most products ship the same day (barring system failure, etc.). Shipping options include Ground, 2nd Day and Overnight deliveiy. 

~~1b~~t~~J~~6~u0c~ ~~~fi~~~1 i~~~b]~c~1r~g~~-a~~~d~i~~oeu~~~tl6~~5aP~~1af~~~db~ro5~6fi~~~r~i~s ~1r~i~~di[g ~foecc~ab~~ig~~~gN~i~e~~~~1~~g1;~~~~0~~~1p1~~!r~e~r~~~~~TI1 ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~sby 
Multiple Zones lnlernalional (MZI) are third party products and are subject lo the warranties & representations of the applicable manufacturers, including but not limited to Y2K compliance. 
Accordingly, MZI makes no representation or warranty with respect lo Y2K compliance of product sold. ©2000 Copyright Multiple Zones International, Inc. All rights reserved. 
Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Apple? the Apple logo, Macintosh0 and PowerBool(t are registered trademarks of the Apple Computer, Inc. 



MacOS9 
f<eaturing Sherlock 2 

Sherlock 2 automatically 
downloads software upgrades 
from the Internet, and even 
installs them for you! 

Replace your 
bulky paper 
planner! 

Palm Ille 

File Sharing 
now works over the 
Internet! Share files, 
folders and data with 

Make your Mac 
new again! 
Designed to be your co-pilot 
on the Internet, Mac OS 9 makes 
your Mac more powerful, more 
Internet-friendly and more fun to 
use than ever before. Packed with 
50 new features! 
Here are just 
nine of them: 

Multiple
User Log-in 
Now you can share your Mac 
AND keep all your Internet, 
desktop and application pref
erences the way you left them! 

Voiceprint 
Password 
Access all your ........ . 
e-mail, Web, and file server 
accounts with your voice! 

Find and do more on 
the Web faster and 
easier than ever! 

Encryption 
Keep your private 
info private with 
industrial-strength 
encryption! 

Corporate bids welcome! 
Fax to 1-800-684-8080 

Source Code Order by Phone 

MA020 1.800.304.0286 
I A NASDAq• COMPANY Ticker Symbol: MZON I 

Network Browser 
Find Internet file servers, 
FTP servers and Web 
servers as easily as you find 
printers on your network! 

AppleScript 
over TCP/IP 
Remotely control 
your Mac (or a whole 
battery of them) 
from wherever 
you are! 

• ' Mac OS 9 ..... . 



Upgrades for 
_ _ --~ Nubus PowerMac 

6100/7100/8100 
WGS 6100/7100/8150 

ltadius 110 
Perfonna 611 X Series 

SONNET Nubus Series from $239 

G3/240-266mhz 5 I 2k 2: I ..... ~@N N@I ..... $239 
G3/240-266mhz I 024k 2: I . .. ... $295 
G3/300mhz 1024k 2:1 .............. :.~:.! .. '..~.'.:.: ........ $339 
G3/400mhz I 024k 2: I ...................................... $485 
NEW G4 Upgrades Now Available! 

lnterex XLR8 ZIF Carrier PCI DaughterCards 
ZIF Carrier Card without ZIF Processor .................................... $154 
ZIF Carrier with OWC Mercury G3/333mhz I 024k Cache .... $295 
ZIF Carrier with OWC Mercury G3/350mhz I 024k Cache .... $345 
ZIF Carrier with OWC Mercury G3/400mhz I 024k Cache .... $399 

p R 0 c Es s 0 R ZIF Carrier with owe Mercury G3/500mhz I 024k Cache .... $749 
ZIF Carrier with G4 Processor ................................................ $CALL 

Upgrade with a G3 Now and Put a G4 on &t later! 
XLRB ZIF Carrier will work with the same ZIFs of the A le G3 PowerMacs. Upgrade your G3 PowerMac with a new ZIF 

and put the old ZIF on an XLRB Carrier Card! 

Call for Gl and G4 
ZIF Upgrades for all 
Gl Beige and 
Gl Blue/White PowerMacs! 



I ~ 
IBM • SCSI ' 

• 7200 rpm 

9,1 Gig$249 : ~~,;'.;~Warranty 
Int. Ext.:$299 

All OWC HardDrives Include 
65mb ol free softwirt installed. External version fe.iwres pbtinwn case with dual SCSI poru. 

flush.button SCSI ID and 40 watt power and SCSI cable. 

~ FWB HDTool Kit vl .x available for $10 with Han! Olive pun:hase 
Int. Ext. 

fuJITSU 
4.5g!> MAB 7200rpm 7.8ms51lk Syr.warr. $I 79 $229 
9.lgh MAB 7lOOrpm7.8m1SlllSyr.warr. $249 $299 

IBM 
9.12i>UltraStarl8ES 7200rpm 7.Smsl048k5yr.warr. $279 $335 
l8.i:gbUltraStarl8ES1200rpm1.sm1204eksyr.warr. $435 $499 

QUANTUM 
4.5gb Vikin~ II llOOrpm 7.Sms IOHk 5 yr Wm $245 $299 
9.lgbAtlas'lll noorpm7.Sms IOl4klyrWarr $249 $299 
18.2gbAtlas l11 1200rpm 78m510Hk5yrWm $339 $399 

SEAGATE 
2.~b Barracuda 7ll!O!Pm8.Sm1s12klyrWarr $89 $139 
9.1 U2 Barracuda l8LP 7200rpm 7.lms 5 yr Warr $315 $409 
18. gbU2Barracudal8LP noorpm7.lms SyrWm $475 $569 
Call or visit our website for 0<rfull line induding Ultra Wide and Ultral SCSI solutions. 

3.5" IDE Internal Hard Drives 
~Western 
~,r. Digital 

6.4 Gig IDE . 
Western Digital ·· · 

9 • 5400RPM 
•9.Sms 
• I Year Warranty 

Int. 

IBM Deskst:ar GP I 5.2gb 11oorpm ··---···-····-····$149 
IBM Deskstar GP 25.2gb 5400rpm ......................... $255 
IBM Deskstar GP 37.5gb s400rpm ·-·······-··-·····$335 
Seagate Medalist 6.4gb 5400rpm ............................ ... ... $1 09 
Seagate Medalist I 3gb 5400rpm ······--···········-·····$139 
Seagate 28.0gb 7200rpm . . . $299 
Quantum 6.4gbnoorpm ··- .... ............. $109 
Quantum I O.Ogb noorpm ....................................... ............. $135 
Quantum 20.4gbnoorpm .................................................... $175 
Call or Visit www.macsa les.com for our full line. 

iBook 
Memo~!::i!oI 
32 MEGABYTE .......... $55 
64 MEGABYTE ........ $ I 09 
128 MEGABYTE .... $249 

SDRAM Memory for G3/ G4 
and iMac 350&400mh \ 

Beige~Macs 
32'MEG $69 
64MEG $109 
128 MEG $199 
256 MEG $379 

Memory br Blue & White GJ and 
Graphite G4 Power Macs 

$69 
$109 
$199 
$439 

Memory for iBook, PowerBook 
Wallstreet&Lombarcl 

& iMac 233,266,333 
..A 

I II 
32 MEGABYTE - .. - ... - .. -··-.. ·-····-··--$69 
64-MEGABYTE .. _,_,,,_,_,,_$109 
128 MEGABYTE .. --· .. --.. -·-... $199 
256 MEGABYTE ·--·-.. --.--$439 
Call for PowerBook 190150011400153001340013500 and Duo Series Memory 

IDE PowerBoo 
Hard Drives 

for IBook, PowerBook G3, 
Duo 2300/ 2400 

PowerBook 5300I 190I 1 5iS 
4.3GB Fujitsu 4l00rpm llmmSuperSlimv.i!hlYearWamncy $189 
6.4GB IBM Travelstor 4lOOrpm llmmSlimwnYearWm. $255 
I 0.1 GB Toshiba uOOrpmllmmSlimlYe.irWarr $299 
10.IGB IBMTravelstor 4200rpm 1lmm SlimlYearWm $349 
15.0GB IBM Travelstor 4lOOrpm llmdm lYearWarr. $549 
25.0GB IBMTravelstorHOOrpm 17mmnon-~imv.idilyrWarr. $645 
*"' some computers require slim model 2.5" Drives 

Memory listed by OWC is New with Lifetime W arranty and 30 Day Money Back 
Guarantee. All Mem ory products meet or exceed Apple Specifications. 

2k Refresh 70 or 60ns (specify) 

32MEGABYTE 
64MEGABYTE 
128 MEGABYTE 

sv 
$65 

$139 
$199 

EDOSV 
$79 
$149 
$185 

• -· SIMM 72 PIN Memory 2k Refresh 60ns 

16 MEGABYTE ----·--$25 
32 MEGABYTE ·-·--·--$74 
64 MEGABYTE ·---·---.• $99 

SIMM 30 PIN 
Memory 

Non-Parity for Older Macs 

4 MEG 70 or 60 NanoSeconds- •• - $15 
16 MEG 70or60 NanoSeconds-$3~ 

Mac Video RAM 
2561< PMac 71 OO/QuadraB00/650 -$15 
512k PMac 8100/Quadra's/LC's $19 
1 MEG PMac 72!73f75f76/85/8600 & Compat $25 
4 MEG Motorola StarMax/PowerMac 4400 $29 
4 MEG GJ Video SGRAM $25 

owe is ~!echworks Authorized Reseller. . lllHJIJllU•U\d 
Call orVts1t www.macsales.com for the best pnces I 
on Techwori<s Brand Memory. .lln!<T'.11>1\•pm· 

OtherWortd Computing 
224 West Judd St, Woodstock, IL 60098 

International: (8 15) 338-8685 
IAD0200 / Fax: (8 15) 338-4332 



New iMacs Starting ai 
~~~1iBook 

The #1 tax software now I Outrageous performance. Over 50 NEW features, 
including Sherlock 2! 

$1:099 
includes FREE MaclnTax State!' ~~HI.ii~ • 300MHz PowerPC G3 processor 

$Aft95 • 512K backside level 2 cache 
only VU #49794 Only -._, #52757 • 66MHz System bus 
Price refiects S20 mfr. mail·in 
upgrade rebate for OS 8.5·8.6 owners. 

BMB Picture Card, camera bag 
and AC adapter. USB and 
serial compatible. 

$1:All99 
only .,..:I #54131 

>- HP's PhotoREt II 
color layering technology 

>- Bppm black, 5ppm color 
)' 600 x 600dpi 

only 
519999

#49550 ~--1) 
I!!!~! I Zip 250MB USB Drive 

>- Easy to connect USB ~o• 
>- Ultra-slim case lMJ 
only517999#5201~ 

If Product --------you-Get EXCLUSIVE l 
Price is Between Cash Savings 

'799-1199 ' 25 Gift Cheque 
' 1200-1799 ' 50 Cash Back 
' 1800-2899 ' 100 Cash Back 

Manage your personal 
financial situation using 
the power of the Web! 

$1Jft99* 
only ril:I #48131 

Introducing the 

Mac 
Software& 
Accessories~~• 
8.UfeTS 
Guide! 

• 32MB of SDRAM; supports to 
160MBRAM 

• 3.2GB IDE hard disk drive 
• Built-in 24X CD-ROM drive 
Connectivity. 
• One 12-Mbps Universal Serial Bus 

(USB) port 
• Built-in 10/lOOBASE-T Ethernet 
• Built-in 56K modem 
Great graphics and video features. 
• ATJ RAGE Mobility graphics 

controller with 2X AGP for 20/30 
• 4MB SDRAM video memory 
• 12.1-inch (diagonal) built-in TIT 

SVGA active-matrix display 
• 800 x 600 res. for 

millions of colors 
I Built-in speaker 
• 16-bit stereo 

sound output 
Compact size. 
• 13.511 X 11.6 II X 1.811 

• 6.6 pounds 

Outrageous performance. 
• 333 or 400MHz PowerPC G3 
• 64MB RAM exp. to 384MB RAM 
I Hot-swappable expansion bay 
• 2 USB ports, SCSI port, 

power adapter port 
• Built-in 10/lOOBASE-T Ethernet 
• One PC Card Slot n Mac OS 8.6 
• 8MB SDRAM video memory 
• AT! RAGE LT Pro video controller 
• 10.4" x 12.7" x 1.7'' @ 5.9 lbs. 
• 14.l" (diagonal) display 
• Includes 1 Lithium-ion battery, 

5 hrs.; supports 2 batteries, 10 hrs. 
The new features of the G3 
PowerBooks include two USB 
ports and hig/1-speed 
10/lOOBASE-T Ethernet! 

Order MHz RAM HD Cache Drive ----------------

"lhe Portable 
lllllacl 
Cool software. 
• Mac OS 8.6 
• Netscape Communicator 
• AppleWorks and MORE! 

only$1,594 
Or lease for ss6/mo. 
#53611 Blueberry 

#53612 Tangerin~e~=~~;;;;lli. 

Modem Price Lease 
:~~gg:!~~~ :~~g g;~~ ~:~~ 1ti 

'4400+ ' 250 Cash Back~~ 

Call For 
Yours Today! 
1·888-425-MALL 

!153607 3]~- 64MB 4GB 512K 24X CD·ROM 56K 14.1" Active Matrix '2,494 '_l_QQ__ 

Allof{m ares11bjrcttocltange.Limitl{m offerp<rmstomer. · 
S<i/a taJ11111/j/1ippi11,rr1011otq1mlifjoaspartofpri:xluctpria: to111/. · , 
\111/ido11/y o11rey11/111i11stockiteim-sptcialordr;r 1111dcleam,,ce 
i1tm.sdonot11pply. ,Vot1u/id"itlzU1l)'Otherolfrr. 

Visit Our Onllne Catalog 
at sottware.macmall.com 

#53608 400 64MB 6GB !MB DVD-ROM 56K 14.1" Active Matrix '3 494 '140 
C:au f~r E ven. Lower Prices! A.sk for details on ou;.. low lease rates ! 

Order Any Time! Open 24 Hours! 
Order Today by 10pm EST
Get it Tomorrow by 10:30 am! 1-BOO 965-3282 



Newillacs 
Now in Stock! 
up to 

iMac DV Special Edition 

only 

$1,494-s=""' == 

For those who want a 
little more, there's the 

iMac DV Special Edition. 
It includes all the great 
features of the iMac DV 
models and it comes in 
a unique graphite color. 
Processor and Memory 
• 128MB of SDRAM; two 

SODIMM slots support 
up to 512MB 

Storage 
• Internal 13GB Ultra ATA 

hard disk drive 

llVe Have #IDT lllEllV 
Products 'ron7 

IVlacl/Vorlcll 
call us or visit 
macmall.com for details. 

Starling at 

$ 
#53617 (Blueberry only) 

Includes: 
3SOMHz processor, 64MB RAM, 

24X CD-ROM Drive 
56KModem 

Want to play movies or even make some 
of your own? An iMac DV model is your 

personal theatre for viewing DVD movies. 
And just connect your favorite DV cam
corder to the FireWire port and use Apple's 
groundbreaking iMovie software to create 
your own digital movies. 
All models include: only • 400MHz 
• 64MB RAM 
• lOGB hard drive 
• 4X DVD-ROM drive 

$1,294 
_ • 56K V.90 modem 

;-.!l~=;j;!l:.;;:;i•~-;;;;:;;5• • Built-in 10/100 
~ BASE-T ethernet 

#53620 (Tangerine) 
or lease for 

$521Mo. 

#53625 Blueberry #53621 Strawberry 1* #53622 Lime #53618 Grape 

'TheG4is here/ 
All models include: 
• lMB backside level 2 cache • 2 USB ports 
• PowerPC G4 Processor w/ Velocity Engine advanced vector 

processing technology • 2 or 3 Built-in FireWire ports 
• ATI RAGE 128 graphics card with 16MB of graphics memory 

Order# 
MHz 
RAM 

#53604 
350MHz 

64MB 
lOGB 

# 5 3605 # 53606 
400MHz 450 MHz 
12 8MB 256MB 
20G B 27GB 

•• AuthO!ized 
Catalog Reseller 

Hard Drive 
Multimedia 
Zip Drive 
Modem 

32X CD DVD-ROM DVD-RAM 

-~{A Yes Yes ----------------
56K 56K N I A 

l Price 
~ •... -,-... -.. ~-.~· 

' 1 ,594 ' 2,494 5 3,49 4 

111e Perfect Compliment to your 64! 
>- 17" (16" viewable) Apple 17" Studio Display 
>- .2Smm dot pitch $Aftft99 
>- 1600 x 1200 @60Hz ·~~ #51582 

We'll beat any advertised price on any computer in stock! We 'll beat any price on any Mae" or PowerBook from any authorized App/If" catalog reseller, retail store, online store or apple.com! 
Call for details on our latest MacMall Special Promotions! CPU promotions apply to CPUs only in this advertisement and are subject to change due to new product announcements or price drops. 
All offers expire 1131100 unless otherwise noted or while supplies last 

macmall.com :a!0~!ryword: 
l Mention your Priority Code: #ZMAD0 2 "1 I Mac 



Quadra 950 
• ARM 610 RISC processor at 20 MHz 
• Back-Lit LCD display 
• FREE W/ PURCHASE 

• 8MB of RAM 
• 68040 33-MHz 
• 5 Nubus Slots $349 

v New . • ...... 

G3 Logic Board & Leather Newton Car~ase 
Lid not included $17 ~ 
PowerBook 5300cs 
• Supports ext. video 
• 24MB RAM 
• 750 Hard Drive 
• 100-MHz 603e 
• Dual-scan color 
• Refurbished 

OUR WWW SITE FOR 00 

.. ,,. 
Color LaserWriter 1.2/GOOPS 

• 600-dpi -<+ 
• 12ppm 
• Color Photograde 
• LocalTalk, Ethernet 
• Mac, DOS, Unix or Windows 
•Toner included $1299 Refurbished ..• 

MacAlly Extended ~ 
Keyboard ,_ . ~ 

= NE . 

Iomega 100MB 

.~:::• 
PowerMac CPU SALE! 
6500/225 

32/3GB/CD 
6500/250 

32/4GB/CD 

$629 

og1c oar , re ur 1s e . . . . . . . 
Centris 650 logic board, refurbished . . S49. 
Quadra 800 logic board, 'refurbished no processor 579. 
Quadra 840AV logic board, •refurbished no processor 599. 
Quadra 900 logic board, 'refurbished no processor 599. 
Performa 630 logic board, refurbished no processor .579. 
PowerBook 520 logic board, refurbished . 599. 
PowerBook 540 logic board, refurbished . . $99. 

$679 

QuickTake 
Cameras ~ 

Refurbished _ .. ~~ ... 
• 

NEW 7200/75 
LOGIC BOARD 
ONLY $79 

We also specialize in digital 
audio recording! 

Call for the best prices on 
Alesis, Roland, Akai, and Mark 

of the Unicorn! 

Apple 11x17 Color Inkjet Printer NEW, #M9500 ... $249. G3 logic board, No Processor, No ROM ........ $399. . .... $849. Quadra 660AV Nu Bus Adapter . 
Apple StyleWriter 1200, refurbished · · .5149. 7200190 logic board, refurbished . . . . ......... $179. . .$249. Quadra 610 Nubus Adapter . 
Apple Stylewriter 1500, factory refurbished . . .. $179.LC logic board, refurbished . . ... . .. $49_ Apple 14" Multiscan, refurbished .5149. llsi Nubus adapter with math co-processor . 

Apple Color StyleWriter 2400, refurbished ....... $179. LC 11 1 . b d f b. h d $129 Apple 15" Multiscan refurbished . ................. ~~· ,, ~·~-~· ~-!!1~!!!11"1!1,llJ!. 
LaserWriter lint, refurbished w/ Toner . .. ..... $199. ogtc oar • re ur is e · ·...... . ...... . • I) 
LaserWriter Ill w/5MB RAM, refu rbished . . .... $549.Mac LClll logic board, refurbished, exchange .... $149. S219· ATI XClaimVR RAGE II 2MB with FREE TV Option .$149. 
LaserWriter Ilg w/5MB RAM, refurbished ...... $649. Pertorma 630 ,No Processor, refurbished ........ $79. Apple 15" AV, factory refurbished · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·5249· E·Machines DoubleColor SX Nubus Card NEW .... $29. 
Texas Instruments Micro Laser Pro E NEW . .$549. 8500 logic board, exchange . . ......... _5499_ Apple MultiScan 17", refurbished · · · · · · · · · · · · · .$249. RasterOps 24MX NEW, 24·brt Nubus . . .. $149. 

Laser toner cartridges sold separately Apple 20" Multiscan, refurbished · · · · · .$649. Supermac 8.24 PDQ Plus, 24·bit Nubus card ..... $449. 
9500 logic board, exchange · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·5649 Radius lntelliColor/20e, factory refurbished . . .. $999. ' PowerMac HPV Card (1 MB) .................. $79. 
Quadra 950 logic board, refurbished .......... $199 Voxon 14" Multiscan NEW . . ....... 5129. ' PowerMac AN Card (2MB) . . ....... $199. 

Voxon 15" Multiscan NEW . . ........ $199 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . $219. Pentium 100·MHz, refurbished . . ... $149. Radius Color Pivot LE, refurbished .. $199. 

· · · · · .$179. Pentium 166-MHz, 12" PCI card, refurbished .. . . . $299. 'Prod.dsare-triessmatedas 'red.Pialsrellecla2%cashdiscou~ardareOJ!Jjectk>cr.arr,evmiutro!XaReturroareslAljecll:la 
· · · · · · · · · · · · .$129. 586 100-MHz, 7" PCI card , refurbished . ......... . $99. 15%restOO<ilg Oe.Nol~brl\IXl9lllilh<alemJ11;1\H-.r.sMUSTBEnv.oOO'lgcoo:llimReturt:ished S)'lerroirayi'd.de"""'COOJJO' 

486 66-Mhz for 6100 series, NEW ... $29. Mllsardirayatsoi'd.de""1leli::-•ti:hc!orotftTdiol<ll/"1>0rpelJnnarcedthe-. 



POWERMACS! . 
Starting at 

s599 
G4/500MT .. 256/27G/OVOnlP . .... . CALL 

1-800-533-9005 ( WeareopenMon-Sat,9am-6pm) 

Fax Bids: (310) 475-7744 or email at SALES@COMPU-AMERICA.COM 

10435 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Government, University and 

Fortune 1000 P.O.'s are welcome! 

Check ou~ our -vcTeb! 
WWW.COMPU-AMERICA.COM 

Business Leasing is Available! 
International Orders Please call 
tel:(310) 446-1771 

WORKGROUP SERVERS 
Gl/400 ..... 1S6/l-9G/14X/SHARE . . . . CALL 
Gl/350 ..... 118/9G/14X/SHARE ....... CALL 
GJ/lll ..... 128/1-9G/14X/SHARE ..... CALL 
GJ/166 .... . 118/4G/14X/SHARE ....... CALL 

- I-MACS 

J400U140 .. 16/JG/CO/MOO . . ... 1199' 
l400U100 .. 16/lG/CO/MOO .. . .. 1099" 
J400U1BO .. 16/lG/CO/MOO ......... 1049' 
1400Ul80. . 16/lG/CD ............. 1199' 
1400U166 .. 16/lG/CO . .. ... ...... . 1099" 
1400CS/166 . 16/lG/CO ....... 999' 
14DDU1ll .. 16/lG/CD ............... 999· 
1400CS/lll . 16/lG/CO ............... 999• 
SlOOCE/1 17 . 16/1GIG/14.4MODEM ..... 599* 
SlOOCS/100 . B/SOO .................. 499' 

EPSON' 
Starting at ~· 
s79') ~ 

... 129 STYLUS COLOR 900/900G/900N . .JS9/399/579 INTUOS 4 XS (USBJ. 

........ 159/169 STYLUS COLOR 740/750/760 . ..199/229/119 INTUOS 6 X 8 .. 

.. .... 129 

.199 

.. ................. 399 

V<>UIR # ... 

An award-winning image editor that's truly easy to use, Color It! 4.0 runs 
on any color-capable Mac with just 3MB of RAM, yet offers 16 levels of undo, supports pressure-sensitive tablets and supports most Photoshop
compatible plug-ins for filters, scanners and digital cameras. Work with existing images, scan in new ones, or create works of art from scratch. 

CALL TOLL·FREE (800) 388·8109 
or download from the Web and save shipping charges! 
www.microfrontier.com (Shipping : $5 U. S.; $7 Canada, $ 12 International} 

Manipulate and blend images in ways limited only 
by your imagination! 
• Create and Edit animated GIFs and client- and server-side Web Image Maps 
• Over 30 built-in filters, including levels, Curves, Unsharp Masking, Remove Scratches 

and Red Eye effects, Auto Contrast, Auto Enhance and more 
• Fully customizable tools palette 
• Create custom convolutions & apply convolution filters with 24 different brushes 
• Create Catalog palette image thumbnails you simply click to open the image 
• CMYK four-color separations 
• Paint with patterns and textures as easily as solid colors 

*UPGRADE from previous versions or any MicroFrontier product for just s29.95 
CD VERSION INCLUDES OVER 1,100 PAmRNS-A s69.65 VALUE! 



your complete 
used Mac resource 

MAC 
OF ALL 

TRADES 

Mac of All Trades takes the 
fear out of buying and selling 
used equipment. 

Direct: 404-355-51 44 
Fax: 404-355-5461 
500 Bishop Street, Suite E-3 
Atlanta, Georgia 30318 

Super Savings for Students, Teachers & Schools! 
New Bundle: Dreamweaver 3 & Fireworks 3 only $148! 

3D Suite v4.0 $299 Electriclmage $639 Office 98 Call! 
Bryce 4 $139 Extensis Call! Painter 6 $209 
Canvas 7 $195 Filemaker Pro 5 $148 Scriptware $129 
Carrara $199 Fireworks 3 $98 TechTool Pro $79 
Coda Finale 2000 $199 Flash 4 $98 Vectorworks 8.5 $329 
CodeWarrior Pro 5 $109 Form·Z $849 Iomega Drives Call! 
Director 7 $329 Freehand 8 $98 Wacom 4x5 Tablet $154 
DreamWeaver 3 $98 Lightwave 3D 6 $799 (PC titles also available!) 

Visi-t- Ac.t1de.Mic.Supe.rs/ore..c.011A .for o>\li1te. 
orde.ri"-q & 1-01ts o.>r o-t-~e.r produc.1-s/ 

~\e~o<S· 1-800-294-4035 
(/3-\'3' Fax PO's and ID's to 512-450-0263 

r.t-::'l"'i~VT'r:oil~~,,.,..~ 

$9.9 5 ea 
$87-00 1 0 pack 

$1 70.00 20 Pack 

Order online 

www.iMacButton.com 
7081 N. Marks # 104-283 Fresno, CA 93711 

559-438-8601 Fax 559-435-2511 

102 Mac AOO/CT FEB/00 Shoppers Paradise 

DATA RECOVERY: 800·440·1904 
' I 

7 good reasons to choose DriveSavers: 

Stop by Booth #540 
Enter to WIN 

a Flat Screen Display! 

1. DriveSavers is Authorized to perform Data Recovery 
on all Apple computers and hard drives. 

2. Retrieve recovered data instantly with DATAEXPRESS"" 
over high speed secured lntemet lines. 

3. Recommended and certified by all drive companies to 

maintain your warranty. 

4. 24-hour, onsi te, and weekend service available. 

5. Advanced, proprietary recovery techniques. 

6. Featured by CNN, BBC, Forbes, and many others. 

7. Federal and Stare Contracts (GSA, CMAS.) 

, Visit .us at MacWorld 2000 
Booth #54.0 Moscone Center • San ;Francisco CA 

MEMORY 
DESKTOP-LAPTOP-CAMERA-PRINTER 

WE CAN BEAT ANY PRICE, ANYWHERE 
CALL AROUND ... THEN CALL US!!! 

"NOBODY CAN BEAT us ... NOBODY" 
LIFETIME WARRANTY-NEVER A RE-STOCKING FEE 

1-800-4-MEMORV 

. . . . ·. : 

. . 



.eading Mac maga
,ines agree, Reunion 
s the BfST family tree 
oftware. Create large, 
olor family trees and 
imeline charts -
;ey're greot for family 
eunions. Play sound 
ecordings and family 
oovies. Print birthday, 
ind anniversary calendars. Create compre-
1ensive book reports. Reunion also makes it 
,asy to share your family history on the 

MacHome Internet, with 

1l .-...T automatic HTML 
. 1• • . reports and "Web 'f.im Family Cards" 

AWARD with pictures . 

••••• 

Leister Productions 
PO Box 289, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 
phone 717-697-1378 fax 717-697-4373 

e-mail: info@LeisterPro.com 
web site/demo at www.Lelste rPrn.com 

To order, cal l 
MacConnection 800-800-2222 

PRINT GRAPHICS. 
1 

MB GRAPHICS. 
IONE& '49[5" 

An award-winning image editor that's 
truly easy to use, with 16 levels of 
undo, support for pressure.sensitive 
tablets and Photoshop-compatible 

plug-ins. Just 549.95 (upgrades 529.95) 
for a limted time. 

WL TOLL·FREE 
(800) 388-8109 

or download from the Web 
www.miaofrontier.com 

MicroFrontier, Inc. 

the 
coolest 

dust cover 
for the 
iMacl 



Toll Free 1.877.847. 1020 
htt ://www.mac-o-rama.com 

MAC-0-RAMA 

Visit us for the BEST selection of 
Software & Accessories for your 
Macintosh, plus SUPER customer 

service and LOW prices! 

~ ALL MACINTOSH, BABY! 

Local (303) 571-1900 M d" G "d v l -Fax (303) 571-5020 e I a u I e .our# Macintosh 
Hours M-F a-a MST Source! 

• Upgradable CPU • 3 PCI slots • Buil t-in elhernet • 

"GRAB BAG" o' DEALS! 

NewSony24x 
SCSI CO.ROM 

lntemal .......... $79 
External ....... $109 
wl FWB CD-ROM Toolkit 

Apple 101100 PC! Ethernet card .. ... .. .. .... ..... .. . $49 UNBEATABLE DUO DEALS! 
Apple 14" Color Plus display ... .. .... ..... ........ ..... $89 

Duo 270c 32/320/14.4 ......... $219 Apple Microphone (either style) ... .. ..... .............. $7 
Duo 280c 40n50/14.4. ........ $299 6100 486 DOS card {w/software) ....... ..... ....... $39 
Duo 280c 40/1glg/14.4 ....... $349 External HD case {w/cables) .................... ...... $25 

10 Base-T transceiver ... ... .. .......... .. .. ............... $19 Duo Dock I (w/lld upgrade) ... $89 
Deluxe Notebook Backpack carrying case ..... $29 

PLEASE BUY FROM US SO WE CAN AFFORD TO HIRE A NEW AD DESIGNER! 

HOT Bundle specials! NEW Powerport 
Mercury 19.2 

Internal modem 
for 

Powerbook 5xx 

(Listed CPU Ill!!! a 13/14 • monitor, kb/mouse) 
llci 8/425 ... $169 • llsi 9/230 ... $159 • llvx 8/425 .. $179 
Quadra 650 16/425/CD ... $239 • Q630 20/250/CD .. $219 
6100/60 24/350/CD ... $299 • 71 00/66 40/425/CD ... $349 $29 

NEW - USED - PARTS • RAM • PERI PHERALS & TONS MORE 

www. MediaGuide. com 

32/64MB 69/139 
128MB -==---$279 

I PowerBook 3400 I 
32/64MB 85/139 
128MB -=---$229 

16/32MB 59/110 
48MB-=-$149 

I Hard Drives I 
TOSHIBA 2.5" 2.lGB IDE 149 
HITACHI 2.5" 5.0 GB IOE --$245 
IBM 2.5" 6.4 GB IDE --$245 
IBM 2.5" 8.0 GB IOE --$349 
SEAGATE 3.5" 4.3 GB SCSI --$219 
OUANTOM 3.5" 9.1 GB SCSlo $325 

eritech CALL Toll Free 1 ·888-808·6242 

INTERNATIONAL. INC. 

213 North Orange St., Suite C, 
Glendale, CA 91203 

Phone:(Bl 8)244-6242 FAX:(Bl 8)500-7699 

www.eritech.com 
e-mail:eritech@sprynet.com 

Prices Are 5ubject _ , !lli!l!!!!!ll - -----to Change llfthout Notice! ! ! l'lSf" , 

Prices effective 10/08/99 -

It~ 104 MacADDICT FEB/00 Shoppers Paradise 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



Visit our Web site for more details www.contourdesign.com 
and our MacWorld 99 ' Expo Booth # 1750 

FAX 916-652-1881 

Apple PowerMacs 
PM6100 8/230 w'"'°"" 

r.>~ $179 
PM7100 8/500 w1 ''""" 

- $249 

flX 12ooi .... $59.99 Ext0 ~rnal nves 
12:X 1800i .. $79,99 ~ 
2'.!X3600i .. $99.99 ,_ . 
Lnri;t'SI lnn~oto11·1 Uest Prices 
These tlrh·es 11r~ Morl>S Bootablc 
:md use Ap11lc Origlnal llrher Soft mare 

IX30 MAC ROCKET 

g9 
''J { w/CPU 

Purchase 
129tJ!l :mr.I0 _.....,. 4M8 IOMMllWTV OU!pUI 

A blast of pore 128·blt graphlc.t po-I Built in stereo 

PowerCurve 1$ 8/0/0 (9 
PowerPC 19 

601120Mltz 
G3 Upgradeble 

P G: 8500-150 16/1$ G/CD (9 
- Power PC 

604e 150Mhz 
ncludes Ethernet 69 

Qundra 68040 CPU's Mouse (U) from.. 99.99 
PM 6100/60 81500/CD Mouse (U) ... .... ......... 229.99 
PM 7100/66 811.2GICD Mouse (U) .............. 349.99 
Performa 6360 !611.2GICD (U) ·········-··········· 449.99 
PM 8500/1201611.2GICD Mouse (U) .•...... 649.99 
PowerCurve 120 16/IGB/CD Mouse (U) .. 299.99 
Perfonna 550 Built-in Monitor Mouse (U) 299.99 
iMACS All-In-One G3 (UIR) ... ...... . ., ..... ... .... . CALL 

PwrBook5300c 161750 (U) 
PPC IOOMJiz $699 1.44FDHD 

' Active Color LCD 
Tangerine USB Mouse (N) 

AppleMouse$2999 
Great add-on for 
Your new iBook! 

Apple Mouse I . 22.99 Exl Keyboard <') _ 29.99 
Apple Mouse II 32.99 Gnmepad-" ""'"' 29.99 
Mouse, I buttonlN) 19.99 Trackball·M,c<lly 29.99 
Mouse, 2 bullon CNJ 24.99 PCI to USB 2 Porls 69.99 
USB iK<y K•yboonl 39.99 USB iMousc iNI ..... 29.99 
USB iHub1UJ .•......• 49.99 USB IBnll "Fr.ocl<h•ll 39.99 
USU to ADBll' i ·-··· 39.99 USB to SerialiNI .... 79.99 

I. ~ MacOS 9.0 (N) 
Latcs.t Release $6999 
Rctmi Packed 

~ CD ROM 

ZfPIHD/CDROM Install Kil~ IN STOCK 
Iomega Zip Drive Int. SCSI (PJ ... - ....... 69.99 
Iomega Zip Drive Ext.SCSI (R) ··--····- 89.99 
Apple 2x 300i+ CDROM.Jntcrnal (P) •••••• 29.99 
Apple 4x 600i CDROM-lntcmal (P) ........ 39.99 
CD External Cases.SCSI chi incl (N) ····-·· 39.99 
HD External Cases-SCSI cbl incl (N) ......... 49.99 
Full Height Ext Cases.SCSI cbl incl 11\ry .... 79.99 
Apple Ffoppy Drives.(N)l(P) ....•.................. CALL 

E-Tech 56K Modem (N) 
ac Ready V.90 $7~ 

ncludes Software 
Includes Cables 

otorola 28.8$ odem (N) 
OEM Packed 2~ 

Mac Readv 
Includes Cables 

ETHERNET for EVERY MAC .......... CALL 
Asante ' Enet card 10B2 LCIPDS (N) .•.••••. 29.99 
Asante' Enet card !OllT NuBus (N) ......... 39.99 
MacAlly Enet card IOBT LCIPDS (NJ ..... 49.99 
MacAlly Enet card lOBT PCI (NJ ............ 49.99 
MacAlly Enet card 10/lOOBT PCI (N) .... 79.99 
5Port Ethernet HUB IOBT (N) ................... 49.99 
8Port Ethernet HUB IOBT (N) ................... 79.99 
16Porl Ethernet HUB 10/ IOOBT (N) ........ 289.99 

Serial, USB, Ethernet, Fire Wire, SCSI 
• ALL MAC & Pll Cables In Stock • 

Asante' 6 Port lOOTX HUB (N) 

t~;, n;I~~~,?-~~~~ $8ft99 
Rack Mount Options 7 
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Buy • Sell • Repair • Parts 
1-888-622-7253 

www.macs4sale.com 

Show Special 
iMac's G3 333mhz 32/6gb/CD $799 

Powermac Computers 
PowerMac 6100 8/230 
PowerMac 7100 
PowerMac 8100/80 
PowerMac 7500/ 100 

16/500 
16/500/CD 
16/500/CD 

PowerMac 8500/ 120 -32/2gb /CD 
PowerMac 9500/ 180MP &i/4gb /CD 
G3 Desktop 233 32 /4gb/CD 
G3 Minitower 266 &i/6gb/CD/zip 

Classic Powerbooks 
Powerbook 520 16/230/19.2 
Powerbook 520c 2A/500/ 19.2Mcxlem 
Powerbook 1400c 16/750/CD 
Powerbook 5300ce 32 / lgb /CD 
Duo Dock with Lid Upgrade 

G3 Powerbooks 
Wallstreet G3 233 32 /2gb/CD 12"Passive 
Wallstreet G3 233 32 /2gb/CD/56k 14.l"Active 

Monitors 
13" Apple RGB Monitor with selected CPU purchase 
14" Apple Color Display 
15" Apple Multiscan 
17" Apple Multiscan 1705 
20" Apple Multiscan 

Laser Printers 
Personal Laserwriter LS & Toner Bundle 
Laserwriter !Int 
Laserwriter IIf 
Personal Lw 4 /600 600 DPI 
Lw Pro 600 600 DP! 
Laserwriter II I Personal Laserwriter Toner 

Extras 
New In Box 

System 8.1 OS Retail Box CD 
Appleworks 5 .0 CD 
56k BPS External Fax Modem 
Powerbook Car DC Adapter lxx,Duo,5300 
8MB I 20MB Powerbook Duo Ram 

Sign Making Products 

$199 
$299 
$399 
$599 
$699 

$1299 
$999 

$1499 

$349 
$449 
$799 
$599 

$59 

$999 
$1499 

$Free 
$99 

$169 
$249 
$599 

$199 
$199 
$299 
$449 
$499 

$29-$49 

$29 
$49 
$79 
$19 

$18-$49 

24" D620 Vinyl Sign Cutters -New Sale $1899 
Call about sign shop in a box - software bundles. 

Make $ with your Mac. 

New Silhouette Images on CD - For a Limited time Only ! 
Over 800 eps images new for 1999. Sale $149 
The most complete CD of silhouette imai:(es. 
Perfect for Desktop Publishing or Instant Signs. 
Much more available .Cutters I Plotters. Software. Design Art 

In Arizona 4 80-3 6 8 -5770 Fax 480-368-5480 Mon- Fri 8 :00-5:00 

Trade or sell us your older PowerMac or Accessories 

School PO's Welcome. Prices reflect a 3% cash discount Prices sublect to charu!e. 
All sales final. Returns at !J1llliaget"S discretion & subject to min. 15%' restockingree. 

Products are used with 90 day warranty. 
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Apple MacOS7.6/8/8.1/8.5/9 $49f.i5t.i9/69/89 G3/350/400/450MHZ $10891138911989 
G<VJ50/400/450MHZ $148911 88912959 

Iomega 
1.0GB Jaz $75 
100MB Zip $10• 

Act V2.8/Acrobat V3N4 $129/$99/$169 
Ant1Virus5/SAM V4/Apple UtilltiesCD $49/29 
Bryce3D/4/Detaller $99/125' /189 
Claris EMaller/DRAW/Calendar Maker $69 ea. 
Claris Works V4/5/AppleWorks $49/59/89 
Claris lmpacVOrganizer/HomePage $69 each 
Corel DRAW 9 / WordPertect V3.5 $329/$75 
Di rector V5/Studio/6.5/Studi$199/389/4891589 
OeBabel izer V31 Oantz Retrospect4.1$199/99 
Extensis MaskPro2/PortFolio $1 99/109 
Extensis Prefl ight Pro/ PhotoGraphics $269/99 
Extensis PhotoTool3/0XTool4 $1291129 
FileMakerPro.V2/4/5/Server3 $49/109/189/589 
Final Cut Pro/fllghtCheck/Upg. $949/$355/85 
Flash 4/ freehand 8/DreamWeaver2 $249 ea. 
Fontographer V4/Freehand V5 StudiQ S199 ea 
Freehand VB Upgrade omy ~ Jlfi 
f rameMakerV5N5.5/FWB CO ToolS389/489/39 
FWB Hard Disk Tool Kits PEN 3 $39/95 
Golive4/lnfini·D V4/4.5 $279/369/439 
Illustrator V5.5/6filf ireworks V2 589/189/159 
Kai's Powe rTool LE/V3N5 $29/69/95 
Microsoft Olllce4.2.1/97Pro . $149/199 
MI c rosottOlll c98Up g ./98/2000$1 49/1991$389 
MedlaCleanerPro4/Quarl<Xpress4$389/649 
Norton Utilities/Anti-Virus Bundle $79 both 
Norton Utilities V3.5/4 NetObject $39/49/89 
Painler3/4/5/5.5/Fron!Page $69/99/149/229/99 
Pantone Color Drive/Color WEB $69 each 
PageMaker V5/6/PhotoFlash $189/289/89 
Persuasion V3N4 PowerPolnt98 $99/189/189 
Premiere LEN3N4/PhotoDluxS89/189/289/25 
Poser V2/3/4/~ $79/139/229/649 
Quick Book Pro V4/Qulcken 7 $179/35 
RayOream 30/Studlo V5/5.5 $89/189/289 
SuitCase3/8 Stuttll Oelux5 $25/$79/59 
SoundEdit1 6+0EC 11/SwimSuit C0$199/249/29 
StrataStudioProV2/V2.5 N-Shop 8489/635/49 
VirusScan 31 Virex VS.8/5.9 $29/$49/58 
Virtual PC Win95/Win98 $109/129 

JAZJZIP, Hard DR. & CDR 
400MB/1GB/2GB/3GB $9911591189/209 
4GB/6GB/9GB/18GB $259/329!.l69J\i49 

Manager SRecials 
*UMAX Mirage Df6L Color 

SyQuest 
44MB/88MB $25135 
200/270MB $49/59 
EZ135/230 $29/39 
StJ_!!I 1.5GB $99 
M.0. Cart. 

128/230MB $8/12 
640/650MB $29/34 
1GB Tahiti $89 
1.2/1.368 $49/59 
2.6/4.668$149/189 

Close-Out 

Scanner-12X17, Dual Lens 
w/Transparency $1389 
*Kodak Digital Camera 
DC200+ 1152X864 $295 
•Epson 5000 Color Printer 
- Color Proof $2689 *Targa 2000 
Jaz ext. Dr. 16B/2GB $199/$339 Pro/RTX$2489/3889 
Zip Dr. w/Cart. Int. / Ext. $109/$125 •Apple 20" Color 
Teac6X/24X w/Toast $299 
Yahama CD-RW 6X/4X/16Xw/Toasl $349 Monitor $589* 
Apple DVD-ROM Or. w/MPEG Oecorder $399 
DVD-RAM 5.2GB SCSI $779 *64/128MB 

COMBO Drives: 
9GB + CD-R Ext. SCSI $699 ~~~2l~~9 

18GB AV + JAZ + CD-R $1099 Ext. Drive $249n99 
JAZ+ZIP $289 ' Fujitsu 230MB MO/ 

Tape Ext. Drive WANG DAT $199ea I 
SDT2D00/40D0/5000 $199/399/499 ~gNri=GB 
sonooo19000110000 $699/899/1089 ·iitir~cAD 1 4 $989 
DLT 30/40/60GB $1189/1489/1989 $2 
USS Drive· 368/468/668 $99/149/199 ::a~::~~er:J~ 

Super RAID· Quantumis'eagate $39159167 
"M.S. WIN9MJM'roject 

SCSI Case HH/FF $29/49* 98 S69i99tl89 
• 8GB/18GB RAIO - $ 489/ $789 "M.S. Words V5N6/98 
• 36GB/54GB RAIO· $1589 / $2389 $8911891269 

-~----< ·wordPertect3.5/Win 

Fax: 310-7 82-5974 
tittpJ/vvww.imagesolutions4U.rom 
E-Mail: lmagesol 4U@AOLrom 
385 Van Ness Ave. #110 • Torrance, CA 90501 

dows98 $75/95 

= -800-352-3420 ~ 

Remote Control for PowerPoint, Quicklime, DVD, CD, & MP3 Software! 

• ----.-·'eO "One of the coolest and most 

convenient gadgets yoy can 
purchase" - MacNN Nov 9Q ,. 

... :/'.:.:>. .. 
·=··~tJliglta1/1 Media Remote· 

'/ USB remote control for PowerPoint, 
DVD, CD, & MP3 software players ($79) 

USB Twin Se1#al A1tlapter 
Add 2 Mac serial ports to your USB Mac Macworld 

'''' 
• .F-or use wjth tablets, PDAs, cameras & many printers 
• Two ports for- the price of single port solutions! ($79) 
l!JSB PDA Adapter ~ 
Connect Palm organizers:toyo"ur USB Mac or Win98 PC ($39) 
UISB! 41-Pon Hu1ti( '.'. . 
Connect more USB device? to your USB Mac ($49) 
Keyspa·n IJJ/581 car~ _"·' 
Add 2 USB ports to your PGI' PowerMac ($39) 

K~ :PAN www.keyspan.com 
(51 O) 222-0131 



BEST MEMORY PRICES & WARRANTY ANYWHERE. NEVER UNDERSOLD! 
Lifetime Memory Replacement Guarantee 

SECURE ONLINE SHOPPING @ www.datamem.com 
All Till FREE: 811-662-1466 

EPSON DI ~QWEHLDG!X ~@NN®I .flJdi'!Y FA!l 

IEllR ll'llllE SPllllllllS SllCI 1811 
te stock memory for -computers -Notebooks• Printers •Digital Cameras 

•Save on Pentium Multimedia Systems 
• Hard Drives I CD-ROM I DVD I iomega Drives 

• Color Monitors from 15,, to 21" Professional Models, 
Modems I Networking. I Accelerators J Scanners 

Open from 9 a.m. 'til 9 p.m. M - F- ~ 74 1 
Fax P.O.s to 603-898-6585 or send thru our web site: www.datamem.com r/~ 

OMS ACCEPTS GOVERNMENT,EDUCATIONAL & CORPORATE PURCHASE ORDERS WITH PRIOR APPROVAL 

HOT: Great value, unique product, delivers 
what it promises, user friendly 

.. . there's nothing else quite like webSavant on 
the market It is simply the most comprehen
sive single source available for learning Web 

Herman Miller Aeron Chair 

www.sittingmachine.com 

800-883-9697 
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79 
Quantum 1.2 gb scs1 105 
Seagate 4.5 gb Medalist scs1 179 
IBM 9.lgb UltraStar SCSI 289 
Fujitsu 4.3 gb IDE 95 
Quantum 9.1 gb IDE 7 200 rpm 135 
Quantum 18.2 gb IDE 7200 rpm 215 
Microsoft Office 4.2. 1 co only 75 
Mac•os 8.6 w/free 8.5 CD 59 
Mac"OS 8 .1 CD only 25 
Microsoft Office 98 Gold - 445 
iX Micro Ul t imate Rez- 8mb Bulk 60 

G4/YOSEMITE - PC 100 

PowerBook G3 (98-99) 

iMAC'" & iBook'" RAM 

32 mb • .. ~ "2. TM $ 44 
64 mb llY'-"'C 85 
128 mb[128 LP rnD/'193 
256 mb 00 399 

168 Pin DIMMs 
16 mb 
32 mb 
64 m 
128 mb 

$ 28 

IMM~1! 
178 

32 mb 
64 mb 
128 mb 
256 mb 

$ 49 

G
~59 .. qe 11s 
343 

SIMMs 72 & 30 in 

Scanners, Printers, 
Cables & Accessories 

Available - Call ! 

MacSolutions, Inc. 11933 Wilshire Boulevard, West Los Angeles, CA 90025 Fax: (310) 966- 4433 
University S School P.O.'s Welcome Note: All p rices are subject to change. limited to stock on han d. •1126 

Secure Online ordering or Call Toll-Free (800) 873-3RAM 

www.macsolutions.com 
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I www.MacResQ.com System 
Software! 

Apple SW 1200's 

$119 
•black & white inkjet .._1 ;~-~ .. ~ 16/250 conflg. 
•comes w/ ink & cables w/any 14" Display 
•works on older Mac's! (kybd & mouse incl.) 

CPU' S PowerBooks Monitors Hard Drives Miscellaneous 
B&W G3's: $call G3/300's from $2499 Apple 14" MS $99 2.1 Gig SCSI $99 ixMicro 8mb PCI 
Beige G3's:from $1099 G3/233's from $1599 Apple 72017" $299 4.3 Gig SCSI $199 Video card $79 
PM 9600's from $1399 PB3400c's from $1099 Apple 21" $499 SCSI ext. cases $29 Norton 4.0 $29 
PM 8500's $799 PB 1400c's from $999 Sony 17" $199 4.3 Gig IDE $129 Claris 5.0 $29 
PM 7500/lOO's $599 PB 1400cs's $899 LaCie 21": (blue) $599 6.4 Gig IDE $139 ADB IT mice $19 
PM 6400/180's $499 PB 5300c's $599 Radius PV 21" $499 Int.CD Rom's Design kybds $19 
PM 7200/90's $399 PB 520's $399 Logic Boards ' 
Perf. 6200/75's $299 PB 150's $299 &Power Supplies Apple 600i(4x) $49 I 
PM 6100/60's $199 Duo 2300c's $499 •Check our website Apple 1200i(Sx) $69 • 
040 CPU's from $99 Duo 250's $249 or call for $$$$ Apple lSOOi(l2x)$79 

___ .... _ _....--• Apple 3600i(24x)$99 

Sony 12x $69Mac·Res·Q® 

UNIVERSAL ADB TO use ADAPTER 

Easily Connects Any ADB Device 
To USB·Equipped iMac or PC Computer 

The innovo live iMole USB to AOB adopter allows users to easily connect 

their exisling AOB peripherals lo iMocs, Moes with USB cords, and PCs 

with USB. The iMole is compatible wilh any AOB device including mice, 

keyboards, trackballs, trockpods, hardware dongles, and AppleVision displays. 

Retail price $39 

80 Fesslen lmoe • Nasbvnle, TN 37210 info@griffintechnology.com 
61 S.2SS.0990 www.griffintechnology.tom 

- --- GRIFFIN 
The gPort universol 

serial odopler is the 

perfect companion for 

your new blue G3 compuler. 

Designed from lhe ground up with 

the G3 in mind it supports every senol 

de~ce that works on your older Moes. 

lECHNOLOGY 

• Easy to install • Economical • Cost Effective 

With the new G3s Apple hos mode o bold move to foster 

and more universal i/o interfaces. The gPort provides o 

great transition for people with existing serial equipment. 

Retail price $49 

Ext. Cases $49 . ' ... 
eX+re~e 

Portf 

What vou get: I/- ports 
P(ug in a ModeM or a seria( printer. 

P(ug in a handhe(d whatever. 

P(ug in a digita( caMera. 

Stidc in anvthing USB. 

What vou give: 

( 8//) '3 81-1 J./.00 

www.MoMentuMus.co M 
WOT l#>J)f If.I CHIWA 
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~~Just for your Mac&, iMac 

Epson 
Stylus 740i 

Call for 
Best Deal! 

Find today's hottest products for 
your Mac and iMac . 

{:iJi~'.:: 
I hink I 
i Value 1 

Tec~~o~~: ~ .......................... ~Memory 
~* w•~ 

$56.95 ~ Latest Prices 

Why buy from the other mail order places? Can their telephone sales 
representatives really help you, or are they just trying to make a 
quick sale? 

Our specialists can answer your questions, and help you make 
the right product, selection to fit your needs. Call or check out 
our website today! 

800.224.5899 

GOSH/ I LOVE HER, S(!T, 
SORROW MY MACADDICT-

NEV£R// 



Please come to see us at MacWorld Expo 
January 5-8, 2000 at Moscone Center San Francisco. South Hall booth #507 and North Hall booth #4351 

G acally 

USB Microphone 
\ 

New USS Peripheral• lor Moc 

-~ __ ) 
G •cally 

-pnediakey· 
G acally 

],wave® 

M acally is proud to bring you the lastest USB peripherals for Mac user. iHub7, iHubJr, iSweet, SweetNet, iMouseJr, 

iMouse, iMousePro, iBall , iBallPro, iKey, iHub, iStick, iShock, iWave, USB Microphone, Cardbus to USB adapter and 

PCI to USB card are specifically designed for your Mac. Improve your productivity with Macally USB peripherals. 

Call us for dealers near you 1-800-644-1132 or visit us at: www.macally.com 
All trademark or reaistered trademarks ore the property of their respective owners 

INK4 ART BrandCartrldges4 IDI 
Black-400,440,600,640,700 . . .. ...... $14.99 
Black-740,800,850,1520 ........ $15.99 
3 Color all above models • . ••• . . .... $18.99 
3000 C,M,Y,K . . .... ... each .... $19.99 
Photo Color Photo. Photo EX, 750,700 ... $18.99 

Mousepad Creation Kit only$ 2?2~m!lill.i~ 
T-Shirt Creation Kit only$ 3.22 

6" Flavored USB Cable only$ 3 .22 

iStation only$16?2 



s u own 
Are you laughing, or do you need the Heimlich maneuver? 

Back to the Past 
I nspired by the world-gobbling suc

cess of the Go Network (the fright
ening cyberbehemoth that includes 
ABC.com, Disney.com, and ESPN 
. com as partners), self-confessed 
Luddite Ted Kazinsky announced 
the creation of the Go Away ~~ 

Network, a network portal site 
devoted to turning back the techno
logical clock. Reports have it that 
the Go Away Network approached 
the Society for Creative Anachronisms 
and the Quakers as potential partners, 
but both organizations refused. words of one unnamed network part
Traffic to the portal has been "disap- ner, due mainly to the unwillingness of 
pointing, to say the least," in the interested parties to use computers. 

When Hairy Met Smoothy 
We've speculated about what Steve Jobs' beard (or lack 

thereof) really means-now we've been hipped to a 
Web site that tracks the state of his facial hair. Check out 
http://www.kband.com/beardojobs for up-to-date tracking 
of Steve's whiskers. After this January's Macworld Expo 
keynote, we'll be trying to suss out a facial hair pattern. 
Don't look to the Beard o'Jobs site for prognostications
it only reports on the current condition of his whiskers. 
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B.F. Skinner 
Would Be Proud 
As reported on Slashdot 

(http://www.slashdot.org) in 
November, a Swedish museum has 
been keeping a specially wired 
yucca plant on display. Ola 
Pehrson's Yucca Invest Trading 
Plant, hooked up via electrodes, 
tells a computer how to issue 
trades on the Swedish stock mar
ket. If the yucca loses money, it 
doesn't get any water; if it turns a 
profit, it does get water. The plant 
has made an 18 percent profit in 
the last three months. To view the 
day-trading yucca, please go to 
http://www.art.a.se/best_ before 
/about/docimg/ola _yucca.jpg. 

FITZPATRICK THE RAT™ 

( 






